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viii Foreword

find order in disparate approaches and often point to new directions,
for research ariQ1 teaching.

In Improvingtlissroom Communication, Elizabeth Lynn, who has
surveyed and developed programs on communication for teachers,
offers significant information for educational planners and for the
speech department personnel concerned with prodding teacher com-
munication programs. Both the analysis and the related resource
section by David Kleiman provide %Hal information for admini-
strators. methods course instructors, state departments of education,
principals. district supervisors, and of course, for the teachers
themsel% esin short. for anyone' vitally concerned with commu7
nication in educational contexts.

Barbara Lieb-B hart
Associate Ditector. E C/RCS



Preface
rr

Courses in classroom communication encompass the theory and
skills specifically associated with the processes of verbal interaction
between teachers and students. With steadily growing support from
both the speech communicotion, and education professions, such
courses have multiplied rapidly over the past few years. It is the
purpose of this pub{ication (1) to establish a sound rationale, derived
and synthesized from the speech communication and education pro-
fessions, for developing and offering such instruction; and (2) to
facilitate the growth and expansion of such interdisciplinary instruc-
tion by describing Abe national status of courses in classroom
communicatio and by identifying thipse resources which might
further assist in instructional development. To promote the develop-
ment of courses in classroom communication, this publication 'deals
with such elements as the prevalence of these courses, their design, the
kinds of content and instructional strategies most commonly used,
instructors', qualifications, model courses, and the efficacy of such
courses. In addition, this publication presents a bibliography of
resource materials for course development .

This publication is intended primarily for use by departmental
administrators and instructional developers from both the speech
communication and education, fields. The rationale, and course de-
scriptions are offered to assist these readers in convincing their

. colleagues:

1, that prospective and practicing classroom teachers have special
needs for instruction in the skills.uf classroom communication;

2. that such skills and awareness are not innate, but must dfid can be
learned through appropriate instruction and practice;

3. that the scope and diversity of a teacher's communication needs
ix
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cannot be met solely through traditional eduCation courses (such
as "Foundations of Education" or "Introduction to Teaching"), nor
through traditional speech communication courses (such as"Pub-
lic Speaking" or ';Oral- Interpretation;); ,

4..that courses need to be tailored to address teachers' special
communication needs;

5. that the study of speech communication processes has a necessary
relationship to underStanding and improving teacher-student and
student-student interactions in the classroom.

In addition, his publication has been written for governmental and
pri% ate funding agencies who are concerned with the preparation and
continued education of leachers. Thy information provided is intended
to assist such agencs irr`acquiring a clearer understanding of the
contributions which the speech communication field, can make to
teacher educatio . s an outcome, it is hoped that these 'agencies will
Tecvgnize the merit o ding proposals to initiate such courses or to
make them more readily available tcr teachers.:,

;he authors would like to extend grateful appreciation to those
man 'duals and 'institutions who participated in the dissertation
research reported in Chapter 2; to Douglas Pedersen, Robert Wolsch,
and Paul Batty for their continued interest in this work; and especially
to Gene Anderson for permission to make extensile reference to his
standard- setting research. Special acknowledgments are due to Betty
Haslett. Gust Friedrich. and Carroll Arnold for reading a draft of
this work and offering thoughtful, useful suggestions, as well as to
Barbara Lieb-Brilhart for the wide range of assistance which she
provided throughout the researchand writing. In particular, acknowl-
edgment is given to David Kleiman for his diligent hard work in
compiling and annotating the outstanding collection of interdisci-
plinary resources, forfiis percepti?e comments on an early draft, and
uerall, for his enthusiastic and immensely helpful participation in
this project.
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Within the past few years, the interdisciplinary expansion of the
field of spgech communication has Firovoked major changes in
contemporary instruction in communication. The study of rhetoric,
once confined to written and spoken messages of a formal nature, now
encompasses all symbolic interaction directed toward human induce-
ment. Contemporary rhetorical studies prone such diverse forms of
humeri inducement as patriotic songs, protest cleranstratiOns, adver-
tising campaigns, and informal communication of all sorts. Mass
communication scholars, in conjunction with sociologists and psy-
chologists, are intently exploring the effects of media upon human
behavior. Specialists in organizational communication are Working*,
with management teams to improve interpersonal working relation-

' ships and communication within corporations. Interpersonal commu-
i nication and intercultural tommunication have acquired academic
identities as serious subjects for interdisciplinary research.

Concurrently and in line with these expanding interests of its
membership, the Speech Communication Association (SCA) has
Changed its image as an organization primarily concerned with.orality
and is creating in its stead a cross-disCiplinary organization "con-
cerned with the scientific and humanistic study`of human commu-
nication processes,and with ways to learn tp im rove one's skills at
communication."2 In short, the field of speech ommunication today
has come to involve the holistic study or ,uman communication.
processes, synthesizing and interpreting per nent research in commu-
nication from a wide assortment of fi ds, including psychology,
sociology, social, psychology, anthro logy, socio- and psycholin-,
guistics(the biomedical 11Yofessions nd edt?cation.

Similarly, the concerns of spee communication education have
arqwn far beyond the preparation of just "speech" teachers in the

.t0
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v-
. traditional sense: Contemporary speech pedagogy' and research com-

monly encompass, (1) the developmbit of instruction in speech
communication for all ages, grades, and occupations; (2) the develop-
ment of teqehing materials and instructional mad, and (3) the study
and anolysis of the prucesses of speech communication in educational
-settings. Efforts are now being made to teach the theory and skills of
classroom communication to teachers of subjects other than speech
communication.

'Interest in the study of classroom communi,cation has evolved as a
consequence of developments in several academic fields. Speech
educatorS hate long expressed concern over the inadequate training
available to teachers of subjects other than speech communication
(hereafter' called "nun-speech" teachers) to improve their own commu-
nication know ledge and skills arid to instruct students in basic
knowledge and skills in communication. In recent years, research in
educatioe, psychology, social psychology, sociology, and sociolin-
guistics has shed new light and focused widespread attention upon an
assortment of factors which appear to influence classroom interaction
and, possibly, students' learning. This researth knowledge, coupled
with the growing recognition of teachers: communication needs, has
led to d rapid growth of education courses dealing specifically-with
classroom communication.

The phrase "classroom communication" encompasses the verbal
and nonverbal interaction between teacher and students and between
or among students.'7o some degree, educat ors.° f teachers have always

to teach certain principles of classroom communication to their
students: but lack of class time, insufficient background of instructors,
and education course priorities have sharply limited the instruction in
communication available to classroom teachers. Aggravating this
situation is the fact that far more useful, pertinent knowledge about
communication processes has become available in the past decade
than can easily be incorporated i,nto traditionally available education
courses. *

To improve eclucation in communication, interdisciplinary special-
ists classroom communicatiorr have made efforts to facilitate the
transmission of communication research from scholarly journals to

" elernentary and secondary classrooms. Due to, their efforts, a wide
yamety of university courses are being developed which deal in depth
with aspects of classroom communication which were formerly
ftiatectonly superficially, if at all.

As More and more courses have cropped up, questions about them
have multiplied. What specific communication competencies do all
teachers heed? What -kinds' of information about communication
should teachers at diffeknt grade levels be awark of? Does such
instruction make a difference in teachers' subsequent,behavior? What
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kinds of classetria-Mstruction in communicatiem can hicovered
effe( lively during presm, ice training, and *hat kinds are more ieni
for inse'rvice training'? Does on-site training cause great mprove-ments in a teacher's classroom cormqrfication than /on-campus
training? Whilt problems should be Snticipated in concluding inter.
disciplinary research involving the fields of speech communication
and education? What resources are available for developing such
( nurses? Are consultants or fmapcing available to get such courses
underway?

Although only partial responses to these questions are currently
tivailahle, it ig'the purpose of this report to explore the extent to which
answers have been found. This state-of-the-art guide is intended to
provide a basis for identifying research prioritiek'sand. at the same
time to assist others in their efforts to create and develop additional
nurse',.

4,
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A Rationale fir the Development of
Courses in Classroom Comniunication

A Rationale from the Field of Education

In recent years, an increasing- number of educators appear to be
airakping to the importance of inclapiMg study .of "human coin-

. *munication" in teacher-train' urricilra. Contemporary educational

recognite that smoking and
literature gene ally acknowledge that the_g_ssence (if, teaching is
communication. ucational
listening are funds erital to classroom- interaction, that teaching

*involves a spontaneous element of communication. between leacher
and student, and that the teacher and student are linked in a system of
reciprocal communication.] This sharpened awareness has opened the
way for an expansion of communication studies in schools and

'departments of education. Ironically, many educators do not yet
appear to recognize that th academic field of speech communication
can, measurably contribute to such study. It is therefore worth
examining the following points of similar interest in education and
speech communication which could invite dialogue:

1. the possibility and usefulness of rhetorical analysis of the teaching
process: ,

. the teacher's interperlonal communication needs;
3. the 'entire- -sp trum of variables which moderate a teacher's

influence_upon g u ents, leading to the development of models for
analysis of leac er-student interaction which parallel or are
closely aligned-tcL_odels of communicationtsystems;

4. the systematic resea ch of_teacher-student classroom communi-
cation on an interdis finery -Basis-,--based on the similarities
which exist between communication models and -- educational
models of teacher-studen nteraction.

4
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Rationale for Development of Courses 5

'The Classroom as a Rheniiical Situation

For the most part, educators continue to hold to the traditional view .
that communication between teacher and students is essentially
persuasive, or intentionally influential in nature. Underlying this
perspective is a presumption of the teacher's dominance and ability to
influence classroom outcomes. This perspective has led to a widely
held theoretical view that the classroom constitutes an oral oommuni-
cation situation through which the student is influencedwhether
favorably or unfavorablythrough the teacher's control or manipula-
tion of the situation.- As a consequence, the emphasis of much of the
educational research conducted to date has focused primarily upon the
teacher and upon the message-sending skills of the teacher. Recog-
nizing the similarities between this perspective and that of traditional
rhetorical theory (which likewise emphasizes the means by which a 1

message-sender can influence a receiver-audience), educational kchol-*
ars have begun to explore rhetorical theory to determine its applica-
bility to the classroom situation. Reflecting this line of thought in
contemporary education, Lindley (1971) has written:

Both rhetoric and teaching ,serve to reveal, to discover. Both are
processes of analysis. Both recognize the complexity of what is to be
analyzed and the necessity for that analysis. Above all, both are
designed to lead to understandipg through techniques of analysis.3

The fundamental contribution of rhetorical theory in general to the
analysis of teaching process is that such theory indicates that teacitingis
in fact susceptible to rational analysis. Thus, it may be concluded that
teaching is not a randomly assorted and accidental series of events but,
rather. ha' recognizable patterns and structures which inform 0.4

Theitnterpersonal Communication Needs of Teachers
In addition to conceiving of the teacher as an4flttential message -'

sender, educators have demonstrated over the past-decade an increas-
ing awareness of the importance of interpersonal communication
skills in teaching. For example, as early as 1963, Smith argued that it
was more important to know how to interact with students than to
k w how to handle the subject matter of instruction.s Kimball Wiles
(19 former dean of the University of Florida's College ofEducation,
strong y, urged that courses in human communication, supplant

\xisting courses in "foundations of education," arguing that it was
m ch more sic to a te*acher's preparation' to have an "understanding
of c mmunica n, human relations, group development, intergroup
inters ton, leade hip, community power structure, and personality
dyne= In 1971 torke and 1)urstyn urged that interpersonal skills
be includ among NI uired teacher competencies, explaining that
understand' "means ore than merely being nice to a student. It

14
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entails rrugtermg skills in interpersonal behavior that ,should 'be
titditthle to prospective teachers as soon as, they begin classroom

In 1971, Webb concurred,
.

The way a teacher lehakes, not what he knows, niay be the most
issue in,the transmission of,the teaching-learning exchanges.

The psychultigicaibeho, ior.,the quality of how the teacher relates to the
is perhaps the most im*.tant basis-for the learning attitude held

by' the child 4

Following a similar line of thought, Gauls (1973) argued that the
teacher must "have a well developed repertory of interpersonal skills
through vyhith he can establish, maintain and promote-effective
mterpersbnal relationships-in the classroom.'``

In brief. today's trainers of teachers appear to be concerned_about
the need to dev eiop teacher's" compe t encies in areas which, essentially,
depend upon 'knowledge of speech communication: verbal inter-"
aotion,'(,:listerring and responding," methods of inquiry,12 classroo
dy nal-rocs," interpersonal communication," gross-cultural communi-
cation.' nonverbal comm ni,cation," semantics,'- aria the evaluative
nature of language." This a reness of profestonal communication
needs' has dtho developed amotr education students. In 1973, Ole
Student National Educa fipn Associa (SNEA) adopted a commit ret
report on "essential criteria" 'dealing wIthSNEA-perceived needs in
schools of education throughout the country. The piroposa'lesuggested
an integration of concerns for "human relations'N' throughout prepar-
atory programs and specialized courses in such areas as 'sensitivity,
interpersonal tommunig:thonsgroup dynamics-, ethnic cultures, and
sex' .

.
The Gic s oom as a Communication Systimi,

Most recen . some educational researchers have begun to recog
mze atat, while t re is vidue in examining the natures of both teacher,
influence and interp sonal process in teaching, such concerns should
be v loved as comp.one portions pf the ,total classroom interactive
process.'" As 'a consequen a broader view of the teacher-student
relario;nship has. emerged, en mpassingglin entire host of variables

' influencing such interaction:

1. the physica psychological, so logical, and cultural factors
influencing e ch communicator,

'2. environments etor's (e.g., time Of da weather),,
3. interactional processes.

To obtain a comprehensive picture of what hap ns in classrooms, .
this ttiov ement in educational research has develope models, making
it possible to categorize and organize the extensiv quantities of

V. ;4
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Rationale for Development of Courses 7

.

research information. In at least some cases, these tdels corre-
spond toughly to communication models already in use, giving cause
to believe that senOntic and conceptual differensces, which have
obstructed interdisciplinary work in the past. may yet be sur-
mountable. Important differences still exist, however, since concepts
which have become f rmly established in communication theory are
not yet part of ed9 ational theory regarding ,what happens in

-classrooms, and vice ''ersa. For purposes of organizing the education
aod speech commun' ation research reported in this chapter, an
eclii9tional model .a( n'kin and Biddle, 1974) was chosen which
deserves examination speech communication model-developers for
its strengths as well its weaknesses.21 Using terminology pro-
posed by Mitzel (1960) unkin and Biddle suggested that research on
classroom processes bcf ategorized as follows:

rr

le presage varablm: those characteristics of teachers affecting the
teaching process, such as form'ative experiences, teacher - train' --------
experiences, demographic variables je.g.,-ager-rarti.ex , and
personality characteristics {e.g., warmth, authoritarianism):

2, context variables: those characteristics of the environment to
whii:h the teacher must adjust, including:
a characteristics-of pupils (e.g., demographic variables, forma-
tive experiences, language. appearance, interactive character-
istics, abilities, etc.), p ,
b characteristics of the school and community (e.g., ethnic com-
position of community, 'size of school),
c clEtssroom context. (e.g., room size, layout, noise, equipment);

3. process variables:
a. the teacher's classroom behavior. ---
b. students' classroom behavior,
c. teacher-student interaction, -_
d. the relationship between teaching activities an- d cla_ssroom
events:

4 product variables: immediate and or long-term changes occurring
in students as .a result of their classroom involvement.

Additionally, Dunkin and Biddle suggest that relationships between
--these four variables might be. categorized into classes of knowledge,

such as:

5 the relationship between context knd process variables in teach-
ing,

6. the relationship between presage cohditions and teaching pro-
cesses. , ,._...

-'
7:' relationships among processes occurring in the classroom (how
;

1.6



Rationale for Development of Courses

the teacher's and students' behaviors co-vary and influence one
another in the classroom),.

8. relationships between the processes and products of teaching.

While this model IN ill be used as a guide, the reports of research which
fullow focus only upon process variables and the interrelationships
among process and presage, context, and product variables, since .
these areas are of greatest interest to researchers in classroom
cofmnunication'

Research on Classroan Communication
from the Field of ucation

The field of e
elements affecti
however, little
findings inyt, ay
In 197.4, Brophy
major breakthrough for the researcher in classroom communication by
offering an overview of existing educational research on the causes
and consequences of teacher-student relationships..22 Brophy and
Good grouped together research regarding such areas as individual
differences in teacher-student interaction patterns, the influences of
teachers, attitudes toward students on classroom behavior, and the
inflUences of the sex of the teacher and student on classroom behavior.
Because sources such as Brophy and Good ars available, the literature
rev lew w hich follows will serve only as a cursory guide to some of the
major directions underway in educational research..

ReSearch on Process Variables
The primary focus of educational research dealing with process

variables in the classroom has been measurable verbal behaviors
,rather than nonverbal behaviors.2 Research on the teacher's class-
room behavior by the Central Midwest Regional Educational Labora-
tory f CEN1REL, 1968) uncovered (1) the tendency of teachers to ask a
high proport?on of questions eliciting students memory processes
rather than more sophisticated thought processes; and (2) evidence
that teachbrs gave incorrect answers to studen,t questions 15 percent of
She time, ""ci Statistic which may do much to explain the scarcity of
pupil questions."24 Subsequent research into students' classroom
behavior by CE 1R (1969) kvea led that what student talk there is in
d classroom is u T;enly distributed, with some students interacting
with the teacher as 'frequently as 5 or 6 times in ten classroom hours,
others interacting a frequently as 50, 80, or more than 120 times
during the sortie period 25

ation has produced a vast amount of research on
communication in the classroom. Until recently,
ort had been made to organize these extensive
at were helpflul to the researcher in communication.

d Good's Teacher-Student Relationships provided a

1



Rationale for Development of Courses 9

ThE\method most widely known and used by educational research-
el's for obtaining information obi teacher-student interaction has been
interaction analysis (IA), an obsery, ational system developed by Ned
Flanders (1970).2b Despite the limitations of IA,2' educators have
generated a considerable volume of research, using either Flanders'
model or one of a variety of alternative observational systems,
modifications." -for the most part, of the initial tool developed by
Flanders The quantity of research findings is far too great to consider
in depth here. making it necessary to indicate the direction of this
partiCular research with an example. Extensive research by Flanders
and Bellack (1966)2m confirmed tha)jj for better or worse, teachers do

wo-thirds to three- quartepsdf the talking in the classroom, the
predOmnlant pattern of commu ication being a question asked by the

' teactiet, a response from a pupil, and some kincl,pf reaction from the
teacher as to what the pupil has ,replied. This is a pattern of
romhumication that apparently has ai,ned unchanged in instruc-
tion ,since at least the early 1900s.2;

The-basic data collected in res t tr on process variables may. not
appear challenging to all rese chers in the field of classroom
communication. The resulting conclusions, however, may bear signifi-
cant implications for teacher-training programs. Despite the limited
scope of present research identifying and" describing elements in-
',olved in classroom communicatiorPthis kind of research already
provides teacher educators with bases for formulating specific be-

ioral objectives and suggests ways for teachers to function more
effectively in specific verbal exchanges.

Research on Interrelationships among Variables

As data has gradually adcumulated aver the past decade, it has
become possible to examine the'relationships among presage, context,
process, and productv variables with greater specificity. Early atti-
tudinal research by Davidson and Lang 11960) demonstrated' that
children infer teachers' attitudes toward them from the teachers'
behaviors and that there is an apparent relationship between teachers'
communication of negative attitudes and low Student achievement.3°
Several years later, Devault, et al. (1967) reported a study indicating
that the teacher's communicative behavior also has a clear influence
upon students' concepts of self and attitudes toward school. The
authors concluded, "Apparently,, teachers need to be made increas-
ingly aware of the impact which this personal element in teaching has
on the learner.""' In 1969, Good and Brophyheviewed some of the most
significant research to date on intraclassroom differences in teacher-
child interaction patterns and concluded that "children differing in
social status, sex. or achievement !eyel regularly differ in the type of

18
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in terd
L
6ion theY hat e IA it h their teacher." L A follo-up experiment by

Good: And. Btophy (1972), replicating and extending research by,
Silberman Vr969)," clearly confirmed that the attitudes teachers hold
toward students do influence the quality.and quantity of coritacts they
hate with those students.'4 Most recently, research 'by He As a!,- ca 1
Tidlanishi at Stanfurd Unix ersity (1974) examinedd particularlOvide
assortment of % enables which could influent p a Atudent's "engage-
ment" (toluntary 'Merest, attention) in a class. gtudtt 'f fiaracteristics
(loWincome. ethnick. sex, grade let el), con extual ,r gables (subject
rmtitbr,changed architectural conditions,and r), And differences
aniong teachers. Confirming the findings of eanljer research, th(
re tilts indicated that differenc ©s between teachers

1
ticcounted for theIt

1,1 est percentagfcf % ariation in students' engagement and that the
telt:hers attitudes explained much of the variance:

bus there are strong indications that it is tile, teacher and thee,
rr Aige kariables concerning the teacher which der rmine the climate
andipatterns of communication' for a classroom. s a consequence,
ultlirrelational research has begun to focus anent on more intently
i' on the teachers' interactions as they vary in r lati ns with one.
riittdual student and another. Variational factor,of particular

interest at this time include:

II 1 th effect of the teacher's expectations and attitudes upon dyadic:
i

teaher-student injeraction;
:.

2. th.e \ effect of students' grade leVel, age, race, name, socio-
eco =lc status. dchie% ement potential, or drive upon teacher
inte action; ,

3. the effect of students' attractiveness (personality as well as .-
app arance} upon .teacher interaction;

4. the fleet-of seating location upon teacher interaction; .

5. the fect of writing neatness upon teacher interaction;
6 the e fect of the student's facility in using standard English upon

teat er interaction.36

Resear .11 prom all directions is pointing to the teacher's attitudes
and resul i ram t erac t ional behatior as the keys to the communication
patternS. ( ccurring in classrooms. This is a finding which cannot help
but 'rift,' nce the future planning of teacher training at both the

i preservic, and inser\ice levels. Whether or not this pltmning will
.. reflect in erdisciplinary input from the fields of both education and

speech c rumunication will strongly depend upon the willingness of
teacher trainees to accept and use the contributions of both branches of
study. Teacher educator R. G. Martin (1971) has called for his
colleagues to be humble'. "It is time to admit that in theories of teaching,
as in teacher training, we are still whistling in the dark." Pointing out
that must of the ad% ances since 1960 in defining and recognizing good:`-
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teaching have only "nibbled at the edges of a greater problem, the
nature of human comdrumcation," Martin has argued, "if leaching
implies communication, then we cannot ignore the latter and expect a
realistic account of the former. "' If teacher education is to benefit from
current knowledge of communication, educational professionals will
first need Ps-recognize the potential rewards of interdisciplinary
c6operation with professional students of speech communication. The
time is ripe for such sharing. The, volume of relevant research from
diverse fields , is growing annually. and interdisciplinary efforts
ledrly are needed to synthesize v hat is known in order to reconstitute

a iable. holistic theory of communication in the classroom.

A Rationale from the Field of Speech Communication

It is important for planners of interdisciplinary projects to rec gnize
That there is a difference of perspective betwgen students of speech
communication ,and professionals. in the field bf education re6rding.
training in communication for teachers. Historically, professionalk-in

`\'' sPeech communication hate been concerned with several levels 'of
leficlier training:

1 training all teachers (K-12) to be more effective communicators
themselves; b

2 training all teachers (K-12) to develop elementary skills in speech
cornmurfication in all their students (e.g., how to present oral ideas
"coherently and clea4ly,, how to work productively in groups, how
to give oral reports and presentations, how)o ask questions and to

t *fespond appropriately, how to conduct meet ings, how to think
ah evaluate orally);

3 training all elem kiry teachers to recognize and refer speech and
hearing disorders to other specialists;

4 training prospective speech communication teachers for teaching
specialized or advanced skills through organized courses in
speech communication.

While the field of education has recently come to focus upon the first of,
these levels," profqssionals speech communication have long'
maintained the position that all teachers need instruction in both the
first two levels, to improve their own basic competencies, and to
improve their abili-tie$ to develop and maintain at least a minimum
standard of cornpetency'among theiF students.

For mariy years. it has been clear to instructors of basic college
courses in speech communication that only a few entering sjudents are
prepared to dearith a college-level communication course. The vast
majority of entering students (even at the most select colleges) require
intensive work if they dry to develop basic speaking, listening, and

20
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interacting skills which should have been eveloped in their earlier .

schooling.39 Recently. the rapid spread of o en-enrollment at public
institutions has exposed the true magnitude of this problemrevealing
to all educators how severely ill-prepared today's high school gradu-
ates are in such elementary ski llis as orAlly expresing their.ideas with
coherence and clarity or understanding and 'rationally analyzing the
ideas they hear. EvenmoiT disturbing is the fact that large numbers of
these same students intend to become teachers. , .

For many years, speech communication educators have argued that
students' basic cimmunicative abilities could not be improved until
the ciimmunicative competencies of all teachers improved. Thus,-wh ile
the profession still steadfastly maintains that schools have a responsi-
bility to provide students with organized 'speaking and listening
instruction to extend minimalmal skillS (offered by qualified speech
communication faculty),;? there is the concurrent belief that improved
communication instruction for all teachers cannot help but be reflected
in their students.

SpeechS Communication Instruction for Teachers
Speech communication educator, today maintain that teachers,'

foundation instruction should include at least basic' concepts of the
sending and receiving processes of communication. This is part of a
theoretical framework needed to introduce the teacher to the inter-
relationships among elements of communication. Basic message-
sending skills which all teachers might learn include:

analyzing students to determine initial guidelines for message
construction --most suitable;presentation channels, most engag-
ing delivery techniques, etc.;

2 selecting,organizing, supporting, and clearly expressing ideas in a
verbal and nonverbal Manner appropriate to the students, e. g.,
giving directions, lecturing, explaining, Tiestioning, stimulating
discussion; -

3 exercising a variety of ways to solicit feedback, express approval
or disapproval, or criticize or evaluate student communication.

Basic message-receiving skills which all teachers might learn include:
1. identifying central ideas and supporting arguments,

weighing evidence and logical validity,
. listening for different levels of meaning in messages,.

4. listening and responding with empathic sensitivity,
5. interpreting nonverbal messages.

Assuming that thesc skills have been learned within a framework of
-communication theory, expeils in speech communication further

21
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recommend that classroom teachers be ex'osed to. supplemental
theoretical knowledge which specially applies to class-room_commttni-
ca tip, emphasizing:

1. the transactional nature and the reciprocal proCess of communi-
cation in the classroom;41

2. the nature of interpers'onal communication;42
3. selective processes limiting perception;4 /

- 4. the effect of special psychological processes upon sending and
receiving behaviors, such as §elf-concept, personality, culturally
tiletermined biases and perceptions, dogmatism, stereotyping,
attitudes, values, and expectations; 44

5, bases of nonverbal communication in the classroom (derived from
kinesics, eye behavior, paralinguis tics, proxemics, haptfcs,atc.,):4"

6. principles of semantics stressing the evaluative and percephiaity
reflective nature of language;46. < .

7. the-significance for the classroom of ne>kntrwledge in socio-
linguistics,,particularly regarding the effect of nonstandard dia:
lects upon classroom interactions;47

8. the non-linguistic socioeconomic and cultural /subcultural van-
Ales affecting a student's communicative efforts;4°

9 other elements of interpersonal communication affecting class-
room communication (e.g., the effect of defensiveness, ways to
build trust, communication nets, etc.):49

10. theory of group phicesses: group dynamics; discussion, leader-
ship, problem solving:so

1 1 . basic principles of recognizing a wide range of communication-
deviant behaviors, both pathological and psychological in origin,'
which may be manifested through students' communication:5'/

12 basic principles of diagnosing the development of oral language in
each student in order 'to establish goals and to determine *livid-,
ual progress;52

13. concepts of 1-he function of communication gssentiallo a teacher's
ability to develop the skills of the sliklent. as both a sender and
receiver of messages at all educational. levels, including (but not.limited to) students' skills in: a

a. crbative self-expression; .

b. task-oriented dyadic and group interactions,
c. discussion methods to resolve problems and explore issues,
d. interpersonal communication, 6 .
e. leadership, .

- 4f. conflict resolution.53

Other sotirces have ampl documented The history of tile', pro-
fesiion'S arguments favoring the foregoing kinds of Cnstruction.54 This.
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report will therefore only reyiew the most recent speech communi-
cation writing regarding teachers' noeds-for instruction in communi-

' cation.

Recent Position Statement and', Recommendations

Since the various a vocates from the speech communication
profession have, in ge eral, built their arguments upon previously
established pOsition s atements, it is helpful to consider thesarposi-

. tions in ch3onologic 'sequence, from 1968 to the present. This will
provide an overvie of the escalating concerns and involvement of
speechcommuni 'tion educators: -

In 1968,. an rticle by Phillin(F.'ennsylvania State University)
epitomized ',ch ,of the professipn's. frustration over the extent to
which both tuderrts and teachers were being deprived,of adequate
instructio in communication:

Sctpols, to date, tia've made little effort to provide training in oral
cornmunication through the grades. Such training as is offered comes
sporadically, almost as an afterthought. In the elementary curriculum, it
is apparently assumel that children can speak and npthing need be done
about unless they display one of the known pathologies that can be
treated'by a speech correctionist.InAe secondary school, oral communi-
cation ,training called "speech" is trirected? toward a spe.c141 Interest
program for exceptionally 'talented students. The electiive public speak-
ing, course, The de6ate team, and the drama group normally draw a
student who ho not intimidated by self-exposure and who may even have
a prurient drive toward self-exposure. There is little evidence of a
coordinate effort to'proVide oral communication training across the
grades ,designed to help students meet both their ommunication needs
Imposed by the curriculum a those that t y feel on the outside.
Requiring 'a student to recite i class or pre nt areport presumes the
ability to do so, yet nay in the car' Winn is the child trained in
technique orgh en the emotional stren' 'to guarantee that he can cope,
with the assignment. .. Students c not communicate well with each
ether, let alone with the authorit gures they encounter, and the school
does. nothing 'about this eithe °

Apparently the schools e not sensitive to the oral communication
needs of their sfudents. I s tacitly assumed that every child will develop
capability on his_ow and without formal emining.55

Arguing that suc s in education and in later employment strongly
depends upon sk I in communication, Phillips maintained that
communic.at n ining must take place in the t't gplar curriculum and
that all te, chers should be trained in.the teachila of oral communi-
cation so-thet they will be capable of teaching &Oren specific skills.
In a brief report of federally funded experimental 'communication
programs for lion-speech teachers (under Title III grants in I;ennsyl-.
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%.,inia and California), Phillips -presented the outcome of four years'
work to develop "communication-centered classrooms," reported that
the programs had been evaluated as "highly effective;',and Qffentat
some suggestions based on the outcomes of these programs.'41'

Addressing concerns similar to thOse voiced by Phillips, the Speech
Association of Anierica's5-"(SAA) New Orleans Conference on Re-
search and Instructional Development (1968) issued four recom-
mendations affecting the clarification of communication content
which nnn- speech teachers might be able to teach and the availability
of speech communication courses to non-speech teachers.pecifically,
Conference participants recommended: Il

I that scholars.' develop a Afstematically articulated program of
speech communication insuctinn extending from the pretchool
experience through the graduate program which reflects findings
derived from`speech communication theory and research":58

"1 that academic departments of speech "make speech communi-
cation courses available to interested students in all areas of
st u'd ys'r,

3 that academic departments of speech "provide a course focusing-
on the instructional communication process for all prospective
teachers";
that the SAA."arrange a continuing series of conferences designed
to bring toget speech communication researchers and other
scholar-educators in field" for the purposes of:
iL developing research priigrams in speech communication for e
elementary and secondary levels,
b. revising existing curricula and instruction on basis of
empirical research in speech communication.59

By 1970, speech communication educators devoting a con-c.
siderable amount of attention to the comm.unication needs of teachers,
K-12.in that yekir, two separate confer6ces of the Speech Communi-
cation°Association (SCA) issued major recommendations regarding
communication instruction fo; leachers. At the National Conference
on Rhetoric, the Committe 6n the Scope of Rhetoric and the Place of
Rhetorical Studies in Nigher Education specified that teachet's in all
subject areas were ,responsible not only for teaching the specific
content of their,a(ea, but also for understanding, controlling, and
improving their own_ communication in the classroom, and for
increasing their students' awareness of the processes of human
symbolic interaction.") In plirticular, this committee recognized K-12
teaches special needs for rhetorical study:

Recognizing that habits of communication and attitudes toward
language. toward symbols, and toward communication are often well

24 f.
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_ established in the student by the time he enters college, the conferees
recommend increasing attention to the teaching of communication and

,rhetoricbroadly and flexibly construedin elementary and secondary
schools, and they further recommend that more training in the use of

NY
language and other symbols, and in communication, be offered to pro-

- '-';')., spective secondary and elementaryteachers.61
1..

ti

e-

The following suggestions appeared in conference papers published
after the second SA conference that year, "On Implications of Recent
Research for Speech Comthunication Education."

.1.. Teachers K-12 should be taught that,ts a general rule, it is more
important to say something than to say something well, or beau-
tifully, or eloquently.62

2. Teachers. K -12 should have competency in.and be able to teach
children basic rhetoric r the rendering of discourse [the4ational '
use Of ordinary language] systematic and manageable").

3. Speech communication for. children should not. be treated as a
separate area of the curriculum. Since it is recognized that
communication skills are necessary for mastery in all subjects,
instruction in communication skills should he integrated with the
total curriculum."

4. Teacher trainers need to rethink the Old "teacher-is-a-speech-
tnoder notion. They should, instead, be training teachers to model
afar broader range of speech communication behaviors, such as
reinforcement of student-initiated responses, recognition and
acceptance of affect statements, statements of praise and encour-
agement of student ideas, use of student ideas irk determining
instructional strategies, asking questions that call for elaborated
responses, and use of feedback in classroom planning.6s

5. Current research findings on children's communication develop-
ment need to be transmitted td elementary classroom teachers-4
research, for instance, on phonology, morphology, syntax, seman-
tics, paralanguage, and kinesics.68

6. Elementary teachers should be taught to differentiate deficiencies
from differences in communication.67

7. Teachers K-12 should be taught three basic communication tenets:
(,a) the purpose of communication is to affect receivers'rather than
to construct messages alone, (b) meanings are in people, not in
words, and (c.) reality is a matter of subjective perceptions rather
than an objective concept.68

8. From grade two to grade six, teachers should be prepared to help
students express tentative judgments and alternatives and to use
the expanded code. Junior high school teachers should be prepared
to assist the student's paralinguistic expression of role, mood, and
meaning."

25
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9. Very little is known about the relationship between speech
g developrne0 and reading readiness. Research iS needed to deter-

Nine what dialect features a child needs to acquide orally priot to
ilrrning to read. "n ,

4.

10. Oracy should be taught not only in ways that increase verbal
. abtlityi,but arso in ways that increase the child's joy in communi-

`,c11ititand broaden his perception of the total- process.71
11. The dominant goal of K-12 education is th"e development of

individuals who can communicate as readily and as appropriately
as their education and'talent permit. The product of our schools
should have the `opportunity to develop their most human
functioncommunication--in order to achieve an integration of
private self and public self.'2

Following the two 1970 conferences, efforts were made to determine
the best methods for meeting the needs which had been identified. In
1972, partic.iplints..pt the SCA Airlie Conference recommended im-
mediate production of an instructional development package for
"speech communication training for all teachers at all levels of
education, directed toward insuring speech competency as a require-
ment of teaphers at all levels."'" At the follow-up to the Airlie
Conference, the summer 1973 SCA Conference on Long Range Goals
and Priorities, in Speech Communication, conference yailicipants
passed recommendations urging:

1. SCA members to identify general areas of competence applicable
to all teachers, as well as competencies unique to speech communi-
cation teasers: "'

2 ;the SCA(14) support the position that "all teachers (K-12) shipld
rec practical communication instruction in schools of com-
munication primarily through courses from the interdisciplinary*
curriculum which might also include the course in 'CommunP
cation for Teachers ";'S

3. the SCA to ."actively pursue interdisciplinary coordination with
professi nal associations in the language arts for the purpose of

_14 ying a core requirement recommended as common for
teacher preparation models for all subject .areas within the
communication rubric":"6

4 interdisciplinary cooperation in the development of competency-
based teacher-education (CBTE) programs including the specifi-
cation of competencies which speech communication teachersare
uniquely qualified to develop.''
the development of a promotional campaign for the speech
communication field directed to school principals, guidance coun-
selors, certification committees, and members of, state depart-
ments of education "a

2
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Efforts to Ensure Speech .Communication
Competery in Alnekhers

In August 1973, at thp SCA Memphis Con nce for Teacher
Educators, the,caucus still:lying teacher certific tio urged the SCA
Educational Policies Biard to initiate anyoffici 1 position statement
calling for "demonstrated competencieif- in spee h communication for
all teachers at all instructional levels.' -q Other official recommenda-
tions, to be implemented through the Educatio 1 Policies Board and
the Research Board, included the encouragemen of research ok all
components of the teacher education process as well as on the
interrelationships among those components," and the establishment
of procedures for identifying the speecIMommunication competenCies
neetled by all teachers.,"' ,
hate reported so-ifietropefuelopments! In an appendage to the
Since the Memphis Confeielce, speech communication scholars

1974 publiShed report of the MemohisConference, Ecroyd pointed out
that "many" new state certification requirements for teachers are
show ing concern for the del, elopment of speech comnitmicktion skills
in both teachers and their students by requiring such competencies as:

1 "The4eac,her will hayethezahility_ to,clefinab,and use ckminunication
as a human transaction; the teacher also_ will have the ability to
structure oral communication c,Ifissroom activitiehich further
the growth of studefit interpersonal skills.

2...."The teacher will have the ability to communicate easily with
people of various social, regional, and ethnic dialects; the teacher

'alga wilthave_the ability to structure classroch activities which
will toncour

3. "The teacher will have the ability to make clear and compre-
hensible statements- and_to_demonstrate them through the effec-
tie presentationof evidence;-tiTeTe-a-c-Ke-r also will have the ability
to structure_ctassroom activities Which 'will stimulate logical
reiistrning_anch-ternse i as alternatives to emotional
corikontation or violence.

4. "The teachp will have to use language in such a wa
that it unites and integrates listeners rather thanpolarizing them;
the teacher also have the ability to structure classroom
activities which expan cise and vivid languaggiby
stUdents."fi2

The 1975 Conference on Interclitural-
FAiucation pros ided speech communication
with an opportunity to meet and explore
disciplihary exchange in one important area of c
-cation. Using the term intercultunfl communication as

unication and eau
,»ion specialists

potentia, ter-,
room c ommuni -

ore precise
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descriptor tban human relarioasz speech communication scholar and
conference planner lain argued that teachers "need to be trained ,

become effective 1 intercultural communication with their (mil ;
students as well as t facilitate effective intercultural cofrimunitation,
among stwients and flier units of the educational irkstitntioc.'83-
Among the cgmpetencie which Jain suggestO for inclusion in general
teacher- education curricula are "the, folio.,wjw: -."

1. knowledge dealing wt , the irhpact cof cultural traits (such as
assumptions, cu'st2mg.11, fiefs, social institutions, norms, values,

erbal and nen*etbil beh vior patterns and attitudes shared by. .

membensAtputliculat cult re) upon the communication process
.(perceptiori, verbal and non% rbal behavior patterns. response,
rrwitiiing: feedback, metacomm nication, and other subprocesses
of cdtprnunication);

2 knilViedge of ethnocentrism, ram m, prejudice, discrimination,
. stereotypes, categorization process and other intergroup com-

- munication concepts, and knowledge of their manifestations and
Wfects on intercultural communicatio between teachers and
stildents, among students, among teache and between teachers

4. and parents: and
/"3 the lability to establish supportive communi tionowith students

of different cultm'al backgrounds both with' and outside -th-e

4f

.

'classroom."'
1 Finally, during 1975, the SCA and the Ame can Th tre Associa-

iitin jointly recommended guidelines for the p paratio of speech/
' copunukication and theater teachers to the Ni tonal uncil for

'Accreditation or Tedcher Education. These guide es :ad tonally
ofrer an ini tial summarN of the associations' joint reco endatis s on.
the kinds of communication instruction which should include in

"%.**. all teacher education programs."'

Research on Classroom Communication from
the Field of'Speech Communication

The speech communication profession has given particular e
hasis to the development orinstructional means to improve corn-

-Ianskills -a ci_understancling. Speech communication
educators have pu ais e ooks written to meet the
communication needs of all classroom:_teachers.
speech cormunnitation research pertinent to the classroom experience

---appeardkaya-tieq_ of works, including (in chronolOgicaLorder) the
Apderson arary-n-iiis, the 1970 and 1973 _SCA summer

'Conference Reports, as weti-us the Report of the,Memphis Conference
of Teacher Educiitorsir The roll wing discussic'n of researchlsince

,
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Mk.

1973 is therefore kntended only as a supplement to what is already
availtable. Dunkin and fiddle's categories are used to providt, a

t, Structure parallel to that used above.. . .

Context Variables and Relationships
between Context and Processes .. .

',..

While educational researchers may view eharacteristicsTofthe_.
pupil, the classroom, the school, and the community as all being part of
the teacher's Context. contemporary speech communication theorists
assume.an interdependent relationship between teacher and students.
Such theory views .a teacher and students as mutually affecting
classroom interactions and mutually conditioning communication ,..outcomes. As a consequence, speech communication theory argues
that: .

1"
P 1. to a great extent. parallel information niregarding teacHers and

students should be gathered since students perceptions, atti- .
tudes; formative experiences. e tc,.,are as much factors indetermin-
ing teacher-student interactiorvas are those of the teacher;

2. because both teachers and students are, in fact, mutually respon-
sible for the interaction occurring ia a claskeom, both need to
develop, communication 'skills and upderstanding to help them
interact effectively. : . ....

Illustrating this interdependent view of teacher-student interaction is
Haslett's ongoing research on the Way, in which students' perceptions
of teaclitrs influence their relationship. Among other findings, Haslett's
research has identified (1) judgmentaldimensions used by MO school
students in evaluating teachers," (2) a significant' correlation between
a student's interpersonal effectiveness and that student's attitudes
toward teachers,e9 (3) evidence that low ability students hold signifi-
cantly less positive attitudes toward teachers,9° and (4), evidence that
female students have more poVive attitudes toward teachers than do
male students.9' . . ,

..

5,

Interrelational Studies: Process- Context- Product

In general, as speech communication researchers heave explored
interrelations hips,among classroom variables, they have done So from/-

___:pet.spectives that are cormtunication oriented. Foe example, in a study,
relating process and product variables, speech communication schol-
ars Munn and Giffin (1973) indicated that students' satisfaction in a
beginning college course is highest when an instructor exhibits both

*gh taslaehaidors (sharing knowledge, clarifying concepts, answer-
: in uestiefis, summarizing, and valuating the student's progress), as

well high maintenance behavior (warmth, friendliness, cooperation,
mutual trust, and respect).9 9 ,

I
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Speech communication research has expanded in the lirection of
Observational research on.teacher-student .interaction (e.g., Gibson

and Kline, 1973;9, Miller and Hylton, 197454). A study by Roberts and
Becker is of particular interest since it considered high school
vocational education classroomsand workshops throughout the State
of Florid which involved highly unstructured, informal teacher-
student interactions.95 The resuits clearly showed the importance of
communication skills in the teaching-learning process. Theinvesti-+
gators found that students gave high evaluation ratings to teachers

, who gave significantly more positive reinforcement and who ex-
pressed significantly more favorable attitudes toward their students.

'Supervisors gave high ratings to teachers who used significantly
tter delivery skills, more eye contact, more skillful gestures, and

who -spent significantly -more time in direct contact with their
. students. Overall, the "best" teaCherswere characterized as being very

dynamic (having enthusiasm, self-confidence, organizational ability),
as having superior delivery skills, as spending a great amount of time
in direct contact with students, as maintaining a positive attitude
toward students, and as creating a pleasant social environment
through the use of positive reinforcement and banter.

Applications orSpeech Communication ;
Research to the Classroom Situation

,Overall, there is much in the existing body of speech communication
research which is relevant toslassroom communication but which has
not yet been applied to the classroom situation. Speechcommunication
researchers have, for instance, made major breakthroughs in prider-
standingteticencea significant problem in grade's K-12.96 Research
by,,McGlone and Anderson (1973) and by McCroskey, Holdridge, and
Toomb (1974) has applied existing knowledge about, speaker credi-
bility in order to learn more about students' perceptions of teacher
credibility and about the stability of these perceptions over the course
of a school term.17 Current research on types of oral criticisms also
holds great promise for'teacher training.98 Along with other studies
weighing the impact of dialect upon communication interactions,,
research is growing on teachers' perceptions of dialectal differences.99
And recent research by Boileau (1974) has combined knowledge about
persuasion with theories of child development in an exploration of
how children's response s persuasive speech conform to Piaget's
developmental theory.'00

Additional contributions can made by applying speech com-
munication theory to the classroom. chers and teacher educators
need to be made aware, for example', tha immunication Occurs in
integrated systems and patterns of behavior. ey need to be made
aware that if a communication skill is taught without ncoivorating it

SS 30
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into an jiidit idual's existing verbal-nonterbal communication pat-
terns. the outcome ebnimonly is communication behavior which is
exaggerated, disproportionate. and or inconsitent. In essence, there rs"-
unlimited opportunity for speech communication researchers to apply
existing know ledge in order to acquirea more understanding of
w hat characterizes communication situations in K-12 non-speech
classrooms.

To summarize briefly., within the past decade, scholars studying
speech communication hate grow n highly vocal in their insistence
that instruction in communication be expanded to a significant degree
inteacher education. Their arguments have been directed toward the
unmet needs of both teachers and students. Conference papers and

i; other published w rilings offer abundant suggestions for meeting these
needs As an increasing number of speech communication research,eis,
hate become molted in studying-the processes of classroom com-
munication, there has been an increased sharing of information about A.
classroom communication ithin the field. Convention pr-o-grans are
regularly including offerings dealing with research and instruction in
classroom communication, and speech communication publications
are reporting on the successful experiences of colleges offering off-
campus courses to teachers in the theory and skills of classroom"
communidation.mi .

As Certification requirements undergo change. it' seerp,s reatoliable
iii anticipate increased pressure from speech comrrninication -
tors ft& share in the process of definingrthe ecHirniniinicative compe-
tencies needed by all teachers. In -short-';' *tech comrouqcation"
scholars.are engaged in a major iriteraisciplinary thrust. toreach out of
their ow n departments and into t1 e. fie f-edtiertt-ion-ider tri_shait ;

#4 knowledge of speech comnilinicat n with eductitors, to strengthen the
speech communication backg bund a both prospective and prac-
ticing teachers (Indio pre are specialists in speeQh
communication to consult in school systems.

Obstacles to Course'Developrhent and Countering Conditions

The recept g.rowth of courses in classroom communication has
occurred despite a number of obstacles. First, several conditions
peculiar to the field of education have sharply restricted expansion of

*any kind-in teacher-training programs,

,Because most preseivice programs for teachers are already
overloaded, with required course work, even the most desirable
electiVes,oflen 'attract too few enrollees to justify continued
support as,:covrseS for education majors only.

b. As a consequer:euLthe rapid shift from a shortage of teachers to a
.surplus of teachers- in the nation, existing teacher-training

.
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programs are commonlioverstaffed, and few, if any, faculty lines
eIist for addingspecialists ii2 speech communication.

c. Most schools of education are currently operating on ,reduced
budgets and cannot consider the additional expenses which might
stem from expanded programs.

Secondly. negative altitudes among educational professionals to-
.

W"ard eech communication as an academic field have in the past
interferedwt.h productil, e interdisciplinary collaboration in teacher
education. . -

a. Almost since the be innings of the academic study Of__Rpeech
communication, non-speech educators have resisted recognizing
speech communication as a true academic subject. These negative
attitudes appear to have persisted over the past ten years, despite
the growing recognition among 'educators that teacher& need
special study of communication. In-1967, the president of the
Speech Coiiiciication Association charged that the attitudes of
education inistrators prevented the recognition of speech
communication- as an academic subject as respectable as psy-
chology or philosophy.m2 By 1975, little change had been observed.
The associate executive secretary for education of the SCA
reported late in that year that "the attitudeloward speeches a 'frill'
in the English offerings (to be taught by anyone who has ever hada
speech course) still persists." Indicating the pervasiveness of these
negative attitudes, the secretary revealed that the National
Institute of Education does not support speaking acrid listening
research "because Senate appropriations committees simpl ...clo
not understand' what it 4s we are trying to teach."1°3

---17-133---T model, if not always by dictum, educators e commonly
operated as if believing that once childre n talk, nal Nrther
training in communication is needeclo r than the development '
of reading and writing skill ..--Irractual educationAl practice,'

decades alm t-ex-OTusively up the_telopment of skills, in
language arts prograiss,i ementary educatiOn have focused for

readin nd writing.104
c. Similarly, educators have traditionally; sumed that if a teacher

can-tallk, no. special training in, co timunication is required other
than training in readi0,g and writira. As a consequence, more than
half of the secondary speech ,c'prninunication teachers in the

.t
," country today have neither an academic major nor a primary

teaching _interest. in speech communidationuis By hiring and
,Jicensing so many unqualified-or ivgjerqualified teachers to teach

speech communication, state certification agencies and educa-
tional administrators haye significantly contribuie-dto the pro-
blem. This fact simply reinforces the attitude that instruction in
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peech communication is of dubi.. value, In even.the "strongest"
peech communication states-r-the-vast tatority of pr - liege
eachers of speech communication do not begin'to.,11411t the

professional standards established by the SCAT 106 '
Third, limited perceptions of the potential contribution of the speech

communication field to education and to teachers' own needs in speech
communication have restricted the _kinds of courses available to all
teachers.

a. F9r the _most part, educational professionals have had little
o portunity to become aware of the expanded scope of the speech
communication field, its increased synthesizing of multIclisciPlin-
ary input, and the widened range of its contributions in teacher
education,

b. On the other hand, those educational picofessionals who have seen
the potential of instruction in speech communication hasve occa-
sionally found fault with the feiv remaining staunchly traditional
speech communication departments which have not been respon-
sive to the special needs of classroom teachers. Such needs,
teacher educators have argued, are not wholly met in public
speaking and/or oral interpretation courses designed for the
general college population.

These continuing conditio9. are causes enough to obstruct the
development of any courses in classroom communication. It is
therefore worth noting the more positiire, apparently countering.
conditions which seem to be facilitating the growth of such courses.
According to the professional literature from both academic fields,
changing attitudes appear to be playing a major part in this new
development.

1. There appears. to-Itit \plowing recognition in both the speech
communication and education professions that teachers have
special needs to develop greater understandings and skills in
communication.

2. There appears to be a growing belief that the developme t of
teachers' competencies in communication will be reflected in heir
classroomswhich behavior, in turn, will serve as an impo tant
inductive learning model for their students.

3. There appears to be a growing acceptance of a long es) fished
premise of speech communication educationthat communi-
cation skills and awdrenesses are not innate and do not appear
naturally with aging; they must be learned.

4. There appears to be a growing interdisciplinary body of research
directed at the better understanding of interactions in classroom
communication.

33
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5. There appears to be growing academic and professional support
from both fields for the development of courses in clsroom
communication, as evidenced by statements fi-om prominent
scholars and professional associations.

'State Certification Requirements for Teachers

Due to the national move to require specific teaching competencies
rather than coursework as the bases for certification, it is currently not
possible to determine an accurate nationwide profile of speech
communication comretencies required for certification of all teachers.
At the present-time, roughly half the states in the nati ding
competency-based educational s or certification. The
remainc g half have m e eyond that point, either to require CBTE
stands for some or all certifications, or to accept CBTE as an
altemativ to requiring either specific courses and credit hours :or
graduatio from an approved teacher education program.w Due to
this state of flux, the character of information varies with each source,
and it is possible to offer only a tentative report ok:

speech communication certification requirements in states still
specifying course and credit requirements,

2. the arbitrary nature of training 'in speech communication for
teachers in states requiring only graduation from an approved
teacher-training program,

3. present inclusi -e competencies in speech communication in
certifica equirements for all teachers, and the extent to which
ex s on speech communication are Insulted in determining

ose competencies.

Amon-iltbsestates still specifying course and credit requirements
for certification,f,our states in the nation requiresteachers to take
one course designa ted a-s'speech,"'" Two states specify a certification
requirement in "oral communication" or "oral English,"109 and two
state require for certification "satisfactory use" or 'adequate back-
ground" in speech communication.to While only these few states
require speech communication courses, most of the others which still

specify course requirements will accept a limited number of credits in
speech communication toward Tulfilling an English or general edu-
cation requirement.

Roughly half the states do not today specify requirements for
certification but only require a college degree from an approved
teacher-education program.17, The impetus for requiring instruction in
speech communication for teachers rests within each teacher-training
program. As a consequence, one approved program ma,y4quire
speech communication of all candidates; a second approved program
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simply recommend such instruction, and a third program might
only accept work in speech communication vt ithout either requiring or
recommending it. As recently as 1970, only nineteen schools accredit-
ed 1; the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
required teacher trainees to take a basic course in speech communi-
cation designed specifically fOr teachers.112

In light of the minimal standards required at the present time, the
move by Stapes to adopt competency or performance-based certifi-
cation standards may prove welcome to speech communication
:educators. As educational professionals have attempted to define
competencies essential for certification, they have shown increasing
agreement that all teachers need competencies in communication
skills and understanding. In North Carolina, forexample:current state
certification requirements specify that elementary and intermediate
school teachers must be able 'to demonstrate such competencies as
working relationships for use in developing learning environments,
personal attributes and attitudes that promote interaction between
teacher and learner, and an understanding of the influence of com-
munication and of the process, of learning to listen, speak, read, and
write clearly and effectively. Regarding secondary teachers, North
Carolina's certification requirements specify that the general educa-
tion component of a teacher's education should assure that all teachers
are able to communicate clearly and effectively, and that a teacher's
professional education should provide the skills necessary to maxi-
mize positive human and social relationships.'"

In Minnesota, state certification since 1973 has required completion
of a competency-based program designed to develop abilities in
"human relations."114 Similarly, in 1972, Wisconsin's certification
requireMents added a provision requiring teachers prepared in Wis-
consin to go through a specified human relations program.iis At least
two additional states, Illinois and Michigan, alp considering the
adoption of similar human relations requirements for general teacher
certification.

Despite the fact that certification agencies have begun to specify
, communication competencies for classroom teachers, and despite the

fact that for several years speech communication au horities have
been working on communication competencies for both teachers and
students in K-12, there has been little interdisciplinary interaction in
defining such teacher competencies, an oversight with detrimental
impact upon the competency delineations. By overlooking the need for
interdisciplinary input at important developmental stages, teacher
educators have reduced deliberations On teachers' communicative
competencies to unnecessarily limited perceptions of knowledge about
communication.

In conclusionit appears at the present time that certification
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requirements fur communicative knowledge and skills directly related
to classrooms vatl considerably from state to state. The direction of
change is clearly favoring CBTE, but it is also clear that increased
interdisciplipary exchange would offer advantages in defining teach-
ecs' competencies in communication for certification. State committees
at -work on such competencies can benefit from a review of the thought
and direction which has steadily come from .the field of speech
communication over the past few deCadeS. Most importante in light of

." t generan recognized needs of teachers for Niter understanding of-
classroom communication, and given the growing pool of highly
trained experts in speech communication, theft appears to be no
reason for states or the federal government to Iverlook or,tworse, to
exclude this talent from research and planning relating uThacher
education.

t
Anticipated Governmental Support of ReSea h and Instruction

The speech communication field has receivled little support from
sources either for research or f4r the development of

instructional methods and resources. Any incriase in support at this
point appears to depend heavily upon improvement in the attitudes of
educators, administrators, and legislators tow4 the study of speech
communication. Assuming that current favorable attitudes can he
maintained and expandecf, researchers in speech'communication may
gain increased access to federal or state funding to investigatethe
many questions regarding instruction in comnauyaa- for both
teacherS and their students.

Until recently, the field of speech commursiCation has not been
represented either in governrwital offices connected with education
or in committees responsiKe for general teacher training. Conse-
quently, at the federal level, educational agencies have solicited little
input froM geographically distant authorities on speech communi-
cation. As recently as 1974, educational professionals neglected to
solicit the participation of professionals in speech communication in
the federally, sponsored National Planning Conference on Studies in
Teaching, (June 1974). This conference was attended by "some 100
respected practitioners, administrators, and researchers."116 The pri-
mary objqtive of the conference was to provide an agenda-for further
research and development to guide the National Institute of Education
(NIE) in its planning and funding over the next several years.' '' Since
the conference was conceived as the first major federal effort to
develop a coordinated research effort in the social sciences, it was
discouraging that no representative of speech communication as a
field was invited to participate, even On panels which obviously dealt
with speech communication. Many of this conference's recommenda-

I 0 C.)
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tions for federally funded research relate directly to the interests of
snecililists in speech communication, and it is hoped that proposals
relating to speech communication will receive major consideration in
futuretNIE funding. The following brief synopsis covers some of the
major research suggestions.

The - .panel-pa el on "Teaching as Human Interaction" perceived three
essential research needs: r

1 the need to create knowledge about and an understanding of the
process of teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil interaction during teach-
ing and learning,

2 the need to create knowledge and methods to improve teacher
education for teaching as hurtnan interaction:'

3 the need to improve methodology and instrumentation for doing
research on teaching as human interaction, as well as the methods
of communicating that research to educational practitioners.

As a consequencelof this panel's work, five programs were designated
as high priority research concerns worthy pf federal review for
funding in the near future:

1.*patterns of teacherTupil interaction;
2 relationships among interaction processes, variables of context

and setting, and ch-acteristics of pupils;
3, relationships among teacher variables,nteraction processes, and ."' '

pupils' perceptions of these processes;
4 the relationship between teacher-pupil interaction and the effects

---of the interaction on pupils;
5. research on the determinants of teaching, interaction .processes,

and the effects of teaching.11 .
,,

"The panel on "Teaching as a Linguistic Process in a'Cultural Setting"
identified basic research- needs for federal Minding which closely
coincide with the research interests of scholars in speech com-
munication:

1. the need For basic research on ways of describing classrooni talk;
2. the need to explore "a virtually untouched area: how children learn

to talk appropriately jn school";
3. the need to investigate specific aspects of cultural differences in

the use of language; ---
4. the n explore inequalities in encounters between teachers

chirdren (i.e., where differing perceptions, value systems,
expectations, etc, affect the interaction);

5. -the need to inveligate interaction in bilingual classrooms.119

Though profeSsional students of _speech communication were not
invited to this major planning Conference, they may find encourage-
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ment in the Fact that the conference acknowledged the immediate treed
for research on processes of classroom communication. There are an
ample nuMber of specialists in speech communication who are
qualified to conduct such research. Some have already begun this task.
They and otess.ought to submit proposals falling within the broad
platming directions established by the conference. The door to federal
support has barely been cracked, but if researchgrs are swift, they
should be able to wedge a foot in that crack.

33



Current Status of Courses and Programs
in Classroom Communication

Since educators appear to agree that the clasiroom,constitutes a
rhetorical context, and since they appear to recognize teachers' special
needs for instruction in communication, it seems reasonable to assume
that study in the theory and skills of classroom communication would
be a malor component,of preservice and inservice teacher training: The
assumption' may be reasonable, but the most Tec i rmation
indicates that this is not tile case. most_recen evidence indicates
that nationally only ninete schools accredited by the National
Council for Accreditatio f Teacher Education (NCATE) may e
requiring prospective teachers to take a basic speech communication

rse designed primarily for teachers,1 and only 24 percent of Ithe
NCATE schools offering graduate education degrees may be offering
practicing teachers any kind of elective course in the theory and skills
of classroom communication.2 Admittedly, information on instruction
in communication in teacher education is scant, and few cdnclusions
can be drawn. However, the purpose of this section is not to draw
conclusiqns but to begin connecting the dots of existing data in order to
learn wIt patterns and problems are already takingvshape.

Current Communication Instruction for Teachers

Little is currently known about the extent to which concepts about
communication are incorporated into undergraduate, or graduate
education courses. Contemporary literature suggess that Rost schools
of education have begun to include some kind of instruction in
questioning techniques, nonstandard dialects, microteaching on vid-
eotape, and introductory elementS of interaction analysis. Occasion-
30 a
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ally, instruction is offered on perceptual diffezenc*ind aspects of
interpersonal. skills. Several recent bOoks -(e.g:, good and Brophy's
Looking in Classrooms or Teacher-Student Relationships, or Kraft's
The Living Classroom)' stress the communicative aspects of the
classroqm; and (as-the resource section of the present book illustrates)
many other educiition writers are joining this trend by incorporating at
least some elements of theory and skills of classroom communication
into education textbooks. Lynn's findings (1974) indicate that 4the
graduate level; departments of education claim to be moving -evenn
more swiftly than speech communication departments 'n developing
specie; instruction in communication, for teachers.

Despite the signs tharcontent aboutcornmunic, on is cropping up
in education courses, the changes appear to be o urring most often as
a result of individual instructors' choices r er than as the result of
the planned, deliberate o ectives of a nstitution or professional
association. Instructi in commu ation in both graduate and
undergraduate ed lion courses pears highly dependent upon the
interests, prep ation, and s s of individual instructors. For this
reason, it extremely di cult to determine the extent and level ofinstruc n actually o rring in education courses.

Is sornewha asier to determine the nature of instruction in
ommunicatio or teachers in courses offered by speech communi-cation deg ments. Course titles and syllabi deal more directly with

iden1i le units in communication theory and skills. Aois a result, afa good notion con be gained concerning what kindslof instruction
peech communication departments are currently offering non-speech

teachers and teachers in training.

National Survey Findings

Two recent dissertations (Anderson, 1970; Lynn, 1974) have pre-
sented considerable quantities of information on, the nature and extent
of communication instruction available to elementary and secondary
teachers at pre-baccalaureate and post - baccalaureate levels.4 Ander-
son's study involved a nationwide survey of basic undergraduate
speech communication courses designed primarily for future class-
room teachers. 1.,,ynn's_siu4 surveyed graduate-level courses in thetheory and skillsNtrassroont communication available to practicing
elementary and secondary teachers. Since Lynn's study was organized

°, similarly to Anderson's, it is possible to compare their findings on
several dimensions and to sketch a rough image of the nature and/
extent of speech communication training received by non-speeth
leachers today. The discussion whicfollows presents a synopsis of
the methodology of these studies and their survey results.

40
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Selecting the Institutions
Both Andersodand Lynn chose to co sider only institutions

accredited by the NCATE,5 adding to this iptviiation the _major
teacher-training institutions in the ,three states ha in no N
ac iced institutions: University o as a, Universitty,of Hawaii,
and Urn RI,- of Delaware. Likewise, both researcherS- used a
regional classi n system corresponding the regional desi
tions of the SCA.6 the purpose of this sort, Anderson's
additional classifications liav en omitted.") Ander 's population
included, all undergraduate speec mmunication dep ments at
NCATE institutions (N=458). Lynn's p ded ATE
instil ions offeying a Minimum of a masters ree for e
and or secondary teachers (N=300). Since Lynn's re ses came Rom

m a variety of departments, re,sponses. were categori either as
"speech" (if the response camelfrom an academic departm n of the
ommullicatiOn arts or sciences [including speech, speech comm '-
hut , communication, drama /theater]) or "n0n eech" (if the re-

, sk nse came from an education or other non-speec ommunication
partment). Almost all of Lynn's non-speech response came from

education d'epartments.`
1.#

Identifying ihe Courses 1 /
'By examining current cpur catalogs, Xnderson discovered that, of

,

the 458 institutions theeting hi selection criteria, 137 listea.akourse
(1.) which appeared to be a ba . speech communication course
designed imarily for classroom hers (e.g., "Applied Oral

i
Communica on for Teachers," "Speech in ruction"), and (2) which

....-- was offe n a program of the communatio rtAandtciences or
staffed by such a department (including oeec , ommunication,

' -and/or drama-theater).8 Frdai 13,7 questionnaires mai o depart-
, s . nientchairinen, 116 responses were received (an 84 percent re se).9

After screening the responses, Anderson identified ninety-four b
speech communication tour es designed primarily for classroom
teachers:19 (For a listing pf 'the schools 'offering these ninety-four..

. ; courses, see Appendix A.).
Llinn's methodology was more complex. Prior, to her study there

was no sure way to identify courses in classroom communication by
' title, by departmental affiliation, or by faculty-administrator re-'

.., sponsibility. IN° dialogu&smong teachers of such courses had been
° ,, established through prbfesItional associations. No mailing lists existed.

Igafiries tolfrdiNciduars teaching such courses, sent through speech

.t

V. t

com unicAtion departments, had yielded only the most ..nrager
informa ion on the existence of other similar courses. Thus, since a
direct ailing to teachers of such courses was not° possible, an
1ra ative approach was designed, based on three assumptions.

4 1 ,
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1 Practicing, non - speech tea. seeki g a grab e-level course in t,
classroom communication wou' most-likely cogs' e ool or
department of education as a pri ry source of information.

2. The persons most likely to be co cted for such information
would be the dean of the school (or de rtment) of educ5tion..the
direatif of graduate teacher education, and/or Pie director of
graduate continuing education.

3. These three categories. Of persons would be the ,vIministrators
most likely to know if one or more courses in classroom 'communi-
cation were offered at that institution, and to know the department
and faculty member(s) to whom a questionnaire might -e for-
warded.0 .

k
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This study required administrators from the field of education to
identify courses in "classroom communication" and then.to forward
questionnaires to the instructors of such courses. It was therefore
necessarytd-define "classroom communication" in a wa,x that an
administrator could quiekil7a'nd accurately identify a relevant course,
instructor, and department. Recipient instructors, in turn, had to be
able-to judge quickly if (s)he were an eligible respondent. In-a foul-

hilologrc ascertained` that "classroom com-
as most widely consiVered,to refer only to "the verbal

ction between teacher and students, and between
also determined that courses in-classroom

would focus upon one or more Of the,

munica
and nonverba
or among students.
communica tiortrnost comm
fiilloighteen dimensions:

teachers skil
explaining, givi
questioning,

.
listening and/or reacting tcigtudents, . .
stimulating 'and developing the Orsa-l'skills of students,
improving communication between student and classmate(
resolving conflicts, ,

communicating in an "open" classroom setting3__
using a wider, range of methods for expressing, approval and

disapproval; .
,

utilizing interaction-analysis tools, I

recognizing Speech problems in the classroom for` referral to
appropriate corrective agencies, , .

... contrdlling more effeCtively the communicative climate in the
cla,00m:

0..

s in
formation, 1 cturing,

,teachers' understanding of -

the deVelopment of oral language iv children,
...
.,

socioeconomic, cultural'subcultural, and sexual variables affecting
speech communication in a classroom, I
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various nonsverbai factots which influence clAssroom coMmuni-
cation,

factors affecting the teacher's own communicative behaviors (dog-
matism: stereotyping, etc.),

11 .e

the in terdependerics_of-speeclra-f.id=rialityd, i

interpersonal communic.ltion, and practical application Of such
theory* ,k the classroom, -, 0 , ..

speech prin-eiples,and pfactices, with practical applicatioR to the
classroom situation.

Using the definition and eighteen 'dimensions of classroom- com-,,,
munication given abov, Lynn contacted three administrators at each
of the 300 NCATE institutions (Nt=900), asking therritO "pass on this
request to the Instructor of such a course. wherever it is taught on your "

campu.s." w1, Responses were obtained from 233 of the 300 schools
involved, or ,77.66 percent of the schools." From the 233 institution's,
139 faculty members res onded indicating that they 'offered a relevant
course. After screening..t responses, Lynn identified, ninety-two
courses which were (1) tau t at the graduate level. (2) open to
teachers of all subjects. (3) sch uled at times other th n weekdays
during the daytime of the regular school year, and (4) in 'hick at least
one-half of the total class time was claimed to bespent on one or more
of the eighteen listed dimensions of classroom communication.,50o,r a
listing of the schools offering these ninety-two courses; see Appendix

Table 1
Courses in Communicatiod
for Teachers at NCATE Institutions16

SCA Region:

Basic undergraduate
courses designed
primarily for future

-teachers (Anderson)

'raduate cours'es,in
cli sroorncommuni-
cation designed for
practicing teachers
(Lynn(

4

Speech: Non-Speech:
W S C. E W "S C E Total

24 22 38 10 94

9 1 11. 11 '10 12 23 15 .92

Both Anderson and Lynn 'reported Their data according to the four geo-
grapha.al regions of the Speech COmmunication Assmiation. Western,
'Southern. antral, and Listen?. Appendixes A and B list participating
institutions.

4
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atence of Courses

Table 1 shows the numbers of courses identified by both Anderson
and Lynn, distributed. by geographical region. Both ,researchtrs

_ acknowledged that the courses identified 'are not the only higher
education courses of this type offered in the United States. What is
significant is that these studies document for the first time in several,
decades organized communication courses desired specifically for
classroom teachers.

Anderson found. tliatonly a minority of teacher-education students
enrolled in NCATE "institutions received speech communication
training in cour'S''es§ designed primarily for classroom teachers. Out of
the 458 NCATE institutions considered, only 94 offered such a course
arid; of thAhnumber, 'onfY 19 required the course of all prospective
teachers)"

As Table 1 indicates, Lynn found that non-speech departments
claimed to offer almost twice as many graduate-level courses in
classroom communication as did speech communication departments
(60.32). To some extent, this finding is a consequence of mailing the
questionnaires to educational administrators rather than to speech
communication departments.", Nonetheless, this ratio is highly signi-
ficant in light of other differences between speech and non-speech
courses.

Comte Titles

Both Anderson and Lynn found considerable diversity in the titles
used to designate speech communication courses for teachers. At the
undergraduate level, Anderson found few titles exactly alike in
wording. However, most titles were similar to the exteW of expressing
some combination of two essential concepts: (1) "'S)oeech," "com-
munica nun," or "oral," and (2) "classroom," "teacher," "learning,"
"instruction." or "school" (e.g., "Instructional, Communication," or
"Spedch Communication in the Classroom").

Lynn, too. found a wide variety of course listings. Curiously,
however, many of the titles of courses meeting her criteria did not
appear clearly related to the 'content wiiich instructors claimed to
cover. Of the sixty non-speech courses (primarily. in education)
allegedly giving more than one -half of class contact time to units
dealing directly Withthe study's eighteen dimensions of classroom
communication, thirty courses bore titles giving no hint that the course
was significantly devoted to communicative processes. Titles included
"Systems of Teaching," "Improyement of Instruction, "Analysis of
Teaching," l'Home-School-Community Relations."19 Given this in-
formation. Lynn proposed two possible explanations:
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... -

1. Schools of education may ke including large portions of com-
munication instruction in graduate courses bearing long-standing
titles rather.thart attempting to go through administrative pro-
cesses to align titles more closely to the content covered. ,.

2 Through lack of exposure to the field of communication, education
faculties may perceive the substantive nature of communication
theory in a way different from that familiar to speech communi-
cation professionals and, as a consequence, may, erroneously .
assume that all courses dealing with instruction automatically
and adequately cover, clawroorn communicatiori.20

Table 2,
isrurilber of Years`
Courses Have Been Offered4'

Speech:
W S sC E-

Non-Speech:W SCE
1-5 years2=
Anderson 6 9 11 3,
Lynn 5 8 9 --,6 Ai 13 8

6-10 years
Anderson 9 3 7 2
Lynn --r 1 1 1 1 3 2 8 . 5

ft X11 -200 years ,
Anderson 7 6 13 1

,Lynn 2 2 1 1 2 2 1

Over 20 years
Anderson 1 3 4 2 . ti
Lynn ,1 1.

'
Number of Years the Courses Have Been Offered

As Table 2 illustrates, both Anderson and Lynn found that the
majority of courses in communication for .teachers had originated
within a few years preceding their respective studies. Andefson
observed particularly rapid growth in basic undergraduatecourses for
teachers in the Western and central areas,2' with the inajority of the
courses in all regions originating -within the decade preceding his
study (1960-1970).24

Lynn's study revealed an even more recent pattern of development,
with most (62 percent) of the courses in classroom communication
having been Offered less than five years and nearly 211 (86 percent)i

4 5,
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beell offered less tha'n ten years.it is particularly noteworthy
that. 8 percent of the non-speech 'courses appeared to have been
offered for less than five years; they thus originated during a time
when most. schools of education have been forced to cut back or put a
freeze on existing 'courseg.25-In addition, Lynn found that more than
one-third' (38 percent) of the ninety-two respondents at the graduate
lei/el were panning expansion in the near.future.They planned either
to offeLatiditional sections of an existing course or to add courses in an
aspect of classrporn communication. Of this numher, fourteen speech
corrimunicatiorrcourtes reported definite expansion plans,.and twenty-
one non-speech courses reported similar expectations.26

Co urso Designs

Anderson found_tha t the basic undergraduate speech Communi-
cation course for teachers was designed mainly as a three-hour, three-
credit course-for-funiors and seniors. Some schoolspermitted graduate
students to enroll and receive creat.27 Most oLthe classes reported
enrollments of between twenty-one and thirty students.28 Although
most schools indicated that the course was designed for both elemen-
tary and secondary teacher-education students, the majority of The
students were elementary-education students.29 Across all regions

and institutions, the predominant pattern seemed to be to offer only
one section of the undergraduate course per academic Session (semes-
ter, quarter, term). 1" Most -institutions required no prerequisites for
these courses," assumed that enrolling students had little or no
previous speech communication training,'2 and viewed the course as a
terminal speech communication course for the classroom teacher.33

Very" few institutions conducted Any type of a proficiency examination
as a screening device. evaluative measure, or special requirement.
Where used. oral proficiency examinations were administered to
exempt students from taking the course." Both Anderson's and Lynn's
studies showed that, while most schools allowed speech communi-
cation majors to enroll in the course, both the graduate and under-
graduate courses enrolled predominantly non-speech-communication
majors.'

At the graduate level, Lynn found that, while courses in classroom
communication were generally offered as regular semester or quarter-
long courses; 13 percent (n= 12) were available through ,special
scheduling ..arrangements to make the course convenient for the
employed teacher.'6 Overall, the scheduling arrangements were so
diverse as to suggest that each course had been tailored to meet the
special time limitations of teachers. In addition to offering the selected
courses on the campuses of their respective schools, 75 percent of the
non-speech courses and 47 percent of the speech courses were given
off-campus, too Although classes were usually scheduled once a week
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communication. Instructors of gratuate courses reported that the
greatest amount of emphasis was given to units stressing the
following:

listening and reacting to students,
improving communication between/among students,
communicating in an "open" classroorx setting,
more effectively controlling the communicative climate in the

classroom,
understanding nonverbal factors influencing communication in the

classroom,
to apply, theory of ihterpersonal communi-

cation t e classroom.

Impor t differences yore reported in time spent by speech arTd*non-...
spe ch courses on such units. The majority of speech communication
t,ourses (62.5 percent) include$ more than thirty-six class Jipurs
&riling with the eighteen dimensions of classroom communication;
more than half (57 percet) of the non-speech courses dealt with these
units kwer than thirty-six class hours. Overall, speech communi-
t ation courses offered more intensive academic experiences and,,
provided mum haurs-Titaissroom iiastruc_tion in class romb communi-
cation to smaller groups of studetts-.-

Among the ninety-two courses studied, the areas least stsed
throughout the nation included the following:

recognizing speech problems for referral to appropriate corrective
agencies,

explaining, giving information, lecturing,
understanding children's oral language development, _
applying speech principles and practices to thecln ituatiaC.

Two other topics which received less than moderate stress were the
effect of socioeconomic, cultural/subcultural, and sexual variables
upon classroom communication, and the interdependence of speech
and personality,

Non-speech courses gave stronger emphasis than speech course§in
the following dimensions of tlassroom communication (in rank order,
with theIno§t strongly emphasized topfc first):

questioning ability,
utilizing interaction ana is_tdols,-
improving communication between/among students,
communicating in an "open" classroom setting,
understanding factors affecting the teacher's communicative be- ,

haviors (dogmatism, stereotyping, etc.).

'4,9
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Speech courses gave a stronger emphasis than non-speech courses in
the foll8wing (in rank order, with the most strongly emphasized topic "\
first): ' 1

understanding speech principles and practices, with practical
application to the classroom,

understanding socioeconomic, culturalisubcultural, and sexual
variables affecting speech communication the classroom,

understanding children's development of oral language,
recognizing speech problems in the classroom,
more effectively controging the communicative climate in the

classroom.

By combining Anderson's findings with Lynn's, some interesting
csinclusions cart be drawn. Lynn's research shoWed that leacher
eTucators giving graduate courses generally assumed that teachers
needed no instruction in how to explain or give information. Sup;
posedly, practicing teachers had already received such instruction
during their undergraduate education. Contrastingly,Anderson's
findings showed that the overwhelming majority of teachers have
received no such instruction during their undergraduate training.
Earth erm the minority who have received any kind of performance
instruction have in the main simply given public speeches to college
peers Instruction in public speaking may be useful for teachers, but
these skills alone are not sufficient to develop the more comprehensive
commumcatie skills teachers are expected to employ in their profes-
sional work. Day-to-day teaching also involves such activities as
resolving classroom conflicts, explaining multiplication or democracy
to thirty to forty non-adults (many of whom do not see the-need.to give
attention), or clarifying programs of individualized-instruction for
thirty children who must somehow be-dealt with one at,..a time, In
short, if only a minority of NCATE graduates have Brad the oppor-
tunity lirtake a speech communication course designed primarily for
teachers, and if neither elementary nor secondary teachers are being
required to demonstrate oral competencies for certification, it may not
be safe to make any as8wnptiong about a teacher's prior communi-
cative knowledge or skills. On the evidence, course'planners need lo

k.) reconsider carefully those areas of study which Lynn's Study showed
received the least amount of stress. Planners ought to determine, class
by class, whether such de-emphasis is justifiable.

Textbooks

Neither Anderson nor Lynn found common use of textbooks. In the
0 eighty-two institutions participating in Anderson's study, seventy

different books were reportedly used as the "course textbook." The
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remaining el% e schools required no single text for their students. Of
the seventy titles identified to Anderson, only eleven books were used
in more than tw o schools.3" Similarly, Lynn found only fourteen books
being used-by more than one institution, but her respohdents reported

total of ninety different books required for students. As might be
expected in graduate-level courses, recommended reading lists re-
turned to Lynn -showed heavy use/of supplementary reading in
periodic als, and a---gignificant_ number of instructors indicated that
journal articles constituted the only required reading for their
cou

On the basis of the reading lists submitted to Lynn, it appears that
speech communication instructors have only the most limited-ex-
posure to books on classroom communication which have been
produced in the field of education. Likewise, it appears that non-
speech instructors are uninformed about the many books produced in
the field of speech communication. In general, reading lists contained
only' minimal recommended readings from outside the instructors'
own academic fields:

A number of the textbooks reportedly used at the graduate level are,
essentially, ba-sic communication booksones that are commonly
used in lower-level undergrachkate speech communication zcourses.
(Examples of these are. be'rlo's Process of Cominunicapap,Stewart's
Bridges Nor Walls Flayakawa's Language in Thoy0 and Action,
Fahun's Communications. The Transfer of Meaning, and Powell's Why
Am I Afraid to Tell You Who I Am?). A number of schools also
reported the use of certain books on nonverbal communication which
have received wideSPread attention but which include inaccuracies,
distortions, and extremely elementary insights into nonverbal _com-
-munication.

While the content of the basic communication books just referred to
is (though dated in specific cases), it is surprising that practieing
4sat hers should he unfamiliar (or judged to be so by their instructors)
with such basic knowledge. If, on the other hand, the choice of such
books does not reflect the students' level of knowledge, the choices of
textbooks -must indicate a lack of knowledge on the part of the
instriii for regarding either a substantial grasp of communication
theory, or the availability of textbooks dealing with communication
theory and applications of such theory at more advanced and pertinent
level,

Course Syllabi

No data has been gathered on the syllabi used at the graduate level,
but Anderson reported that 64 percent of the undergraduate courses he
studied used syllabi or course guides. Courses in large public
institutions 'used syllabi more frequently. than those in smaller, or
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private, schools. Unfortunately, no means currently exists by which
instructors of such courses can systematically exchange syllabi or
course ide'as. There are no channels4 which teachers of such courses
can identify and communicate with one another. As a consequence,
few course syllabi are available as models for developers of courses.
At this time, only two comprehensive course- guides have been
diSseminated to any great extent outside of the institutions where they
were developed. They are the following:

1 James Booth and Jody Nyquist, "Communication in Educational
Env'irpnments: A Basic Course." (A detailed syllabus of a course
offered to prospective teachers, presented at the SCA annual
convention, Houston, 7975.) The authors may be contacted at the
University of Washington, Speech Department, Seattle.,

-2. Elizabeth M. Lynn and Kurt W. Ritter, "Classroom Communi-
cation: A Flexible Teacher Training Program in Classroom Com-
munication (1972)." (A lengthy, annotated resource guide for
developing specific units in classroom communication for ad-
vanced undergraduate or graduate-level students.) This manual is
currently an ERIC document, ED 079 793.

qiOpportunities are needed to allow instructors and developers of
courses in both speech communication and education together and
share ideas and course syllabi a ndto assist each other in strengthening
instruction. However, as conference casts continue to rise and
university travel allowances continue to shrink, there appears to be
little likelihood of this needed, face-to-face interdisciplinary exchange
occurring.

Instructional Methods

Because Anderson and Lynn used different reporting techniques,
their findings regarding teaching methods and class activities are
difficultlo compare. For more thorough information, reference should

-be made to the respective dissertations.52 .

Overall, teacher-led discussions comprised the most frequently
used method at both the graduate'and undergraduate levels, with all
courses using them moderately to frequently. Small-group discussions
appeared to be used more frequently ingraduate than in under-
graduate courses. In graduate courses they'were used moderately to
frequently. The information reported by Anderson suggests less
frequent use of discussion at the undergraduate level, with little more
than one-third of the courses using this method frequently and 44
percentusing it occasionally.

In both graduate and undergraduate courses, instructors reported
giving only infrequent lectures. At the graduate level, lectures were
reported as ,ery infrequently used. At the undergraduate level, 63
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percent of the instructors indicated that th y gave only "occasional"
lectures. .

Individual-speeches or'oral reports anpea tote a far more common
instructional method in the performance=oriented undergraduate
courses than in the graduate cciirses. Half of the undergraduate
courses frequently used this method, with m'ore than an additional
third of is courses using it occasionally. In contrast, few graduate
cour. used this method at all.

he majority of both undergraduate and g aduate courses reported
using individual written reports occasional] '. Anderson found that in
57 percent of the undergraduate courses a term paper or project was
required. At the graduate level, however, t,,ynn found that only 36
percent of reporting instructors assigned research term papers, with a
proportionately lower percentage of such pssignments occurring in
non-speech curses (33 percent) than in speech communication
courses (41 pent).

Writ ten, ami nations seem very rarely ,used at .the graduate level.
Among undergraduate courses, 63 percent reportedly used written
examinations occasionally. At the undergraduate level, close to half of
the courses used micro-teaching as an instructional method, with most
of these instructors reporting occasional use. Most graduate courses
used it seldom-to-occasionally. Programmed instruction waAtsed
very seldom at both levels.

Additional- methods used at the undergraduate level included
individual conferences, oral reading or interpretative performances,
group oral reports, and group written reports. More than half of the
undergraduate courses reported using individual conferences occa-
sionally, with 12 percent using them frequently. Forty-three percent of
the courses used oral readings or interpretative performances by
students occasionallywith an additional 19 percent using this method
frequently. Over .one-third of the courses reported occasional usc of
group oral reports, 12 percent reporting frequent use. One-fifth of/the
courses reported occasional use of reports written by groups.

Additional instructional methods used at the graduate level in
, ducted communication games and exercises, with midst courses

reporting occasional to regular use of this method; occasional use of
simulations of classroom situations; and occasional analyses of filmed
or taped classroom sit uatiorI. Classroom observations and visitations
were infrequently used in most courses due to expense and/or
inconvenience. Despite the low frequency of use, instructors generally
felt such activities to be highly relevant and worthwhile.

Lynn's report also covered a list of assignments commonly made in
graduate-level coursess. The following list ranks these from the most
common assignment to the least common assignment. Noticeable
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differences between courses offeredby speech communiCati on depart-
ents and those offered by non-speech departments are identified.

1. Analysis of communication problems, situations, or studies of
cases which have occurred in classes taught by students. (Re-
quired by 85 percent of the speech communication courses and by
78 percent of the non-speech courses.)

2. Required reading.
3. Student-led discussions.
4 Self-diagnosis of significant weaknesses in classroom communi-

cation and practical application of a plan to overcome those
weaknesses. (Required in 58 percent of the non-speech courses
and in 50 percent of the speech comn;iunigation courses.)

5, 6, 7.
Interaction-analysis reports on the verbal behavior irian observed
classroom,
Communication mini-lesons presented and evaluated in the
graduate class.
Summaries of student feedback on the teachers' verbal and
nonverbal communication.

8 Reports on the success of communication exercises assigned to be
run.in students' own classrooms.

9, 10.
Analyses of communication situations in other classrooms in the
students' owe schools.
Research term papers.

11 Oral reports on reading. (Required in 41 percent of the speech
communication courses and in 25 percent of the non-speech
courses.) .

.

12. Lesson plans (and follow-up evaluation) for communication
lessons to be taught in students' own classl-ooms. (ReqUired in 38
percent of the speech communication cpurses and in 23 percent of
the non - speech courses.) ..

Typical Course Activities

The instructional pattern that emerges at this undergraduate level is
of a course ,that is led by the teacher but which is clearly oriented
toward student performance. Lectures by the teacher are only occa4.
sional events, the bulk of class activity 'being directed toward
increasing a variety of each 'student's skills. A large portio0.of7.class
time is reserved for individual students' presentations. Students are
expected to participate occasionally in small-group discussions and,
possibly, to share in a group's oral report to the class. Most likely-, they
will also be expected to demonstrate competency in orally interpreting
written material. In close to hA' the courses, students are assigned no
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term papers of projects but, inmost courses, they are expected 4o pass,
occasional written examinations.

The patternThat emerges at the graduate level is of a course in which
the instruction alternates between teacher-red discussions and
student-led small-group discussions. Instructors' lectures are are.as
ire individual 'presentations by clas§ members. Particularly in courses

offered bit- non-speech departments no research term papers are
assigned nor are there written examinations. Discussion topics appear
to relate to (1) communication. 'probleV or situations occurring in
classes taught by class members (or in other classrooms), (2) required
reading. and (3) videotaped_ or filmed classroom situations. In class,
students lire 7expect4d to participate in communication games. or
'exeFcises and to develop plans for overcoming their own comjnuni-
-cative shortcomings as 'teachers.

It is worth noting that,. typically, neither undergraduate nor
graduate courses allow much time for students to,develop a signi-
firant..coMprehensive gfasp of communication theory,except, popsi-
bly, through assigned reading. The performance orientation of the
undergraduate courses' narrows thp instructional, choices to those
metTiods and content which primarily develop only sending skills.
Because those basic couirses are generally considered to be.both first
and, final -.courses in c'ornmunication f6r prospective teachers, in-
structors are under considerable pressure to bring students' skills to at
least a minimally acceptable level for classroom teaching4n14 e same -

way, the emphasis upon specific classroom situations in_graduate
cotirses may be too limiting to proide students with a broad and deep
understanding of-communication. As Anderson's study shows, only a
small minority of prospective teachers have been exposed in their

.u,ndergraduate education to fundamental speech communication the-
or57,,dr to a guided self-anatlysis of the communication methods they
employ with other, individuals or-within groups. There is then little
knowledge and exOrience on which to base situational analysis at the
graduate

On the bases of both, Anderson's and Lynn's surveys, it is evident
that no single course can begin to meet all the communication needs of
classroom teachers. Whether students in such courses are prospective
or practicing teachers, they enter their courses after coming through an
educational 'system which has given them little, if_any, theoretical

. foundation in thetOrical or communicative processes. They'have little\
understanding of objectives or.methods in :discussion and little
awareness of how to improve their own speaking, listening, and
responding. Lacking such fundamental preparation, students enroll in
undiergraduatecoursesteedingto learn not only basic principles about
their own communication, but also far more sophisticated concepts in
order to effectively control communication in a. classroom and to-

tM
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develop tne Communicative abilities of their students. Consequently,
despite the growth in students' skills which the instructors of graduate
nd,unciergraduate courses reported, both Anderson and Lynn found

'The instructors acutely aware of the vast gap remaining after a single
course between the growth which had occurred and remaining, unmet
needs of teachers for understanding communication and developing
further skillS.

/.\
Faculty Credentials,

Anderon reported that during the 1969-70 academic year., 216
instructors had been assigned to teach the ninety-four courses
included in Wrs--study. Of that number, most held(academic ranks
below that of associate professor', and most did not.tiave docterates.53
On the graduate level, Lynn found 78 instructors teaching ninety-two
courses. Of that number, 43 percent (n=77) were identified as associate
or full professors. However, 57 percent of the non- speech instructors
(n=62) were reported to hold senior rank, but only 22 percent of the
speech communication instructors (ne-15) enjoyed similar status.
Additionally, considering the level of the courses, Lynn found a
surprisingly low percentage of doctoral degrees held by instructors.
Table 3 compares the 'information provided by Anderspn and Lynn.-

Table 3
Course Instructors -
Holding Senior Rank Doctorate"

Anderson (N = 236) Lynn (N a 178)

Associate full professors 74 31 77 43

Ph.D Id D. 84 36 96 S 541

Since all participants in Anderson's. study were affiliated with,
speech communication departments, Anderson safely assumed that
all had had major training in speech communication.55 By inquiring
;bout their areas of concentration, he learned that 25 percent of the
teachers had had major training in "general speech:" 20 percent hhd
focused upon rhetoric and public address, 19 percent had emphasized
speech education, and '15 percent had stressed drama) theater. Region-
al compansems showed significant differences in the teachers' pre-
parations. Western instructors tended to have backgroun4ingeneral
speech communication or in rhetoric And public address; Southern
it' tructors tended toward communication theory and research; in-
structors ,in the Central states had backgrounds stressing general
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speech tanmunication aurt. speech education; and, in the East,
instructors' back ended to be in tirama, theater and speech ,

pathology 'a udiology.56
In contrast, Lynn found that only half of her respondentshad special

qualifications for teaching graduate courses in claSsroym compluni-.
cation and that publiE school Aching experience yvas.fir7 more

. t ommonh required than educational preparation in speech communi-
cation.'" Corroborating this was Lynn's further finding that most of the
instructors of gradtiate courses in class mmuntcation had no
major training in any speech communication area?Isilice most were
affiliated ith non-speech departments). Most schools appeared not to
require a terminal degree in speech communication of the instructors
chosen to teach such courses As a whole, non-speech instructors
reported hat ing only the most limited graduate trainingjn cornmuni-
ration, or had no actdemic speech communication background at all.
In cor7ir", the Last majority of instructors affiliated with speeCti
communication departments reported major concentrations in speech
communication in graduate study. Among the speech communication,
directors of such courses. the majority had done graduate work in
speeth cornmunicatio/ieducation (78 percent) and in Interpersonal
communication or small-group-communication (59,percent), and 47
percent had'graduate-level study in rhetoric and or 'communication
theory. Only three of the sixty non-speech directors of such courses

Table 4
Nlajor Area of Training
of Course Instructors '"

Anderson: Lynn:
Total Speech Non-Speech Total

I

General Speech ,Commu nicatiory
Rhetoric and Public Address ,

59
47

3 1 4
A

2
Speech FF,duca non 43 18 3 21
Drama 'Theatre 36 1 1

Communication Theory & Research .25 6 1 7
Rhetorical Theory 1 1

Speech Pathology & Audiology 21

Inter-pretation 5 ,

Smell -Group Communication 2 2
Socio- and Psycholinguistics 4 1- 5
Language Arts 2 2
Curriculum 8r Instruction 1 10 11
Other 60 60
Ng Respot\se 33 62
'Iota! Number if Instructors 236 69 109 178
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claimed mere than twenty.-five graduate credit (semester-equivalent)
hours in speech communication..4 Table 4 compares the reported
speech communication preparation or the instructors, as reported in
Andersdn's and Lynn's studies. The comparatively large numbers of
undergraduate Instructors with strong communication backgrounds
reportesA WAtidetton. stand-ia_slark con t rast-to-the-,relativ,-e-few who
are currently involved in graduate ins truction in classroom communi-
cation By piecing together the facts on the-graduate-level courses
that most schools do not require instructors to have advanced or-_terminal deg'retIs in speech communication, that several schools
consider brief work4iop training to beildequate preparation for their

tructors,''" that most of the senior faculty teaching such courses are
frcim non-speech departments, and that most non-speech faculty have
had little or no graduate preparation in speech communicationit
seems safe to conclude that non-speech faculty are rapidly developing
courses in oral, comniunication around very limited knowledge of
speech communication.hl

Anderson found that less than half of the instructors of under-
graduate courses for prospective teachers reported any previous
_teaching or administrative experience at either the elementary or
secondary level. The largest percentages of those reporting such prioi
experiences were instructors who had taught only at the secondary
level (24 percent) or at both elementary and secondary levels (14
percent) ^2 In light of the fact that most of thestudents enrolled in these
urses anticipatecPworking at the elementary level, tt is puzzling that
so few teachers with elntary backgrounds were winking in these
positions.

In contrast to Anderson's findings, Lynn's responses showed that
gradua te-levelinst ruc tors had far more extensive pre-college eaching
experience. Sixty-eight percent of the di ectors of graduate-level
courses had had secondary teaching experie and 38 percent had
had elementary teaching experience, By a wide m. gin,more non-
speech directors reported public; school experience than did teachers in
speech communication departments." Overall, the data on the gradu-
ate courses suggests that it is the older, more experienced, non-speech
faculty and the younger, less experienced, speech communication
faculty members who are most actively involved iftt hese curses, with
the speech communication faculty offering the most solid academic
preparation and the non-speech faculty offering the greatest experi-

.ence in teaching at pre-college levels.

enn) Teaching

Despite the interdisciplinary nature of the content of courses in
classroom communication, teaching respo 'bilities appear almost
universally assumed by a single facially me ber. At the under-
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graduate level, Anderson found that instructors relied on occasional
resource personnel IN hen teaching such specialized subjects as speech
pathology and audiology' or creative drama. However, only one
undergraduate course reportedly ins ohed -two teachers throughout
the term. ,

Ly nn did'not deal with the question of team teaching but attempted
to ascertain the extent o cooperation between speech communication
and education departments. nformation thus obtained on the gradu-
ate courses showed little interdisciplinary cooperation:

1. Lynn found no evidence at all of courses jointly developed or
taught by speech communication and,education faculty members.
In cases where more than one faculty member was involved in a
single course, all faculty members were from the same depaPt-
meht, either speech communication or education.

2. Only tw o courses were taught by speech communication faculty
rfterriters exclusively within education departments. These two
courses were nut listed in the speech communication departments'
offerings.

4..

3. Courses offered by speech communication departments (for non-
speech teachers) were usually not cross-listed in education
departments' offerings". In many institutions education admini-
strators and education faculty members were not even aware that
the speech communication department offered coutses for non-
speech teachers.

Evaluation of Courses

Perhaps because so many of the courses studied were only recently
developed. both Lynn and Anderson found that, while most of the
Ratrses used some method of course evaluation, little effort had, been
made to measure course outcomes scientifically or to estimate long--
range effectiveness.'; Comments volunteered to both researchers,
suggested that, generally, students' responses to .the courses were
highly favorable. However, both Anderson and Lynn received com-
plaints from frustrated instructors to the effect that, within the
limitations of a single course, there was simply no way to compensate
fur the students' limitations in communication education, muchless-to
meet the wide range of needs that students would encounter pro-
fessionally.61

Summary
In summary', within the .past decade, there has been a spurt of

instruction in classroom communication for teachers. National sur-
,ey s by Anderson and Lynn have begun to describe the extent and
nature of this growth as reflected in basic speech communication
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courses designed primarily for teachers and in graduate-leyel courses
in the theory and skills of classrdom communication for practicing
teachers: Del, elopers of_similar coursed are advised to refer directly to
the Anderson and .14 nn dissertations for abundant supplementary
information.

The recent growth of courses -appears--related -to an inc-reasimg,
recognition on the part of non-speech teacher educators that classroom
teachers hate special communication needs. This interest has led to
increased int olvement by non-speech faculties in courses dealing with
«immunication, a trend tt hich suggests several potential problems.
The most obi, ions problem appears to be that the vast majority of non-
speech trainers of teachers who offer such courses have little or no
academic preparation iti speech communication. Off-setting this
limitation is the strong experiential advantage which education
faculties appear to have over spebch communication faculties. Since
much of the content taught bt non-speech persons in graduate courses
appears designed to attract the same student population as courses
offered by speech communication departments, course planners
should anticipate intra institutional competition unless efforts are
made to incorporate interdepartmental cooperation into cou rse designs.

University Programs of Special Interest

Since Anderson and Lynn conducted their respective surveys, there
has been additional evidence of growth in instruction in classroom
communication-.Forexample. a ,gradiiaTe course in "Teaching as a
Perfokung Art" (TAPA) recently' has been introduced of the Univer-
sity of South Carolina. At the time of Anderson's and Lynn's surveys,
no NCA'l'E institution within that state offered any kind of communi-
cation course designed for teachers. This newly developed course uses
basic acting skills to heighten verbal and nonverbal message-sending
skills ina he classroom. Within a short time, word of the course has
spread rapidly. Nearly WO inquiries from other interested educators
were rect:iveci even before news of the course appeared in a national
news magazine.bh This university maintains a drama department but
not a speech communication department.fr The present author does
not-know the extent to which the drama faculty at the University of
South Carolina hat e been involved in development or instruction in
this course.

.7
At the time of Lynn's survey, West Virginia University began

rapidly developing an off- campus series of inservice graduate-level
courses on interpersonal communication in the classroom, communi-
cation problems of children (recognition of speech disorders, reticence,
a qd listening development), and nonverbal cRmmunication. Offered
through the WVI extension division, these courses have been team-
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taught by speech communication fatuity members (or w ith .13.,taot c
from graduate studentslin intensive six-day summer work 5hops.
early report (1975) indicates that the courses are extremely 5tItt
and that continued rapid expansion is-planned.bo -

The following section describes in detail sel. era} Inbuilt !Loud.
designs developed for graduate programs in classrtioni.,00
cation. Since these programs seem easily adaptable to other aorl.t,
tions, the descriptions are offered---11_e_id schools seeking. ,...1
initiate or improve programs in classroom conununitat...at
ploring methods to make such courses more alailablibto pr,c, It, ,v4
teachers. More thorough descriptions of each program ,.tri be
the Lynn dissertation.

The Teacher Workshop Program (TWP) of Pennsyhania
University69 is offered by the Speech Communication Deartruct.,
conjunction with the University's.Divisionof Continuing
This program in classrOOm communication for non speech tea. t.e.1 .
one of the oldest and largest in the country. Since the Itwept tiat fix
program in 1966, the TWP faculty (including dor tura' studerit,.
traveled throughout Pennsylvania, offering intensie
equivalent courses to thocusands of schoulteachers At the yae
time, enrollment in TWP courses .has leveled off to gl atr.r.h )1*
teachers per academic year. Initially funded under a fo. 1 Kit

grant, the TWP has operated well into the black eai h year '7+4,
grant's termination. In 1973, for example., with the tuition .,n4r
$93.00 for three credits. the TWP reported ,a one year Ift-
expenses, of S76,558. While this instructional model \

directly applicable in institutions with large numbrs.:4 1 A.
students and supportive extension divisions. the Jietiai.;
members in this program have long ago discio.ered arirt,rri
most other schools have not yet identified the questions

For most of the past decade. the TWP has offered three ?pa
three-credit courses at extension centers throughout
courses stress the teacher's ability to use communo at o. la. rn 404 .
the classroom, interpersonal communication in Jilt.
children's language development. During the P} 76 I, Vilt 4 tl .11Jsr t
of one-credit courses were added, in hiding oral reading for . a,tk.
teachers, nonverbal communication for the classroom teat her tr.t ,

speech and language activities for the elementary tea. her Ind m$,,
movement, and skillbuilding in the language arts l'her re. ,

prerequisites for any of these seven courses
In addition, the department has also begun to offer q,,fee ,t4

regular courses in selected extension centers These Sliurwri h4.r
prerequisites and focus upon a r.omprehensts.t.de\,elopment .o.kr
standing and skills in communication rather than sp.*
classroom interaction, At the present tune. these maw", at. *tare

A+.
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t

hake the option of enrolling for three graduate credits or for none.-At
the 1974 fee of $216 per student, estimated gross receipts for that year's
Institute approximated $37,800 for an expected 175 student enroll-

, ment.
Whether universities are limited to prokiding on-campus courses

for teachers, or w hether "they have the facilities for taking a course on
the read. The may be viterested in adopting-a-threenp_.
plan similar to the 'Communication in Education" workshops devel-
oped at the Unik ersity of Colorado.-1 At t3,present time, this program
has been suspended, due to the departure of a Ittiti faculty member who
serk ed ds coordinator; hoWever, its design is lorth mention. The
elements of special interest in this program-are its variable credit and
multiple mini - course features.

A sample workshop offered a series of 212-hour "shorj courses"
foam which participants selected those in which they wished to enroll.
Each short course was separately titled to indicate its special content.
The total program offered.a full three days oftinstructjon in scheduled
periods beginning Friday night, 'extending through 9:00 or 10:00 at
night. and ending Sunday afternoon. Depending on the number of
instruct7smailable for.any single weekend, twelve to fifteen short

nurses IA ere wk ailableThe short courses offered in one three-day
vv71(shop, for example. included:

The Teacher and the Communication Transaction,
Nonverbal Communication in the Classroom,
Group Discussion and the Classroom Instructor,
The Constructive Use of CcinflictMaking and Using_Traub le,
Communication Games in the Classrprn,
Teachers as Lovers,
Creatike Dramatics, Or& lntefpietation, an d Readers Theater for
the Classroom,

The Teacher as Listener,
Personal Value Clarifitation,
The Teacher and Power,
The Constructive Use of Media,
Applied Motivational Theory in the Classroom,
Seeing the Other Point of View: Coinmunication Skills through
Chiliireri.s Literature,
rbss-Cultural Communication,

Teaching Values to Adolescents through Their Current-Literature.

Credit ftil- the workshpps was determined by a graduated scale of-'
participation and tuition paid. Fees were minimal. For example, non-

. credit enrollment, costing $18.00. entitled a participant to register for
dS many dS eight short courses. To receive one credit, the cost would
be 525.50 for attendance at six of the short courses, aftewhich the'

6 a
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- participant would be expected to complete an outside project. For
additional credit, the costs increased, along with the participation
requirements.

Based on the experience gained from offering these workshops, the
fbrrner director of the program recommended that course content bestretched out over a longer periqd of time to make a stronger
impression on participants, and the? workshops be offered within an
individual school, so that many teachers from theESditie school could
attend at the same time.

While Colorado's program is currently in limbo, Penn State's,
Western Connecticut's, and Fordham's are thriving. Despite the
differences among the three active programs, they share featuresworth noticing. All courses are popular with students; all have strong,administrative support; all are financially solvent; all have _been
developed rather recently but have become more firmly established
with each passing year. All program directors have managed to
develop needed cooperation with interrelated departments (education,
continuing education, speech communication, etc.). Additionally, all
have managed to deal effectively with administrative powers in
arranging for varying amounts of credit and for acceptance of the
course in meeting state teaching requirements. All instructors have
broad backgrounds combining communication study and educational
practice. And, finally, all programs have limited the content of their
courses to specifically defined areas of classroom communication.

Short-Term Inservice Instruction

According to Lynn's research, administrators appear to be seekinginservice programs and resources (1) which can be administered byavailable staff and which will not require the direction of outside
professionals, (2) which will be short-term and inexperisiye, (3) whichwill noticeably improve classroom behaviors, and (4) which willultimately be judged interesting and worthAthile by,teachers partici-pating in them. Unfortunately, skills in classroom commtmieation arenot readily developed in programs meeting all four criteria, due to thefollowing reasons:

1. Programs in the theory and skills of cldssroom communication donot appear adaptable to conduct by Untrained staff. From allavailable research, it appears that skills in classrobm communi-
,cation require demonstratiori by an instructor who already
possesses-a high degree of that skill and in addition possesses a-broad theoretical understanding of the nature of communication,

2. Short-term programs in classroom communication may produce Ino observable behavior changes. This is a problerrtaffecting the
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University of Colorado's "Communication in Education" work-
shops. Communicative patterns are closely related to attitudes
toward self and others. To change a teacher's communicative
behavior may require major attitudinal changes; such funda-
mental changes are rarely a consequence of brief inservice
sessions. The value of brief inservice programs in classroom
Communication is also questionable when it is remembered that
few teachers nTare na t orriMve-Tecetved-any id of prior tmining
in the theory or skills of communication. To a great extent, skillf111
use of communication_ depends upon understanding the variables
affecting a given communicative situation, and developing such an
understanding is Car too involved to be mastered within a brief
insery ice prograM.

3. Finally, the inherently holistic nature of communication must be
taken into consideration when single, isolated skills are thught. To
the extent that an element of the communicative process can be
taught as a discrete skill (e.g., the mechanics of vocal production,
developing varied vocal inflections, irrterpreting nonverbal com-
munication, soliciting responses, paraphrasing, etc.), that skill
must be taught as an element which fits naturally into each
individual teacher's existing pattern of communicative behaviors.
A newly acquired communicative skill must not appear to be
disproportionately emphatic to an observer. Focusing upon iso-
lated skills without at tetnpting to incorporate them into communi-
cative milieus can produce distorted and altogether undesirable
communicative behaviors. Integration of new or improved skills

,_trito_existing_palterns requires a high degree' of motivation and
persistence on the part of the practicing teacher and continuing
empathic observation and feedback from an instructor.

In short, school administrators of inservice programs need to
recognize that a theoretical underStanding of communication must
precede or at least accompany changes in communicative behaviors,
and_that behavioral changes occur only over an extended period of
time. piice- a-theoretical kiundation has been laid within a' school,
KovNever, a wide variety ofishort-term programs dealing with specifft
classroom concerns ,in that school can be developed from that
foundation. Topics amenable to short-term treatment include: appro-
priate responses to obscene ,language used by children, teaching
children to appreciate and/or evaluate performances of peers, devel-
oping children's interactional skills in unstructured and/or structured
groups. or providing supportive oral experiences for reticent children.
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At the present time, three major guides are available. They identify
a wide variety of audiovisual and packaged resources which might be
of interest to.course developers.

A catalog of teacher-training materials is available from the Florida
Center for Teacher Training Materials. Address the Panhandle Area
Educational Cooperative, P. O. Draw_e_r 191, Chipley,Florida 32428.

A more comprehensive catalog (and supplement') of teacher-
training materials has been published by the University of the State of
New York, the Slate Education Department, Division of Teacher
Education and Certification, and the Multi-State Consortium on
Performance-Based Teacher Education, Albany, New York. The
publications are: W. Robert Houston, Resources for Performance-
Based Education (March 1973), and W. Robert Hduston with Karen S.
Nelson and Elizabeth C. Houston, Resources for Performance-Based
Education, Supplement (November 1973).

The Seed Catalog: A Guide to Teaching Learning Materials, by
Jeffrey Schrank (Boston: Beacon Press, 1974), is less traditional in both
format and selection of contents but offers Particularly useful evalu-
ative information to help instructors select materials and distributors.

These catalogs do not generally index materials under headings
familiar to speech communication instructors. However, despite the
fact that the indexes and tables of contents may be of little help, these
guides are filled with materiajs which appear extremely relevant to
courses in classroom communication. Listings include extensive
materials on language development in children, black dialects, group
processes in the classroom, use of creative dramaticsand storytelling,
developing listening skills, human relations and interpersonal com-
munication, nonverbal communication, and techniques of reporting
and explaining.

Since publication of these guides, twelve half-hour teacher-training
films on "Human Relations'and School Discipline" have been produced
by the New jersey Education Association and broadcast by the New
Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority in the fall of 1975.73
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Question and Answers

This section returns to the questions posed in the introduction to
this publication and, orqhe basis of the information available, con-
siders what is known, what may be impractical to learn, and what is
worth determining.

Q: How prevalent are courses in classroom communication?
A: Following a 1970 national survey of speech communication

departments, Anderson reported that, at`that timer 27 percent of the"
NCATE-accredited undergraduate institutions (122 schools) offered a
basic speech communication course specifically designed for teacher
trainees. Of this number, nineteen schools required teacher trainers to
take such a course:- ,

In 1973-74 Lynn located ninety-two graduate -level courses in classL
room communication offered by either the education or speech
communication department of those NCATE institutions which offer A

graduate education degrees. Of this number, thirty-two courses were
offered thrOugh speech communication departments and were taught
by speech communication faculty, and sixty courses were offered:
by education departments and were taught primarily by education
faculty.

Both Anderson and Lynn found that the majority of courses in
communication, for teachers, had originated within the few years
preceding their respective studies. Overall, 7e available evidence
indicates that such-courses are new and growing, ddspite economic
constraints affeating,the field oreducation.

Q: What specific communication competencies do all teachers
need?

A: A start toward answering this question has been made through
the forthcoming SCA/ATA Guidelines on Teacher Competencies in
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Speech Communication', ass CommunicatiorA, and Theatre. This
document will articula with the SCA/ATA Guidelines for Speech
Communication and Theatre Programs prepared, according to the
NCATE Standards for' the Accreditation of Teacher Education for
developing and assessing. tea her preparation programs.' The compe-
tencies document will cite categories for the development of specific
teacher competencies. Th introduction to the current set of, program ,//

1
,,,

guidelines indicates some of the areas which should, be included in th
preparation of all teachers:

. speech communication and theatre programs need to proyi oppor-
tunities for potential teachers across disciplines and acadtinic levels to
develop cognitive, psychomotor. and affective coinpetencies related to
discussion leadership, group problem-solving, appropriate mess .:e
organization and delivery, a rich repertoire of non-verbal beha 'ors,
aesthetic awareness, empathetic response, artistic sensitivity, s sitive
evaluation of performance, and a support of the right to fre speech.

To fulfill the goal of facilitating pupils' competenc s in speech
communication and theatre, service programs for all achers should
include theoretical and practicalcomponents)n app ation of language
acquisiti6n,communication.development relatio to the development
of self-colic t and the Tole of interpersonal com nication, and theatre
arts methodo gies in supportive Jea`rning environments with special

tributions to experiential learning, e.g., role playing, creative dra-
' matics, and simulation.2

Q: What kinds of information about communication should teach-
ers at different, levels be aware of? , ,

A: The fir'st section of this publication offers many suggestions to
consider when developing courses for'classrobm teachers. Within the
very near future, detailed guidelines will be available through the SCA
which identify the types of speech communication instruction best
suited to different stages of children's develoment. These guidelines
have been developed by a team of Speech communication researchers
Working under the direction of R. R. Allen (University of Wisconsin,
Madison) on .the --SCA National Project on Speech Communication
Competencies. The report, Communication Competence in Children: A
Developmental Perspective, is in press at this writing.3

Elementary school teachers_ need to be aware of such subject
_matters as /children's communicational development, language end
communicative disorders, normal voice production and articulation,
reticence, dialect difference& communicative elicitation rtethniques,
oral interpretation (teacher techniques). , and creative drama. All
teacherg of intermediate school children ii&d to understand much of
the same material. Less emphasis might be needed regarding language
development and disorders in children, but greater emphasis might.be
placed upon suchAtibjects as interpersonal-communication, inter-

r
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i
!tura commUniet ion, nonverbal communication, small-group dis:

cu ion technieftesl, parlialpentary prillibdure, and the relationship
betw n communication and p rsonality deyelopment. High school
teachers seed instruction similar 'that received by elementary and
intermedia teachers, with addition knowledge and skills in such
-subjects as in apersonal communicate ,acceptablg standards for

liciea `selection, org ration, expression, and
support for oral exp sion), discussion as a process for resolving

group dynamicfs. If all teache tudied eve fundamental principles
problems and gocploring eas, semantics, conflict resolution,0 and

opIrative in these aspects of comm cation, and if they applied thisre
knowledge in their class,es, speech co ication teachers might
finally be freed to teach the more highly refine ctry and skills in
ihich they have,b0n trained. They might no longer ronted
with students whoafter eleven or twelve years of essentially si e
participation in schoolbeg to learn to "talk good" in one brie? terroL
instruction.

Q: Doei such instruction thake a difference in teachers' subsequent
.behaviors? .A: It appears so. HoW ever, ,there is scant empirical research

evidence at the present. lime. At. the undergraduate-level, little long-
term research has been conducted tb ascertain what .abilities are
retained ,once the teaching experience has begim. Qne particularly
useful study by Hartzell, et al. (1973), suggests that, if a preservice '
dour e stresses interpersonal communication or hurntri relations, the
be result§ will be obtained if the course is offered prior to the

. . stu etit-teaching experience and if 'there are "booster" ses&ior4durifig
the -stitlent-teaching period for lioth student teachers and the profes-'

l. sionai' staff" with whom' they interact.4 Additional longitudinal re-,
search would be useful to determine which specific communication
understandings and skills deteriorate most rapidly and which persist
asan undergraduate gbes through student teaching and begins a first,
secmtd, or third year of regular` employment as a teacher. Such,
knotirl6dge would be extremely valuable in designing both preservice
hnd inservicecoursei.

At the graduate levtl, stronger, .evidence exists that courses in
specific elements of classrciont communication can be effecfive in
producing change in teachers.5 Inservice training programs reported
.4 Lusty and Wood (1969) and by Marino (1971) clearly indicate that
such proOams can ,have significant \positive effects 'upon teathers';
attitudes.8 The Marino study is Of particular interest, not only becauSe
decidedly neaative attitudes toward children were changed, but also
because a highly effective program was described in sufficient detail
that teplic'ation is relatively simple. UnfortunatelyJittle information

' strii° the lasting nature of these changes. In one of the fevi
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G

t longitudinal studiis at the graduate level, Coffey, (1967) found
statistically' significant behavioral changes in teachers six months
after a summer inservice training program.'

Q: What kinds of instruction in classroo-m, communication can be.
"3'. included effectively during *service training and what kinds are

more salient for inservice'training?
A. At the present-time, there are no guiSes. It appears that instruc-

tors are niiire conscious of the extensive needs of both prospectiye and
practicing teachers for some kind of education in communication.
COnseqilently, whatever, speech, communication content is deemed
mast essential is being incorporated into the courses which serve the
greatest numberstof teachers. If institutional facilities include a strong
and supportive, Continuing education division, a well-established
extension division, and, or .asizable instructional staff, the selected
content. is adapted to meet the needs of practicing teachers. If, because
of instit ution'al,i8iosyncrasies. there is a-greater access to prospective
teachers, similar content may be adjusted to address-the needs of that
group. Asa consequence, for "example, one instructor may present
strong arguments for teaching intercultural communication to pro-,
spective teachers while another instructor may present equally strong
arguments for teaohlni, such content to practicing teachers. If this'is
the single greatest opportunity they each have to offer such instruc-
tion, they may both be right.

Q: Does on-site training cause greater improvements in a teacher's
'communicative behavior in the classroom than on- campus training?

A: According to Roy AI:Edelfelt,cprofessional associate for Inst ruc-
Lion and Professional Developinent, National Educatiorr Association),
both experience and research "substaptiate the view that improving a
group's effort is more effectiNie when Eeml;ers of a grodn are dealt with
together in a context:, rather than when each individual gets insepvice
training separatejy,. While similar opinions were voiced by both
speech communication and non-speech respondents to Lynn's survey,
no regearch.hasbeen conducted to determine which type of instruction
has Weater effect upon a teacher's in-class behavior.

Q: What problems -shou"k1 be akticipated in interdisciplinary re-
search,in olving both the speech communication and education fields?

A: -Re'gailless of whet he,r research involves needs analysis or
longitudinal outcomes of training programs, the greatest obstacles
confronting art interdisciplinary researcher may well be the perceptual
differences isolating each academic discipline.q As perceptions differ,
so do, the, connotative metinings, which representatives of each field
attach to the language they use. For this reason, the words used by
speech communication professiorials may' convey different meanings
when they ar. .used by educa tional propssionals:-For example, a
significant nuffiSer of education faculty members responding to Lynn's

I
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Questions and Answers

survey submitted courses which they considered to be courses in
classroom communication, despite.acknowledging that less than half
of the class time dealt with any of. the specified content. Such
responses were screened from the final survey findings ich Lynn
reported. however, on the basis of these responses it appea s that a
sizable numlfer of education faculty members perceive that an course
in analysis of instruction is, ipso facto, a course dealingprimaril with
classroom communication. In fact, such a course may almost w
overlook teacher-to-student or student-to-student .communicatwe
interactions and focus instead on such other areas of instruction as the
development and evaluation ofcourse content and materials, student
evaluation and testing methods, diagnostic instruments, current
teaching aids (such as computer-assisted instruction or programmed
materials), and/or thwretical models of instruction designed to
produce specific learner behaViors.

Q: What resources are available for developing such courses`?
A: In addition to the resource section of this publication, readers

may wish to contact responsible faculty members at institutions
mentioned under "University Programs of Special Interest" or at
institutions in their own states crr regions whichoffer such courses (see
Appendixes A and S),

a a.

Q: Are consultants' or financing availale to get such courses 4underway?
A: CorrSultants are available -to assist institutions in establishing °

such courses. RequeSts for such assistance should be directed to the
Associate Secretary for Education, Speech Communication Associa-
tion, 5205 Leesburg Pike, Falls Churbh, Virginia 2-204'n

Regprding financial assistance, over one-third of all non-speech
courses in Lynn's survey reported receiving 'financial support from
sources Other than the regular budget, tuition, or fees paid by
participants. Speechcommunication courses reported no support from

. such sources; nevertheless, it appears that outside mbney may be
available, if it is sought. School§ presently considering, the intro-
duction or expanion of courses in classroom communication might'
benefihfrom approaching:those funding sources in their area which,
historically, hatte.promotgd excellence in teacher education, Addition-u4
ally, as niientioned in Chapter 1, it appears that the National Institute
on Education is considering funding research which could be inte-
grated with the development of instruction in classroom communi-.
cation.
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Conclusion

4

This study has discussed the recent development and continuing
growtkof courses in the theory and skills of classroom communication
for practicing teachers. These courses encompass those understand-

, ings and skills connected with the processes of teacher-to-student,
student -to- teacher, and student-tozstudent verbal and nonverbal
interaction. The deVelapment of such courses has received strong,
positive support from t speech- torrununication and education
professions, and there are in. : ions that some states are adopting'
certification requirements specifyin: rtain kinds of_ competencies in
classroom communication. Additionally, ere are encouraging signs
that the federal goVernment soon may, rt. h to obtain
more_ precise information about the specific natureof the processes of
classroom communication:

The information'which is dirallable clearly indicates that courses inclassroOm communication areexpanding dud. to their popularity witb
students; however, there is currentlX scant evidence of the effect-such,
Bourses may be having upon subsequent teaching performance i,n
classrooms. There is even less informationregarding the relationships,
between the initial charatferistics, of enrollees and course oacomes..Despite lack of funds aria-t, 'significant, constraints profiibiting
such research, some kind of initial res rt would b elpful if ftAimed -zit, evaluating the long-range impact __o_ k toy
subsequent interactions in classrooms. At the se time, survey
'research would be pai'ticuJ,rly useful in demonstrating to local, state
or federal officials the extent to which practicing-teachers. need
instruction in the theory and skills 4r classroom communication.,T roug ra om sampling methods, state-widd.:49,r.cOsulti-wide sur-
veys might -IteTp determine (1) the level of 'knowledge about and
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Conclusion

sophistication in communication which can be assumed of practicing
non-speech teachers, (2) their utilization of communication skills', (3) _
their perception of the most common communicative problems they
encounter, and, or (4) the degree to which they recognize children's
needs for greater skill in and understanding of the processeg of speech'
communication.

On the basis of the information reported in the preceding pages
courses in classroom communication appear to be econo,mically
feasible, despite current economic cutbacks throughout higher edu-
cation. Practicing teachers are eagerly paying to take such courses; .
and, if sought, outside funding appears available through a wide
sariety of sources. The major financial obstacles appear to be (1)
obtaining the seed money needed, to initiate such courses, (2) expand-
ing courses whete student demand or need is particularly 'great, (3)
taking such courses on the road to make them more widely available to
.cap.teachers, and (4) providing for instructors' time and travel to allo.w
obServations of enrolled students' classrdoms.

Finally, to overcome the obstacles that Might seem inherent in the
de lopment of interdisciplinary instruction, the following -sugges-
tions re offeied.

1. Wh many speech communication respondents to Lynn's survey
expres csVficulty in establishing courses through academic
education units regulating courses in education, other depart-
ments experienced success working through continuing education
offices (e.g., Penn ,State). Schools introducing new courses
especially team-taught ones ---might consider the advantages of
offering courses under the aegis of a similarli"peutral" adminis-
trative authority rather than within the respeCtive jurisdictions of
education or speech communication departments.

2. NOn-speech instructors of such courses appear to lack adequate
training in speech communic.ation.which such a course should
require,- but they,appear td have a definite advantage in t ms of
pre-college teaching experience. Speech communication ins Uc,-

tors of such courses, on the.other hand, may-lack such extensi
pre-college teaching experience, but they have far more extensive
knowledge of the theory and skills related to Classroom communi-
cation. Institutions planning to introduce such courses might
therefore consider the merits of jointly taught courses, drawing
upon the best-qualified faculty members from the speech com-
munication and education departments.

-- In st irctors of such courses appear to need greater exposure to
tex tboOk-s- and information from each other's professional areas.
For this reason, education and speech communication associations
might begin to consider way in whi the interdisciplinary,
exchanges of ideas can 'be promo e , sth as the possibility of
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Conclusion p. 6p

jointly held conferences. It would be helpful if authors and
publishers of textbooks used in courses in classroom communica-
tion made an effort to display their books at national conventions
held by the professional associations of both education and speech
communication. .

4, It would seem fruitful to arrange post-doctoral summer seminars
for interested faculty members from any of the disciplines related
to classroom communication. Such seminars could fulfill several
purposes: (a) to enable participants to read more deeply Ina wider
variety of relevant materials and research, (12) to bring together
professionals from both education and speech communication to
benefit from each other's'expertise, (c) to Ki;aden their theoretical
knowledge of speech communication a$ applied in the classroom,
and (d) to initiate new research that would be firmly based on
interdisciplinary understandings.

At a time when budgets at teacher-training institutions are being
drastically reduced and when fewer graduates are finding jobs and
fewer students are enrolling; most teacher educators are rightfully,
concerned abodt maintaining both the academic excellence of their
progFams and their students' standings in today's highly competitive
job market. It is hoped that this publication will convince teacher
educators that, in offering courses in classroom communication to
improve their students' communicative competenciesAhe risks may be
minimal and the rewards may be great.
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kesources
\

by Dave C. Kleiman

4 el

As the p ceding chapters have indicated, echicators have beco
increasingly sncemed during the past decade with the complexities
of teacher-stu t communication in the elementary and secondary
classroom. Cours have been developed at a rapid rate to meet the.
classroom teacher's eeds. However, with no channels for contacting
other professionals w ing in the Same area, course developers have
had little assistance in 'eir work.

The purpose of this cha er is to provide some aid. In order to be of
maximum assistance to deve ers of courses in classroom communi-
cation, resources have been ide ified which might help in planning.
establishing priorities, developing ditional courses, or constructing
student reading guides, both.for pract ng teachers as well as teachers
in training. The resources selected 'for a's chapter include lournal
articles, texts, bibliographies, ERIC docum ts, games, and exercises
completed during the past decade. All re\sbtirce ave been annotated
.to facilitate the developer's work. Readers should ate that important
items completed prior to 1965 can usually be fou . in the
ographies and collected works cited in the listings. In a adition, those
who use the resources should be sensitive to the different levels'of the
Jna terials. and should .consider ithrns which are apprOpriate to the
needs, experiences, and prior sfieechscommunicati6h educati6n of
teachers with whom they work. Finally, the citations 'are selectiVe
rather-than exhaustive; therefore, readers are encourdged consurt
current journals and the -ERIC system as continuing sources of
information. .

A central criterion governing the selection of 'materials was the
n 79c>
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ResuutLes

extent to which they focused on teacher student too
elementary and or secondary classroom. Thus. tor e's`aniple .1, -;

which considered nonverbal behavior in the classiocan
over a more general, work on nonverbal communication .

only materials which focus on classroom-communil anon ha
included Teachers concerned with spee(th communii flop 11001
beyond that scope may want to consult works hit h deal
general way with the complexities of communicaticia c

items may in p7irt be adapted by the teacher Nisi* arca t,,i
use. The following list includes Items that mas 1)0 !

purpose. -

General Conimun/u;c4tion and Interperconol,Covra..,ic

Barbour, Alton, and Alvin Goldberg Imterprsorici,
Teaching Strategies .andc,Besoprces Falls Chub \ 1 I. Itii
Speech Communication Module, Sped( h Gailibuto, abca; %
Lion, 1974.

Berlo, David. The Process of Conant:my ato
Rinehart and Winston, 1968

,rooks, William. Speech Communication Ihibuciy,
Brown, 1971.

Hart, Roderick P., and Don M. Burks RhelOt .

Social Interaction." Spee(J ;Monographs .3()
Kelter, John. Interpersonal Speech Cownrui o r
y Structures. Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing ( o ; /

Patton, Bobby R., and Kim Giffin Interpersan, ;,

Basic Thxt and Beatlings. New York Harper ant;
'SOeno, Kenneth. and David C. N1ortensen o 1,

Communication Theory. New York flasper. and
Stewart, johcri, ed. Bridges Not

Communication. Reading. Mass Addv.on \1,;e, s

Oral Interpretation .
Bacon, Wallace. The Art of Itrprriat .2(1,1 'I

Rinehart'and.Wmston, 1972
I'Lee, Charlotte. Oml hityrpretatIon 1th-ed fitio,r;

Co., 1971. --

Public Communication
Monroe, Allan H., and Douglas I., Imager Pr.-, :oLc,..w ,

Speech Corninrinicat ion. 7111 ed Gll'n % lei.% Ili '- nt ! 1; '1%,
Po., 1974. .

Walter, Otis-, aAd Robert Scott -Thinking anci ',,,,,;
York. Macmillan Co., /968. . .

,z

Wilson, John F.. and Carroll-C AI nald 114.`: .' ', r '

muni.. citron 13ostbn Allyn and 13/ii on 1972,
7. .. -

,..
N''\
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82, -Resources

C4

Kan Midwest Educational Training and Research Organizotion,
1973

Dreeban. Robert. The School as a Workplace." In Second Handbook of
Research on Teaching, ed. Robert M. W. Travers, pp. 450-73.
Chicago: Rand McNally Co.. 1973.

Getzels, Jacob W., and James NI Lipham and Roald F. Campbell.
Ethic ut lona! Administration as a Social Process. New York: Harper
and Row.:. 1968.

Tittle. Carol K. Student 'reaching Attitude al-id Research Bases for
Change in School and University. NIetucherPN.J.: Scarecrow Press.

4.
A
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Finally. while the resources in this chapter hate included selective
citations IA hick concern improving the communicatn,e, skills of the
elementary and secondary student (see catdgory J below), readers may
want to pay particular attention to two items which will be very
helpful in developing communication programs K-12.

Allen. R R., and Kenneth L Brown. Communication Competence in
Children. A Developmental Perspective. Skokie, Ill.: National
Textbook Co., 1976. .

Feezel. Jerry, Kent Brbwn, and Carol'Valentine. Annotated Bibli-
ography.' of Print and Non-Print Resources in Speech Commu-
;anon, Grades K-12. Falls Chia& Va.: ERIC/RCS Speech
Communication Module, Speech Communication Association,
1976

Interest Categories

The annotated bibliography which follows is intended to help
teacher educators identify materials which may be of particular
interest To facilitate this process, a category system has been devised
which may help to idenniyunaterials applicable to the reader's nerds.
Symbols fq,r the appropriate categories appear immediately preceding
the annotation. The following interest categories have been utilized:

A. Lecturing arid Reading Aloud. Considers organizing and develop-
ing effective lectures as well as improving the teacher's ability to
read aloud from the printed page.

B. Questioning. Identifies the importance of'and ways of developing
appropriate questions for classroom use..

C. Listening Suggests ways in which the teacher can become a b. etter.
listener.

D. Counnitinialting Nomverbally. Considers eye contact, facial ex,-
pressions, and use of personal space, as well ,as iipprfiving_the

teacher's pitch, quality of voice, articulation and pronunciation.

:"

\ to
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E. t Group Processes Focuses on the class as a group and
also suggests ways in IA hull the teacher can utilize small-group
work in the class

F. Utilizing Interaction Analysis Systems. Reviews the available
systems for observing classroom behavior and or discusses the
results of interaction analysis in'the classroom.

G. \Ioditymg Student and or Teacher Behavior. Considers the )trays
in which teachers and students may facilitate and restrain each
others' communication.

H. Identifying Communication Disorders. Identifies a variety of corn-
m icafix e disorders among elementary and secondary students
so that the teacher can make appropriate referrals.

1. T > Reticent Student. Explains wily students may be withdrawn,
id interaction, and remain silent. Describes suggested methods

it working ;vith these students.
j. Improving the Communication Skills of Elementary and Second--

ary Students Considers language stimulation activities, as well'as
materials which focus on debate, creative dramatics. andinter-
rpersonatl communication. .

K. `Longuogv. Covers the twoad spectrum of language acquisition and
development Discussei language as a means by Which one learns
andthe relationship between oral language and the other language
arts.

L. Social 'Regional Dialects and Students with Cultural Differences.
Considers standard a ct nonstandard English as well as linguis-
ticallY and or cu rally different students.

M. Sexist LanguAge. Suggests ways in which the teacher can redhK
sexist language in the classroom:

N. Self:Poncept acid Communication. Focuses on the importance of
,setrimage and the relationship between self-concept and how one

/cotninnnicates and interprets communication. Also discusses
te.aching strategies for promoting positive student self-concepts.

0. Affective litinguage, Considers language which deals with emo-
tions, feelings. likes. dislikes. attitudes, and beliefs.

P. Tear her Expectations and Teacher/ Salem Characteristics. Con-
siders expectations whuth influence communication as well. as
such .individual characteristics as sex, physical attractiveness,
and personality which may influence teacher-student communi-

.

ca tom.
Q. I;ornes, Simulations. and atercises. Includes items Nvhich cars be

used by elethafillary and secondary teachers in their own class-,, rooms
R. ( 'Tnerol,tt'orks and Babliographits. Inclutie's items of a general",

' naituce ot..\,vhich span.aAurnber of categqries.
, , ,.. * 4 .
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6. Aaron's, Alfred C., Barbara Y. Gordon, and William A. Stewa'rt, eds.
. "Linguistic-Cultural gifferencesand American Education." Special
anthology issue. Florida FL Reporter 7 (Spring, Summer 1969)! 1-
149

L. Discusses the implications of a linguistically and, or culturally,
pluralistic society for educational instil tglons,

Adams. Gerald R.. and Allan* S. Caen. "Children's Physical and
Interpersonal Characteristics that Effect Student-Teacher Inter-

Actions." Journal of Experimental Education 43 (Fall 1974): 1-5.
P. Data suggest that the physical characteristics of students
influenced teacher-student interaction during the first- week of
school.

Adams, Lavarn B. "The Classroom Gi4,uncil: A Method for
ment of Interpersonal Classroom Relationships." Elementary School
Guidance and Counseling 7 (March 197-31:-244=47.

G. Provides a vehicle for improving teacherisludent comiW
cation in the classroom.

Adler, Richard R.. and.Lawana Troui:CreatDramatics. A Selected
Bibliography. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of TeaChers-ofEnglish,_______
1971. ED 058 211.

J. Important works by Siks, Ward, Way. and Spolin are identified in
this annotated bibliography of forty-seven citations.

Alatis. James E., ed. 21st Annual Round Table: Bilingualism and,
Language Contact Anthropological, Linguistic, Psychological and
Sociological Aspects. Monograph Series 9ri Language and Lin-
guistics. Washington: Georgetown University Press, 1970.
L. "Verbal Strategies in Multilingual Communication," and "Cogni-
tive Development in the Bilingual Child" are among ttte articles in
this volumt.

Allen. ft, R Sharol Parish, and C. David Mortensen-Communication:
Interacting tlirouMSTieech. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1974.

A high school text whieh considers-interpersonal communication,
the study of'speech forms, and a critical analysis of public address.

Allen, R. R., Jo Sprague, and S. Clay Wilmington. Speech Cominuni-
.4 ,cation in the Secondary School. 2nd ed. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,

19761/49

J. Considers spe,ech communication in the secondary school and
emphasizes anterperscmal communicatiop, theater, and film as well
as. instructiohal steategies, which may be effectively utilized to
achieve the instructor's objectives.

C
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Alpert. Judith L. "Teacher Behavior across Ability Groups: A Con-
sideration of the Mediation oft Pygmalion Effects." Journal of
Educational Psychology 66 (June 1974): 348-53.
P. Findings'jndicate that teachei.s' behavior may not be adversely
affected by teachers' expectations.

Amidon, E. J. "The Effecr upon the Behavior and Attitudes of Student
Teachers of Training Cooperative Teachers and Student Teachers
in the Use of Interaction Analysis as lassroom Qbservational
Technique." Philadelphia: Te pie niversity, 1967. ED 021, 777,
F. Student teachers were taught interaction analysis appeared
more indirect epting, and supportive in working With' students.

Amido , mund, and Michael Giarnmatteo. "The Verbal Behavior of

283-85.
perior Teachers." Elelitary-School Journal 65 (February 1965):

F. In part, superior leachers ,dominate their classroom less, use
indirect 'verbal behavior more, and use less direction giving and
criticism. "

Amidon, E. J., and J. B. Hough, eds. Interaction Analysis: Theory,
Research and Application. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1969.

JE. "The Verbal Behavior of Superior Elementary Teachers," and
..:'Interaction Models of Critical Teaching Behaviors," are among the
important articles in this collection.

Arnidon, Edmund. and Anita Simon., "Teacher-Pupil Interaction
Review of Educational Research 35 (April 1965): 130-39.
F. An important early review of research on classroom interaction.

Amidon, Ijeggy, "NorAerbal Interaction Analysis: A Methad of
Systematically Observing 'and Recording Nonverbal Behavior.".
Minneapolis: Association for Productive Teaching, 19717

D. F. A comprehensive manual which considers four dimensions of
nonverbal behavior in the classroom.. , .

Anderson, Gary J. "Effects of Classroom Social Climate oh Individual
Learning." American Educational Research Journal 7 (March 1970):
135-52.

F. The findings suggest that propertiet- of classroom social climate
`clo affect individual learning.

Anderson, R. Gene. "A ;Study of the 'Basic Speech-Communication
Course Designed Primarily for the Classroom Teacher."13h.D. diss.
University of Colorado; 1970.

This national survey considers the underlying assumptions-
.

upon which spee4h communication courses for teachers at the

94
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undergraduate level are based4hd discusses the most common-
objectives of these courses. .

Auer, J Jeffery, and Edward B. Jenkinson, eds. On Teaching Speech in
Elementary and Junior High Schools,Bloomington. Indiana Univer-
sity Press, 1971.

J. Emphasizes how oral training can form a core of the elementary
school program. Sample chapters include: "On Teaching Oral
Reading" and "On Improving the Speech of Children."

Balzer. A. L., et al. "A Review of Research on Teacher Behavior
'Relating to Science Education." Washington: National Institute of
EdUcation, 1973. ED 087 638. .

F. Reviews studies (1960-1971) which focus on teacher behavior in
the science classroom. osu.

Banks, Samuel. "Inquiry Techniques in Teaching a Multi-Ethnic
Social Studies Curriculum." Baltirr\ore: Baltimore City Public
Schools, 1974. ED 102 074.

/
,

B. L. Utilizing the inquiry process, this manual)provides teachers
with a systematic program approach to ethnic studies in a K-12
social studies curriculum.

Briny, Mary A., and Lois V. Johnson. Classroom Group Behavior. New
York: MacMillan Co., 1968.

E. Focuses on how classroom groups behave and why. Examples
are drawn from teachers' classroom experiences.

Barnes. Douglas. Language, the Learner and the School. Middlesex,.
England: Penguin Books, 1969.

F. K Argues that teachers need insight into the special language
they uswn the classroom. James Britton contributes an essay which
explores' the role of student talk and learning.

Beisenherz, Paul C., and Jerry L. Tucker. "Limitations of Research in
Science Teacher Questioning Behaviors." Science Education 58
(July-Sept. 1974): 423-29.

B. Reviews studies which consider effective teacher questioning
behavior among science teachers.

Bellack, Arno, et al. The Language of the Classroom. New York:
Teachers College Press, 1966.

%....

F. Drawing from concepts of contemporary philosophers and
psychologists, the authors describe and analyze the linguistic
behavior of students and teachers. -

Bkkheid, Ellen, and Elaine Walster. "Beauty and e ,Best." Psy-
chology 'roc* 5 (March 1972): 43-46., ,
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P. Deals with the effect of a child's appearance during early'school
years.

Beyer, Barry K "What's the Matter with Inquiry Teaching?' Social
niches Journal 2 (February 1973): 64-70..

B. Five objections to inquiry teaching, in social studies are dis-
cussed. ,

Blanch, Emma J. "Dramatics in the Foreign,,Language Classroom."
Washington. D. C., 1974. ED 096 87,

J. Suggests uses of tableaus, poetry, and plays for the classroom.
Blakeslee, Sandra "Study Rebuffs a View of Minority Leidning." New

York Times (October 15., 1975): 48:

L.'Stutly suggests that teachers are unwittingly "killing" minority
students with kindness by praising their work despite poor
ar ademic performance. Consequently, students deyelop"unr.ealistic
images of their achievement.

Bloom, B S "Thought-Processes in Lectures and Discussions." Journal
of General Education 7 (April 1953): 160-69.

A. E. Suggests that lectures are more efficient in communicating
knowledge to students.

Bloom, Benjamin S., ed. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: e
Classification of Educational Goals. Handbook 1: Cognitive D -Jai

New York: Dtyid McKay Co., 1956.
hAC. '\n essential ork whit') provides a cla;sificatio'n of intellectual

abilities and skills to be achieved through education.

Blount, Nathan S., and Herbert J. Klausmeie. Teaching ta.,the
Secordary School. 3rd ed. New York: Harper and Row,968.
A. One section of the book argues that lecturing does mot afford
opportunities for students to practice,/their Eommunicative skills.

Bohson, Sarah. Nonstandard Dialects. An Annotated Bibliography of
ERIC References. Washington: National Institute of Education,
1974.

L. The majority of citations deal with black English, though other
dialects from Appalachia, New England, and the South are also
considered. , ,

Braden, Waldo W., ed. .3peecti Methods and Resources. New York:
Harper and Row.'1972.

J. Discusses the field of speech c'ammunication. Identifies variogs
resources a tlichermay use in the classroom.-

5.

9 6.
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Br' lhart, Barbara L. "Oral Communication for the fridian Student."
English Journal 60 (May 1971): 629.
J. Examines specifiC communication problems and recommends
ways of improving the intrapersonal and interpersonal communi-
cation of the Indian stuiilent.

Bronstein, Arthur,J., and Beatrice F. Jacoby. Your Speech and Voice.
New York: Random House, 1967;

D. J. Presents extensive drills and,practice m,aterials for better
undrstanding and utilizing the characteristics of one's speech and.
voice.

Brooks, Deems NI., ad. Speech Communication Instruction. New York:
David McKay -Co., 1972.

R. A readef that focuses on such topics as microteaching, question-
ing skills, and interaction in the interracial classroom.

Brooks, William D., and Gustav FriedrichTeaching Speech
Communication in the Secondary School. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1973.

J. Identifies resource materials for teaching speech communication,
in the classrooriii. Also concerned with developing effective instruc-
tional strategies for the teacher.

Brophy, Jere E otnd Thomas-L. good. Teacher-Student Relationships:
Causes and Consequences. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1974. .

P.-An important work which considers the differential teacher
attitudes -a-ncLexpectations as they affect teacher-stpdent inter-
action patterns,

Bryan, Tanis S. "Art' Observational Analysis of Classroom Behaviors
of Children with Learning Disabilities." journdl of Learning Dis-
abilities, 7 (January 1974): 26-34.
F. Pints interaction process analyses designed to record the
task-iTrented and social behavior of learning-disabled and normal
third grade children.

Burger, Henry C. Ethno-Pedagagy. Cross-Cultural Teaching Tech-
niques. Rev. ed. Albuquettlue: Southwestern Cooperative Educa-
tional Laboratory, 1971.

L. Presents*information about Mexican-Americans and Navajesin
the American Southwest. "

Buys. William E. ,Speaking by Doing. A Speaking-Listening Text.
Skokie. Ill.: National Textbook Co., 1973.

97
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J. Presents a range of activities designed to develop the communi-
catiye skills of students. Focuses on listening, observing, reading
aload, and speaking persuasively.,

, .Caine, Elaine. and G. Geoffrey Lindenaue.r. "Human Relations Train
ing in Tekher Education." Journal of Einotional Education 13
(Winter 1973) 27-37. ,

G. 0. The importance of teachers' ongoing emotional training is
discussed.

Campbell. James R. "Nlaaroanalysis: A New Development for Inter-
action Analysis." Journal of Educational Research 68 (March 1975):
261-69 .. -,
F. Macroanalysis, which orders observational data AO larger
units of analysis than microanalysis.is discussed.

Carm, Arthur A., and Robert B. Sand. Developing Questioning
Techniques A Self-Concept Approach. Columbus: Charles E.
Merrill. 1971.

B. Discusses the importance of questions, developing student
questions. and writing cognitive and affective questions.

,

Cazden, Courtney B., Child Language and Education. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston. 1972. * .*

K. Language .developrnent., langdage differences and,,usage, oral
language education, and methods of analyzing children's language
are among the many focal points of the text.

"Children' Questions: Their Forms. Functions and Roles in
F,ducation.".,Young Children 25 (March 1970): 202-20. «

B. Concerned with how children learn to ask questions.
Cazden. Courtney B.. ed. Language Learning in Early Childhood

Education. Washington: National Assbciation for the Education of
'Young Children, 1972.

k.'Includes essays for preschool teachers which consider such
topics as the development of speech and language in children.

'Cazden, Courtney B., Vera P. John, and Dell Hymes, eds. Function of
Language in the Classroom. New York: Teachers College Press,
1972. '

.R. Bilingualism, bidialectism, nonverbal communication and the
"silent" Indian student are among the many topic areaOncluded.

:Excellent bibliographies. .. ,

Chapin, Roseinary, et al. "Sex Role Stereotyping: Implications from
Human Services." Washington D.C., 1973. Available from Min-

.c.

C
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N
nesota Resource Center forSocial Work education, Aughurg
College, 731 21st Ave. S., It linneapolis, Minnesota 55404. Absfract
ortl ED 096 188. ..

M. Presents materials on ,sex role stereotyping which can be used
as a basis for inser% ice training. A bibliography and review of films,
tapes. games, and exercises is included.

Char:tier. My ron.' "Simulation Games as Learning Devices: A Sum-_
triar, of Empirical Findings arid Their Implications for the Utiliza-
tion of Games in Instruction." 1973. ED 101 384.

Q, Discusses speech communication games and provides practical.
suggestions for facilitating simufation games that game-users may
find helpful

Chasen, Barbara. "Sex-Role Stereotyping and Prekindergarten Teach-
ers Elementary School Journal 74 (January 1974): 220-35.

M. Considers how the classroom may contribute -to the stereo-
typing of sex roles.

:Margaret, et al. The Learning Encounter. The Classroom ps a
Communications Workshop. New York: Random House, 1971.
R. Based on data drawn from actual classroom interaction, the
authobs %Jew the classroom as a system, consider such topics as
verbal and non% erbal behavior, and focus on students who do not
/speak "standard American English" in the classroom.

Clark, Thomas "A Handbook or Short/Courses in Dialect Studies for
K-12 Teachers." Washington: American Dialect Society, 1974. ED
091 710.

L. Designed to help teachers use workshops to disseminate infor-
mation about regional and social dialects. A bibliography as well as
a list, of workshop leaders and consultants is'included.

Clifford, NI, M., and E. ?A.'als ter. "Effect of Physical Atir.4erfc'eness on
Teacher Expectations." Sociology of Education16 (Spring 1973):
248-58.

P, The child's attractiveness was associated with the teacher's
expectations about the child's intelligence, progress in school, and
popularity with peers.

Coates. Thomas J., and Carl E. Thoressen."Teac.her Anxiety: A Revie w
with Recommendations." WashingtOn. National Institute of Edu-
crttion, 1974. ED 092 518.

D. G. Reiews studies of teacher stress and tension, focusing on,
incidence, sources. and effects of anxiety and ways of reducing it:

Cohen, Elizabeth G. "Sociology and the Classroom: Setting the

9
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Conditions for Teacher-Student interaction." Review of Educa-
tional Research 42 (Fall 1972): 441-52.

F. Examines how the detelopment of status systems affects learn-
ing in the ongoing classroom.

Cole, Roberta, et al. "Language and Speech linprot ement for Kinder-
garten and First Grade: A Supplementary Handbook." Tampa.
Florida, n.d. ED 096 798.

J. A sixteen -unit language and speech improvement handbook
'which contains units on the child's detelopmental language char-
acteristics, a sound detelopment chart, and a general outline of
clorily goals and activities.

Coltario, Mary. "The Det elopment of Classroom Workshops in Oral
Communication." English Journal 63 (December 1974): 55-61.

G. J. Workshops can help students become more active in their
classes,

Combs. Arthur 1N., et al. Helong Relationships. Basic Concepts for the
Helping Professions. Bo'stcrn: Allyn and Bacon, 1971.
R. One central question which the authors pose is, What ideas
about human behatior hate special value for understanding the
helping relationship? /

Conference on College Composition d Communication [of NCTE].
'Students' Right to Their Owr Language. Urbana, Ill.: National
Council of Teachers of Engl , 1974.

N. Raises such questi s as "What is dialect?" "How do dialects
differ?" and _Does alect limit one's ability to think?"

Cooper, Harr ., Reuben M. Baron, and Charles Lowe. "The
Impo ce of Race and Social Class Information in the Formation

xpectancies about Academic Performance." Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology 67 (April 1975): 312-19.

P. Results suggest that middle class students are expected to
receive higher grades than lower class'students.

Costello, Ma qoriei.F. "The Valuing Process in the Cldssroom: The Roo. --
of the English Teacher stating Student Growth n-
Valuing Process." Ed.D diss.. UniversIty of Massachusetts, 1974.
ED 099 863.

e

0. Examines the role her as a communicator and
fricilittor of the valuing process.

Craig, William N., and James L. Collins. "communication Patterns in
Classes for' Deaf Students." Washington: U.S. Office of Education,
1969. ED 034 367.

100
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:

., F. In more advaaced classes, researchers found a gradual increase
in student response and initiation.

Crim, Roger D. "The Use of 'Videotape Recorders in Teacher Self-
Evaluation." Washuagton, D. C., 1974. ED 106 270. -

1. G. Consitiers t need for self-evaluation and the use of video-
tape in providin an objective record for evaluation.

Crist, Janet ."G oup Dynamics and the Teacher-Student Relationship:
A Review of ecent InnovatiOns." Paid Alto, Cal.: Stanford Univer-
sity, 1972. ED 062 292.

E. Focuses on innovations in plication of gt'oup pr.ocesses to
educational settings. Good list of references.

Cunningham, William G- "The Impact of Student-Teacher Pairings On
Teacher Effectiveness." American Educational Research Journal 12
(Spring 1975): 169-89.

G. This study tests the hypothesis that types of students tend to
differ in the benefit they receive from various types of teacherk

Davis, jean. "Coping with i Siliptive Behavior." Washington: Natipnal
Education Association, 974. ED 096 256.

-

-,.i

G. E"xamine's five methods for handling disruptive behavior.' A
variet) of examples are used. A useful bibliograp 'hy is included.

Dawson, Karen E., and Steven R. Farness. "Effect of Video Feedback
on Teacher Behavior." Journal of Educational iesearch 68 (January
1975):, 197 -201.

G. Results suggest that teachers' beha'vior can be changed through
utilization of video feedback.

Dedmon, Donald N. "Lecturing as Oral Communication." Central
States Speech Journal 19 (Fall 1968): 188-95.

A. Criticizes the' lecture method for its speaker centere4ness.
Suggestiops for more effective lecturing are discus?kl.

Deethardt, John F. "The Use of Questions in theSpeech-(ommunicion
Classroom." Speech Teacher 23 (January 1974): 15-20. , ,'

.
B. Considers the lack of research on the use of questions in the field
of speech communication. Contains a number of useful references
for those interested in developing their expertise in utilizing
questions in the classroom. .

Dunkin, Michael J., and Bruce J. Biddle. The Study of Teaching. New,
York: Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

R. Focuses on the following facets of research on classroom
teaching methodological problems, the classroom as a social
system, and recommendations for researchers.

1 0 i.
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Eachus. Hekert T. "In-Service Training of Teachers as Behavior
Modifiers. Rview and Analysis." Washington: Bureau of Educa-
tion'arPersonnel Development, 1971. ED'083 145.
G. Identifies basic principles of operant and classical conditioning
and discusses applications for inserice training of teachers.

Ecror, d, Dion. Speech in the Classroom. 2nd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1969.

A. D. H. J. Conce"rned with developing the speaking skills of the
prospective teach and with identifying the speech problems
which elementary and, secondary students may have.

Egland, George 0. Speech and Language Problems. A Guide for the
Classroom Teacher. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1970.

H. Offers the classroom teacher guidelines for understanding, '
detecting, and improving speech and language problems.

'Eisenson. Jon, and Mandel Ogikie. Speech Correction in the Schools.
4th ed. Nelk York: Macmillan, 1976.

H. Contains a chapter on a communication model for the school
clinician and teacher. Also, describes the behavior of children with
deviant speech and those with defective speech.

Elashoff, Janet D., and Richard E. Snow, eds. Pygmalion Reconsidered.
o Worthington, Ohio: Charles 'A. Jones, 1971.

P. A detailed critique of Pygmalion in the Classroom, which
suggests that teach,ers' expectations of pupils' performance may

.serve as a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Ellis, H. P., and A. D. Jones. "Anxiety alibut Lecturing." Universities

Quarterly 29 (Winter 1974): 91-95.
A. D. Focuses on delivery, content of lecture, social factors,of the
situation, as well as perso'nal factors which may be sources of
anxiety for lecturers.

Erickson. Keith, ed. Dimensions of Oral Communication Instruction.,
Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown, 1970.

R. Considers such topics as the field of speech, teaching strategies,
and the reticent student.

Eskey, David E. "The Case for the Standard Language." Paper
presented at the annual convention of 'Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages, San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1973. ED 086
034.

L. Reviews the controversy over nonstandard dialects in the
teaching of English and argues for a commitment to standard
En glisiw-, 102'

7
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Faix, Thomas L. "Listening as a Human Relations Art." Elementary
Englisf452 (March 1975): 409-13.
J.

+.4

Focusegiri teaching liening skills to children. Lists a number df
se,, objectives to achieve and v.rious activities to reach these objec-

tives.

Feezel, Jerry, Kent Brown. and Ca,rol Valentine. Annotated Bibliog-
raphy of Print and Non-Print Resources in Speech Communication:
Grades K-12. falls Church, Va.: ERIC 'RCS Speech Communication
Module, Speech Communication Association, 1976.\ J, A "must" for those who are concerned with developing spee.ch
communication programs K-12.

Felker, Donald W. Building Positive Self-Concepts. Minneapolis:
Burgess, 1974.
J, P. Considers what the teacher can do to enhance the develop-
Ment of self- esteer1 among students.

Fenner, Mildred, ed. "Sexism In the Elementary School:" Today's
Education 61 (December 1972): 20-31.
M. A series of articles which focus on various aspects of sexisni,in
the elementary classroom.

Freire; Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Trans. Myra Bergman
Ramos. NewYork: Herder and Herder, 1972.
R. Freire argues that a true dialogue must be developed between
student and teacher, and speculates on how this objective may be
accomplished.

Fitzgerald, Sheila. "Teaching Discussion Skills and Attitudes." Lan-
.

guage Arts 52 (Nov./Dec. 1975): 1094 -96k

J. Discusses informal and planned discussion experiencq.
Friedrich, Gustav, Kathleen Galvin, and Cassandra Book. Growing

Together' Classroom Communication. Columbus: Charles E. Mer-
rill, 1976.

R. Discusses the classroom as a communication system, dbveloping
an effective climate in the'classreom, and the relationship between
classroom communication and leaning.0

Fepsenden. Seth, A.. et all Speech for the Creative Itiacher. Dubuque,:lowic.Wm. C. Brown, 1968.

A. D. J. Considers such topics as developing an effective voice,
utilizing creative dramatics and choral reading in the class, as well
as developing the listening skills of students.

Flak. Albert H. 'Teacher-Pupil Interaction in Classes for the Emotion-
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ally Handicapped." Exceptional Children 38 (February 1972): 469-
74

F. The study suggests wide.differences in teacher-pupil behavior.
Flanders, Ned A. "Basic Teaching Skills Derived from a Model of

Speaking and Listening." Journal of Teacher Education 24 (Spring
1973): 24 -37.

F. Demonstrales a broader notion of ,communication tan his
earlier works

Flanders, Ned, and Graham Nutha "The Classroom Behavior of
Tepcher International Revie of Education 18 (19,72): 427-586.
F, Devoted lo research in which classroom behaviors of teachers
are described and analyzed.. Includes a review of some of the more
widely know publications on classroom behavior.

Foilos, Joseph. "A Proposal for Improving Class Discussions: The;
Frequency-of-Respobse Chart." English Journal 57 (October 196t
1031i-3a.

F. Suggests ways for encouraging and keeping track of student
responses during class interaction.

Fuller. Frances F., 4 and Brad A. Manning. "Self-Confrontation Re-
iewed: A Conceptualization for Video Playback in Teacher Educa-

tion." Review of Educational Research 43 (Fall 1973): 469-528.
G. Considers What happens when,_self-confrontation procedures
k'ia video playback) are used in teacher education. Outcomes,
subject char4cteristics, treatments, andelper characteristieVa rediScussed,

Fraser, D,.W. ''Classroom DisciplineA Learning Package." yash-.
ington, D.C.. 1973. ED 100 930.
G. Identifies nine theoretical principles relevant to the resolution of
common discipline problems.

Frymier. Jack R.. ed. "The Challenge of Nonverbal Awareness." Theory
into Practice 113 (October 1971): 227-310.
D. A variety of articles focusing on nonverbal communication in
the classroom.

"The Value of Pray for Learning." Theory into Practice 13
(October '1974): 239-317.

M. Q. A. variety of articles which focus on the importance of "play"
in the classroom.

Fuller, F. F., and C. Case. "Concerns ofTeachers: A Manual for Teacher

'104
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Educators. Increasing Teacher Satisfaction with Professional Pre-
paration by Considering Teachers' Concerns when Planning Pre-
service and Inservice Education." Washington, D. C., 1970. ED 040
143. . . ..-- -. .

.
R. Concerned with providing relevant experiences for those with a
ilunimum of teaching experience: Concentiates on six major con-
cerns of preservice. teachers.

Gage, N. L., ed. HandbOok of Research on Teaching. Chicago: Rand
McNally, 19.83. ,

R. A major work with exceptionally good bibliographies on all
facets of the teaching-learning process.

Gage, N. L., P. J. Runkel, and B. B. Chatterjee. "Changing Teacher
Behavior through Feedback from Pupils: An Application of Equilib-
rium Theo In Readings in the Social Psychology of Education,
ed. W. W. Char , Jr. and N. L. Gage, pp. 173-81. Boston; Allyn and
Bacon, 1963.

-
." G. Argues that teachers' bOavior can be favorably modified by

-creating channels for student feedback.
all, Meredith. "The Use of Questions in Teaching." Review of
Educational Research 40 (becember 1970): 707-21.
B. The author reviews resarch which includes: "The Classification
of Questions' by Type," "Effects of Teachers"Questions on Student

4 I--r Behavior," and "Program to Cliange 'Teachers' Questioning Be-
havior."

Galvin, Kathleen, and Cas andra Book. Person-to-Per'son: An Intro-
duction to Speech Com unicbtion. Skokie, Ill.: National Textbook
Co., 1974. .

J. Designed, for use in the high school. Concerned with better
understanding the speaker-audience relationship through probing, questions, photographs,rand.case histories.

Instruction in acid about Small Group Discussion. Falls
Church, Va.: Splech Communication Association, 1975.
J. Designed for the classroom teacher in elementary and secandarx

... school. -
.

Speech Communication: An Interpersonal Approach for
Teachers. Skokie, Ill.: National TextboO\ Co., 1973.

J. One-to-one communication, one-to-group .communication, and
nonverbal communication are amqng the focal points of this Work.
Objectives, as well as suggested activities, will help the teacher in
the classroom.

. -
. ..
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Gamble, Michael, and Teti Gamble. Oral Interpretation. Th: eeting
of Self and Literature. Skokie, Ill.:National Textbook to., 1976.
J. Contains a series of involvement exercises that f. us attention
upon specific aspects of the interpretative process

Gazda, George M. Human Relations Development: A Manual for
'Educators. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973.

0. Q. Sample chapters include: "The Need for Human Relations
Training in Teacher Education," "Ineffective Communication
Styles," and '.'Perceiving and Responding with Empathy."

Gersoni-Stavn, Diana, comp. Sexism and Youth. New York: Bowker,
1974.

M. Essays, bibliographies. a nd lectilres which focus on sexist
practices within the school.

Girtott, Haim. Teacher and Child. New York: Macmillan, 1972.
0. R. Concetned with the verb4 and nonverbal language of
criticism, anger, motivation, praise and cooperation.

Good. Thomas L., et al: "Effects of Teacher Sex and Student Sex on
Classroom Interaction." Journal of Esducational Psychology 65
(August 1973): 74 -87,

F. P. Suggests possible differences in the teaching behaviors of
male and female teachers, especially in their treatment of male and
ferriale students.

Good, Thomas Li and Jere E. Brophy. Looking rn Classrooms. New
York: Harper and Row, 1973.

P. R. The authors' approach is suggested by a section which
considers teachers' expectation's. Good and Brophy discuss current
research, give practice examples, and discuss "appropriate" teacher
expectations.

Gordon, Thomas. T E.T.:1'eacher Effectiveness Training. New York:
Wyden, 1974.

Q.- R. Deals with communication skills needed by teachers to
communicate more effectively with students. Strees selection of
messages to suit the situation. Describes Gordon's6 thirty-hour
inservice training program.

Grant, Barbara, and Dorothy Hennings. The Teacher Moves. An
Analysis of Non-Verbal Activity. New York: Teachers College
Press. 1971.

D. A wide-ranging discussion of nonverbal behavior. Topics in-
clude "Generating Nonverbal Clues," and "Selecting from among

t Nonverbal Options."

fi
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Halfacre, John D.. et al. aching Beha% air Modification to Students:
Effect upon Student d l'eat.her Behaior." Paper presented at the
annual meeting of t e American 13ychol9gical Association, New
Orleans. 1974. ED 099 124.

G. Suggests that students can effeNely reduce undesirable teach-
* er beha% icor.

Harmin. 'Merrill. and Tom Gregory. Teaching Is Chicago: Science
Research Associates. 1974.
R. Concerned with teachers in training. A chat t y book that includes
readings from authorities on the teaching-learning process. Topics
include "Learning about Leirning," "Dealing with Feelings," and
"Presenting Subject Matter."

Harpole, Charles. "ERIC RCS Report: Gaming and Simulation in
Speech Communication Education.' Speech Teacher 24 (January
1975): 59-64.

Q. Examines simulation and gaming which may be applicable to
teaching various subjects in speech communication.

"ERIC RCS Report: Nonstandard Speech." Speech Teacher 24
(September 1975): 226-33.

L. A re% iew, of ERIC documents on nonstandard speech. Teacher
attitudes and suggestions for changes in teacher training are among
the focarpoints.

Harrison, Barbara G. Unlearning the Lie _Sexism in School. N
York: Liveright. 1973.

M. An examination of the difficulties in understanding and dealirfg
with the pervasiveness of sex role stereotyping in a private,
nonsectarian, parent-teacher cooperative school in New York.

Hawley, Robert C. k'alue Explorationothrough Role Playing: Practipal
Strategies for rse in the arissroom. New York: Hart Publishing Cro.,
1975.

Q. Considers role playing as an important teaching strategy. Ma4
practical suggestions are included. //

Hawley. Robert C., and Isabel Hawley.AA-Handbook O Person
Growth Activities'for Classroom Use. mherst, M s.. cation
Research Associates. 1972.
Q. Ninety-four activities are listed which focus on such topics as
interpersonal relationships and nonverbal and sensory awareness.

Hendricks. Beverly L. "The Move to Power: A Philosophy of Elemen-
tary Speech Education." Speech Teacher 19 (September 1970): 151 -
60.

10
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J. A rationale for teaching speech at the elethentary school level,
Hendricks, Wilma, "The Development of an Instrument Designed to

Determine Teachers' Knowledge and Understanding of BlaCk En-
glish FAD' diss., University of Kentucky. 1974. ED 098 618.
L. Describes an instrument designed to determine classroom teach-
ers' knowledge 4f the rules of black English as identified by
linguists.

Henry, George "Preparing Student Teachers for Teacher-Pupil Inter-
actionaction in the English Classroom." English Education 4 (Sprin
1973): 247-58.

F. G. A discussion of teachers in training who study teacher-pupil
interaction by trying out an interaction instrument on videotapes of
veteran English .teachers and then evaluate "live" interaction.

Helilert,'John. and Carol Attridge. "A Guide for Developer's and Users
Observation Systems and Manuals." 4merican Educational

Research Journal 12 (Winter 1975): 1-20.
.F. A set of cr. eria w as developed to guide users and developers of

observational !stems aobsand manuals. /
Herman, Deldee, and Sharon A. Ratljffe, eds. The Michigan Speech

Association Curriculum Guide Series. Skokie, Ill.: National Text-
book Co., 1972.

1

J. Curriculum guides focusing on i,1 variety of subject areas (debate,
discussion, drirMatic arts, general speech communicatiqp). Useful
for elementary and secondary levels. Each guide identifies objec-
tives and suggests activities to accomplish the objectives.

Hemp'', James NI. "Galatea in the Classroom: Student Expectations
Affect Teacher Behavior." Report from the proceedings of the
annual convention of the American Psychological Association,
Washington, 197.1. ED 056 331. . . .

Sug ,ests that the touchers' presentations may 1, ary -as a function
stu« el Students expecting a "cold" lecturer "produced: one.

Ho'tker, lames, atTirWittram-P,-Ahlbrand. "The Pers'i'stence or tie
. Recitation A Review of Obsem'ational Studies of Teacher QueT-
tioning Behavior." Occasion Paper No. 3. St. Ann, Mo.: Central
Midwestern Regional E4ational Laboratory. ED 036 511.
B. Considers the teacher's monopoly of classroom talk and the high
percentage of cpieStions teachers ask which entail student

.

memori-
zation.

Holles.1.anii H. A. Jeep.-Group Dynamics in Action." Clewing House4/1 (December 1966): 203-09.
7
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E. Lists forty-six principles that the teacher may want to consider
when working with groups in the classroom.

Holmes, Monica, Douglas Holmes, and jUdith Field. The Therapeutic
4- Classroom. New York: Jason Aronson, 1974.

0. R. Argues that despite past failures( students-are not iocapable
of succeeding. The major components of a therapeutic classroom
model focus on developing effective interpersonal relationships
between the teacher and students.

Holt, John..How Children Fail. New York: Pitman Publishing Co.,
1967.

R. Goncerned with a number of communication problems within
the dlassroom. See "Fear and Failure."

How Children Learn. New York: Pitman PUblishing%Co.,1967.

K.' R. In part concerned with the relationship between talking and
learning in the classroom.

Hopper, Robert. "Communicative Development and Children's Re-
sponses to Questions." Speech Monographs 38 (March 1974'1-9.
B. K. Explains various aspects oLcommunicative development in
Children as such developrrynt is Eflected by abilities fo respond
appropriatelqto question in quasi-experimental communicative
situations.

"Expanding the Notion of Competence: Inipkations for
A Elementary School Programs:" Speech Teacher 20 (Janhary 1971J:

29-35.

K. The author argues that the concept "linguistic competence" is
too narrow in focus to.provide a rationale for elementary speech
programs. .

"Is Deprivation Linguistic? Suggested Changes for Teacher
Training Programs Concerned with Black English." Paper presented
at the Speech Communication Association convention, New York,
1973. ED 085 801.

L, Argues that students should be taught to be eloquent in varied
communicative situations.

Hopper, Robert, and Rita Naremore. Children's Speech : A Practical
Introduction to, Communication Development. New York: Harper
and Row, 1973.

K. Considers children's speech as a biological process, as well..as
specific aspects of ifirt&ge acquisition and development. Con-
siders 'current educational'problems.
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Houston, Robert W. Performance Education Resources for perform-
ance-Rased Education. Albany, N.Y.: State Education Department,
Division of Teacher Education and Certification, 1973.
Q. Identifies and annotates films, slide-tapes, modules, pro-
grammed texts, and multi-media kits for preserviccjor inservice
training.

, Huckleberry, Alan W., and Edward S. Strother. Speech Education for
the Elementary Teacher. 2nd ed. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1972.
J. Focuses primarily on using a variety of activities involving
puppetry, creative dramatics, reading in unison and discgssion for
enriching the speech program.

Hunkins, Frncis P. Questioning Strategies and Techniques. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1972.

B. Considers the importance of questions in the process-of inquiry
and identifies question types according to Bloom's taxonomy. Also
identifies methods for evaluating the effectivene'ss of the teacher's
and students' question- asking behavior.

Hyman, Ronald T., ed. Teaching: Vantage Points for Study. Phila-
delphia J. B. Lippincott Co., 1974.

R. Many useful articles dealing with the teacher as a communi-
cator, the social climate of the classroom, and nonverbal communi-
cation..

Irwin, Eleanor C. "Facilitating Children's Language 6evelopment
through Play." Speech Teacher 24 (January 1975): 15-23.
J. K. Emphasizes the value of dramatic play in the affective and
cognitive growth,of the child.

`Jackson, Gregg, and Cecilia Cosca. "The Inequality of Educational
Opportunity in the Southwest: An Observational Study of
Ethnically Mixed Classrooms." American Educative! Research
Journal 11 (Summer 1974): 219-31,

I.: The authors suggest that teachers in the Southwest behave
differently toward Chicano and Anglo students.

Jackson, Philip. Life in Classrooms. New York:'HoIt, Rihehart and
Winston, 1968.

R. Concerned primarily with elementary school classrooms. Draws
from studies as well as personal observations.

Jayatilleke, Raja. "Human Relations in the Classroom: An Annotated
Bibliography, Supplement 3." ERIC-IRCD Urban Disadvantaged
Series, No. 40. Columbid University, 1974. ED 102 226.
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. R. Citations include journal articles, hooks, and ERIC documents
which consider such topics as motivation, stildent-tedcher
relationships, classroom environment, ethnic groups, and changing
attitudes in the.classroom. . .

.

Jersild. Arthur. When Teachers Face Themselves. New York: Teachers
College Press, 1953. e

R. Fuuses-on the felatnship between self-understanding and the
educational procesS. ansiders such topics as anxiety, loneliness,
search for meaning, sex. compassion, and hostility a's important'
areas for teachers to understand about themse es.

Johnsan:CarOle Inga Kelly." 'He' and 'She': Cha ding Language
to Fit a Changing World." Educational Leadership 32 ay 1975):
527-3.
M. Argues tifat -educators must encou rage the use of Ian age
which does not exclude persong, either by intent or in effect, on e
basis of sex.

J6 nson, David L. iTeacher-Pupil Iiitera c6on in hilinguhl Elementary
chool Classrooms." 1974. ED 089 900.

L. The., author suggests that teachers directed colisiclarable
pre riptive control over-Mexican-American students. ,

Johnson, Daid W. Reaching Out. Interpersonal' Effebtivenesskind
Self -A uolizolion. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-I-fall; 1972.

1;1. tt. T e text consists of mini-lectures followed by a number of
welr=deve aped exercises.

A nson, Da.fd W., and Frank P. Jo nson. Joining Together: Group
Theory and\ Group Skills. Englew d Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1975. -

E. Q. 'The authors pr6vide theory and extensive ses to help.
*cleelop.an understanding of group dyna s an group skills. Also
contains sections ,on "Leading Growth Groups," and "Conducting

Skill-Training Exercises."
Johnson,, Kenneth G., et al. Nothing Never Happens. Beverly Hills,

Calif.: Glencoe Press, 1974.
Q. R. This teaching-learning package consists of thirty-six games
untler such headings as "Getting' Acquainted" and "Group Inter-
action and Leadership."

Johnsen Wendell, et al. Speech Handijapped School Children. New
York: Harper and Row, 1956.
H. ,Identifies the symptoms and therapy for speech ,defective
children.
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Jones, John E., and J. William Pfeiffer. Annual Hat book for Group
Facilitators. Iowa City, Iowa: University Associates Press, 1972,
1973, 1974, 1,5.

Q. A wide-ranging collection of structured experiences, instru-
ments, lecturettes, theory and practice papers, resources, bibliog-
raphies and book reviews.

Joyce, B., and NI. Weil. Models of Teaching. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall. 1972.

Models Qf teaching are described within the following
categories. "S,pcial Interaction" (The len), "Information Processing"
(Bruner), "Personal Sources" (Rogers). and "Behavior Modification"
(Skinner).

Kagan, J . ed Create, ity and Learning. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1967.

K. 0. Explores the nature of creativity and the creative person.
Kaufmann, Betst B. "A Contemporary Review of the inquiry Method

of Teaching and Learning: A Study of Current Definitions and
Rationales of the Inquiry Method of Teaching and Learning-1960-
70." Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1972.

B. A helpful review of ten years of work which has focused on the
inquiry method

Kibler, Robert J., Larry L. Barker, and David Thivples.'13ehavioral
' ()hie( tives and Instruction. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1970.

R.'Concerned with developing behavioral objectives in order that
communication betyveen teachers and students may be more
effective,

King. Chhrles E., Robert R. Mayer, and Anne Borders. "Differential
Responses to Black and White Males by Female Teachers in a
Southern City" Sociology and Soc4.9vseorch 57 (July 1973): 482-
94:

F. P. L. The authors focus on the impact of a far-Peathing school
desegregation plan on teacher-pupil interaction at the classroom
level.

Kirkton, Carole M. "Class Discussion and the Craft of Questioning."
NCTE'ERIC Summaries and Sources. English Journal 60 (March
1971): 408-14.

B. E. Lists documents which in part focus on asking the right
question, and how toask questions.

Kleiman, David C. "Teacher- Student Interactioh.in the Classroom." A
4 Selected Annotated Basic Bibliography. Falls Church, Va.: Speech

Communication Association, 1975.
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R. Identifies a number of basic esources that the teacher educator
may want to consider in preparing, elementary and 'secondary
students for the complexities of classroom teaching.

Klein, Susan S.' "Student 'Influence on Teacher Behavior." American
EduCational Research Journal 8 (May 1971): 403-22.

d. The author suggests that the classroom can I ;:come more
product4k e if students are taught how theibehavior may influence
the teacher's behavior.

,Kleinfeld, J. J. "Effects of Nonverbal Warmth or the Learning of
Eskimo and White Students." Journal of, Social Psychology. 92
(February 1974): 3-9.

D. Suggests that a nomerbally warm style of .teaching increases
learning.

Krathwohl. David k:, B. S. Blodin, and B. B. Masibt Taxonomy of
EduLational bbiectives. The Affective Domain. HandbOok II. New
York:.David McKay Co., 1956:- .* -

O. R. An essential work which focuses on interests, attitudes, and
values in the classroom.

Kourilsky. Nlarily n. "The Anatomy of a Dead Lecture." Clearing House
46 (September 1971): 20-26.

,

A. Describes the lecture aspects_ of the teaching act. Identifies
sources of communication breakdown and, discusses the impli-
cations of such breakdowns for effective teaching.

Kress. DC.. et al. "Training Teachers to Recognize and Manage Social
and Emotional. Problems in the Classroom." Journal of Teacher
Education 19 (1968): 477-85.

G. 0. A discussion of programs designed to train teachers to use a
variety of techniques in coping with problems in the classroom.

Krupar, Karen. Communication Game's. New York: Free press, 1973.
Q. Lists 'thirty-three games which emphasize such areas as self-
awareness, perception, and listening.

Leeper. Robert R.. ed. "Human Relations Curriculum Tea hang
Students to Care and Feel and Relate." Educational Leadership 32
(October 1974): 3-46.

0. A series of articles which focus on enhancing human
relationships throughTffective goals in education.

Leubitz, Lois. Nonverbal Communication. A Resource Package for
Teachers. Skokie, Ill.: National Textbook Co.
J. This package includes explanatory texts, visuals, and activities
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I

that will be useful for, teaching nonverbal communication in the
elementary and secondary. classroom.

Light foot. Sara "Politic h Reasoning: Through the Eyes of Teachers
ard Educational Review 43 (May 1973): 197-and Children." Fier

F. The, author discusses the relationship between the levels of
political ,cirtsciousnesg of black teachers and the social arid-cogni-
tive development of second-grade black children.

Ligons, Claudette. "Non-Verbal Communication and the Affective
Domain." Washington, D.C., 1973. ED 095 150.`

, D. 0. Q. A training, package which provides an opportunity to
consider how the teacher relates feelings to others nonverbally.
Included are readings, activities, and individual exercises.

Litsey, D NI.. "Small-Groupsqraining and the English Classroom."
English journal 58 (September 1969): 920-27.

Suggests a number of different assignments the teacher may
utilize with students working in small groups.

Lusty, Bel, erly L., and Barbara S. Wood. "Effects of an NDEA Institute
upon Attitudes of Inner-City Elementary Teachers." Speech
'Teacher 18 (September 1969): 217-22'.

Q. Considers an NDEA Institute offered for non speech teachers.
Identifies a number of positive changes s a result of the program.

-Lynn, Elizabeth M. "A National' Survey.. Graduate Courses in
Classroom Communication Theory and Skills Available to
Practicing Elementary and Secondary Te chers." Ph.D. diss.,
Indiana Univeesity,-19f4. -

R. The author surveys NCATE teacher- trainl g institutions in
order to detednine the nature of graduate cou es in classroom
communication available to practicing elementar and secondary
teachers. A discussion of four model programs is4 luded.

Lynn. Elizabeth M.. and Kurt W. Rittor, eds. "Classroom Communi-
cation! &Flexible Teacher Training Program in Ihterpersonal
Communication." Indiana University, 1972. ED 079 793.
R. A lengthy annotated bibliography which focuses on such topics
as "Rationale for Studying Clasroom Communication," "Barriers to
Classroom Communication," and "Communication Models." 'In-
cluded are exercises and films that the tocher educator may want to
use. ." "1-

Marckvvardt, Albert H., ed. Linguistics in School Programs. The Sixty -

Ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part II. Chicago: University or Chicago Press, 1970.
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K. Considers such topics as "The Dimensions of Language,"
"tangtAge and Learning," and "Contributions of Linguistics to
Reading and Spelling." ..

Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto, ca.:
Fearon, 1962. 0, .../

1
e.,R. Focuses on developing' behavioral objectives in order that

communication between teachers and students may be"more
effective.

Marikean, Alexandria, "The Levels of Questioning and Their Effrcts
upon Student Performance above the Knowledge Level of Bloom's
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives." Bloomington: Indiana
University, 1973. ED 091 248.

B. Considers an elementary science unit and suggests that teachers
may not be able to critically stimulate the students until they reach
the formal operational state of Piaget's schemata.

Marino, Ronald Joseph. "The Effects -of a Concentrated In-Sqvice
Program Designed to Improve Elementary Teachers* Attitudes
toward Children.' Ph.D. diss., Michigan State University, 1971.
G. A good how-to-do.-it guide for constructing a course designed to
change teachk attitudes.

Markgraf, Bruce Richard. "A Survey of Listening Pedagogy in
American Teacher-Training Institutions." Doctoral diss., Univer-
sity. of Wisconsin, 1960. Dissertation Abstracts 21 (#3): 699.

C. The only descriptive research of this nature.

Martin, R. G. "Communication and the Act of Teaching: A Footnote to
Models of Teaching." Journal of Teacher Education 22 (Winter
1971): 418-25.

. R. The author argues that knowledge and understanding about
communication principles is an essential prerequisite for under-
standing the nature of the teaching-learning process in the
classranl.

McCaslin. Nellie. Creative Dramatics in the Classroom. 2nd ed. New
York: David McKay Co., 1974.

J. Q. A practical text which gives a step-by-step procedure' for
using creative dramatics in 4he cla§sroom.

McNeill. Earle D.. et al. "Racism and the Helping Relationship: One
Method for ,tIncreasing Awareness." Paper presented at the
American Ortifopsychiatric Association, New York. 1973. ED 082
102.

M. This study examines the effects of a white, middle and upper-
class preference system on the helping relationship. .
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Meacham, Merle L "All Those Independent Variables." Paper
presented at the atnual meeting of the American Psychological
Association. NeW Orleans, 1974. ED 100 516.

G. A case study of a sixth grade class. The teacher referred himself
. and the class for help on behavioral management.
Meacham, Merle L., and Allen E. Wiesen. Changing Classroom

Behavior. 2nd ed. New York: Intext Publishing Co., 1974.
G. One section of the text identifies specific learning principles
which can be applied to enhance learning and reduce disruption.

Mendels, Glen E., and James P. Flanders. "Teachers' Expectatio s and
Pupil Performance." American Educational Research Jour al 10
(Summer 1973): 203-12.

P. The existence of potent teacher expectancies was not demon-.
strated by this study.

Mial. Dorothy. "Appendix f: Interpersonal Competencies." A
'Competency- eased. Field-Centered Systems-Xpproacf to Ele-I
Military Teacher Education. Final Report, Vol. 2, pp. 110-15. ED 026
311.

G. Identifies fifteen teacher competencies (proceeding from self
awareness to interpersonal competence) whi9,h relate to the
production of desired behaviors in children.

Moffett, fames. ,A Student-Centered Language Arts ,Curriculum,
eltaLles K-13 A Handbook for Teachers. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
Co.,"0468.

J. K? Concerned %\ ith students as producers of language. Empha-
small-group discussion and drama assan important part of the

curriculum.

Morrison, A., and D. McIntyre, eds. The S1icial Psychology of
Teaching. Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, 1972. --
R. A 'varied selection IN hich includes "A Conceptual Framework for
the Study of the Classroom Group as a Social System," "Interaction
Analysis and Inservice Training," and "Teachers' Beliefs, Class-
room Atmosphere, and Student Behavior."

Naremore, Rita,C. "Teachers' Judgments of Children's Speech: A
Factor Analyt IC Study of A t tit udes."Speech Monographs 38 (March
19710

1 'dP. R. ,T study invii ye analyses and interpretations of scalar
respon'Sef...that inner-city te'achers gave to taped samples of children
of varying social status, ethnicity, and sex.

Nash, Roy. Classrooms Observed: The Teacher's Perception arld the:
Pupil's Performance. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1973.
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N. P. In part suggests that a student's self-perception is strongly
influenced by the teacher's perceptions of that student.

Neujahr, James L. "Analysis of Teacher-Pupil Interaction ins
p Individualized Instruction: Role Variation and In§tructional

Format," AV Communicbtion Review 22 Spring 1974): 69-77.
F. The author,suggests that as the instructional format is changed,
the role of the, eacher and pupil change in basic ways.

Newcombe, P. Judson; and Karl F. Robinson. Teaching Speech
Communication. New York: David McKay Co., 1975.

* J. R: While this text is primarily concerned with teaching speech
communication at the secondary level, the authors focus ort "The
Classroom Interactive Process" as well.

Nietzke, Ann: "The Seductive,Dr. Fox." Human Behavior 3 (October
1974):42 -44.

D. P. Studies suggest that a dynamic teacher may be very influ/n-
tial upon listener judgments.

Gana, Robert G., and Charles F,Eiszler. "Science Modules: Teaching
Tactics, Questioning Techniqpes, Planning Short-Term Teaching
Strategies, and Planning Long-Term Teaching Strategies.Mount-
Pleasant, Michigan: Central Michigan University, 1975. ED 106 156.

B. G. Centers on competency-based Materials in science methods
for elementary school teachers.

O'Donnell, Holly. "ERIC RCS Report: Are You Listening? Are You
Listening?" Language Arts 52 (Nov./Dec. 1975): 1080-84.

J. Contains references to ERIC publications which may be helpful
to the teacher concerned with developing listening skills in ele-
mentary students.

O'Leary,_,K. Daniel, and Susan G. OLeary. Classroom Management:
The Successful Use of Behavior Modification. New York: Pergamon
Press, 1972.

G. A collection of readings which focus on a set of principles for
changing behavior. Research evidence documents efficacy of such
procedures in the classroom.

Olmo, Barbara G. "Teaching Students to Ask Questions." Language
Arts 52 (Nov./Dec. 1975): 1116. -19.

B, G. Argues that lessons need to be designed to shift responsibil-
ity for asking questions from the teacher to the student.

Osborn. Lynn R. ;Speech Communication Educat ioc and the American
Intlian: Challenges and Contrasts." Paper presented at the Western
Speech Communication iksaiwiation, Honolulu, 1972. ED 070 118.

t
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J. K. Discusses specific aspects of traditional communication be-
havior unique to American Indians and the implications for the
speech communication'teacher.

Payne, James L "Alidlysis of Teacher-Student Classroom Intera0on
in Amish and Non-Amish Schools." School Problems *19 (Summer

,1971): 79-90.

F. Using the Flanders Interaction Analysis System in, Amish and
non-Amish schools in Pennsylvania, the authors tested the follow-
ing hypothesis: a-s sampling moves from Old Order Amish class-

*, rooms to non-Amish classrooms there will be a change from direct
teacher behavior to indirect teacher behavior.

Pedersen, Douglas J. "Special Report: The Teacher Workshop Program
at Penn State." Today's Speech 20 (Fall 1972): 55-57.
R. A ,brief description of the course work in classroom cornmuni-
cation offered at Penn State University.

Pfeiffer, William J., and John E. Jones. A Handbook of.Structured
Experiences Jor Human Relations Training. Iowa City, Iowa:
University Associates Press, 1969ff.
Q. Currently fne volumes in this work. Concerned primarily with
structured'exPeriences for'group activities. Goals, group size, time
required, physical setting, and the process for implementing each
exercise are discussed'

Phillips, Gerald M., David Butt, and Nancy J. Metzger.Communication
in Education: A littetoric of Schooling and Learning. New York:
Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

R. A wide ranging_discussion of the complexities of communication
in the classrbom. included are such topics as "Examining Our
Assumptions about Speech," "Interpreting Communication Be-
havior," and "The Clinical Responsibility of the Speech Teacher.';

- -V
Phillips, Gerald M., et al. The Development of Oral CommUrtifftion

the Classroom. New York: Bobbs-Mertill Cp., 1970.

R. Designed, for elerlkentar'y and secondary teachers, this, text
considers such topics as,"Oral Communication and the Classroom
Teacher," "Speech-and Hearing Defects in the Classroom," and"The
Quiet and NoiSy Ones in the Classroom."

Phillips, Gerald M.; and Nancy J. Metzger. "The Reticent Syndrome:
Some Theoretical Considerations-,about Etiology and Treatment."
Speech Monographs 40 (August 1973.)i, 40-30. .

- I. Discusses the results of work With studehts ant isuggests
treatment systernt.for reticence.
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-Poliakoff, L. "Structured Practice in Teaching: A Bibliography of ERIC
Documents." Washington: ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Educa-
tion, 1971. ED 048 123.

R. A 414-item bibliography concerned with the means and methods
school personnel can use to secure structured practice in developing
needed skills and insights. Citations include bibliographies, mane:
als, pragram descriptions, and research reports. .

Rarpti:. Ruth 5.' :`General Semantics for Inner-City Teachers: A
Simmer Course." Etc."31 (September 1974): 317-24.

K. Report df a workshop concerned with the relation of language to
behavior. Identifies various, assignments given to teachers.

Rappaport, Margaret NI., and Herbert Rappaport. "The Other Half of
the Expectancy Equation: Pygmalion." Journal of Educational
Psychology 67 (August 1975): 531-36.

P. Argues tha't the focus of educational programs should be the.
potentially malleable student rather than the sometimes intransi-
gent teacher. .

Raths, Louis E., Merrill i-larmin, and Sidney B. Simon. Values and
.6

Teaching: Working with iialubs in the, Classroom. Columbus:
Charles E. Merrill, 1966. -

.. 4

I. 0. Presents value theory and teaching strategies associated 'with
.. ' it. Illustrates how lo w ork with students to help clarify their values.

Ratliffe, Sharon A. "Non-Print Resources fqr Teaching Interpersonal
Communielittion in the Middle School." Speech Teacher 23 (March
1974)! 173-74.

. .

J. Films and soundstrips useful for teaching are reviewed.
Ratliffe, Sharon A., and Deldee. kil. Kerman.' Adventures in the

Looking Gloss. gxperiencing CommiThiCation with Your-Self and
A Others. Rev. ed. Skokie,111.: National Textbook Co., 1974.

J. Concerned with the yourgadolescent with a focus on talking,
'discussing, and listening. ,

Reid, Loren. Teaching Speech. 4th ed. New York! McGraw -Hill, 1971.

J. Concerned with preparing those teachers who will be teaching
sptiech. Consists of a wide overview pf the field.

Rohinson, Karl F and Albert B. Beckez.. Effective Speech for the
'reacher. New York: McCraw-Hill; 1970. 1,

R. Concerned with teachers in training. De4Agned to develop greater
,

personal classroom effectiveness. Topics include work on im-
proving the teacher's articulation, pronuncialion, physical be-

-R1.'.1
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havior, as well as prac)i e in group discussion and reading from the
printed page..

Robinson, W. P., and Susan J. Rackstraw. A Question Of Answers.ol.
1. London: Rou ledge and Kegan Paul, 1972.

B. The con rn is with questions and questioning as well as
answers a d answering.

Rogers, Carl R. On Becoming a Person. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
190,
R. A classic study of personal growth and creeivity.

Rosen, Connie, and Harold posen. The Language7PriMary School
Children. Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, 1973.
K. Considers school situations which encourage the use of rich and
varied language.

Rosenshine, B. "Enthusiastic Teaching: A Research Review." School
Review 78 (1970): 499-515.

D. Reviews attempts to assess the relationship of entliusiasm.to
pupil achievement as well as to specify the components of enthu-
siasm.

"Evaluation of Classroom Instruction." Review of Educational
Research 40 (April 1970): 279-300.

F. Examines available instruments for the ob,servation of class-
room instruction. A useful bibliography is included.

Rosenshine, Barak. Teaching Behaviours and Student Achievement.
London; National Foundation for Educational Research in England
and Wales, 1971.

P. R. The author reviews available stu is in which teacher.
behavior has been studied in relation o student achievement.
topics include "Teacher Approval and Disapproval," "Teacher
Flexibility and Variety," and "Amount of Teacher-Student Inter-
action."

Rosenthal, R., and L. Jacobson. Pygmalion in the Classroom; Teacher
Expectations and Pupil Intel ectual Development. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1 8.

P. Argues that teachers' expectations of pupils' perforthance may
serve as self-fulfilling prophecies.

Ruben, Bren(D. and Budd, Richard W. Human CoMmunication
'Hancjbook: Simulations and Games. Rochelle Park, N.J.: Hayden,19n.
Q. R. Combines basic notions about with exer-
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'Llses. Presentation of theory is brief, rules for 1)-1-games are
clear, and discussion questions and suggestions are helpful.

Rupley, William Li. ''ERIC RCS Report: Language Development' and
Beginning Reading Instruction." Elementary' English 52 (March
,1975):403 -08.

K Considers aintimher_ocliehich examine the relationship
between thestudent's verbal skill and reading ability. ,

0

fo

A.

Sanders, Norris M. Classroom Questions: What Kinds? New York:
Harper,ansi Row, 1966..
B. Identifies types of questions based on Bloom's taxonomy of
cognitive objectives, Numerous examples illustrate question types.

Schrank," Jeffrey. The Seed -Catalog. A Guide to Teaching /Learning
Materials. Bostorr.-"Bedcon Press, 1974.

Q.: Identifies numerous types of resource materials for use at all
instructional levels. tames, simulations, films, filmstrips, cas-
.settes, -and periodicals are among the various categories.

Schiack, Gordon McGregor. Teach Them. to Spe A Language
12oelopment PrI5gramme in 200. Lessons. Londo Ward Lock
Educafional a

J. Concerned with helping teachers develbp the oral language skills
in children between the ages7a-four and seven.

Schmuck, Richard A., z2ellatricia A. Schmuck. Group Processes in
the Classroom. 2 jcil ed. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. BroWn, 1975.

E. The authors bring together recent research on, teaching behavior
and research on social psychology and group dynamics.

Sc6ley, L. G. W., and Vivian Gibbon. Communication and Learning in
, the Primary School. New York: Schocken BOoks, 1972.

K. R. The authors draw from personal experiences to argue that
communication is the thread thatshapes and unifies primary school
activity.

Sieber, Joan E., and Susan B. Crockenberg. "The Teacher and the
Anxious Child," Washington: U.S. Office of Education, 1970. ED 037
799.

1. Concerned with classroom anxiety in the elementary school and
how the teacher may be able to reduce such anxiety.

Silberman, Charles E. Crisis in the Classroom. New York: Random
House, 1970.

R. An important work which in part serves to suggest why we need
to improv communicatiou between teachers and students.

, .
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N
Si liars, Malcolm 0 ; ed. Implications of Recent Research for Speech

Communicatjon Education, Proceedings of the Sixth Speech Com-
manication Association Sumner Confe,rence. 1Falls Church, Va
Speech commuinication Association, 1970.

R. Explores the practical implications for classroom te ers of
recant research in speech communication.

Simon. Anita. ed. "Interaction Analysis Abroad. Pa 1." Classroom
Interaction Newsletter 7 (December 1971): 1-7

F. Concerned with broadening the geogr ica research base,
these articles consider classroom interac in studies completed in
Latin America and India.

Simon, Anita, and Gil Boyer. eds. irrors for Behavior III: An
Anthology of (ipservational Instr. ents. Wyncote, Pa.: Communi-
cation Material Center, 1974.

F., Describes ninety-nine obs rvational systems which. cover such
phenomena as cognitive d affective processes and nonverbal
behavior.

Simon, Sidney B., Lela W. Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum.
Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical. Strategies. New
York: Hqlt Publish' g Co., 1972.
J. 0. The autho are concerned with the process of valuing and
how people co' e to hold beliefs and establish behavior patterns.
Numerous ex rcises are' included to help students answer questions
that are po d.

,:rngels i',' eopolcl B. "A Comparative Study of Some Humanistic
Be avie s of Science Teachers Trained in a Performance Based,
Teac er Education Program"' and Those Trained in a Non:
Per ormance BasedPro-gram." Ph.D. diss., University of Texas.

stin, 1974.y.D1i6 115 (abstract only).
Teacher'strained in PBTE programs were found to be no more or

no less humanistic than teachers lacking PBTE training.
Smith, Louis M., and William Geoffrey. The Complexities of an Urban

Classroom: An Analysis toward a General Theory of Teachin*
New York: Holt. Rinehart and WinstOn, 1968.

.

R. Centering on the classroom and school/class interactions, the
authors d . from a -diary of dbservations to work toward develop-

eory of teaching. A readablq book packe'd with examples.
Daniel, and Arthur J. Kendall. "Teachers' Perceptions of and

--- Reactions o.Misbehavlor in Traditional and Open Classrooms."
fournal of.ducational Psychology 67 (August 1975): 528-30.

122.
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G. P. Suggests that the tv. o situations may create different norms
411(.11 may cause teachers to perceive and react differently to
objectively similar, student behaviors.

Stacey, Judith, Susin,Bereaud, and Joan D ie s, eds. And Jill Came
Tumbling After: Sexism In Ammon E location. New 8York: Dell
Publishing Co., 1974.

M. Suggests that the conservative nat re of schools and class-
rooms,discriminates against children of th sexes.

Spraoue,. Jo. "The Reduction of Sexism in Speech Commulication
,

Sucation." Speech Teacher 24 (January 1975): 3.724.5:

M. Argues that male and fem-at student mu -St have the oppor-
junities to explore their full range of hurrian potential.

St. John, ,Nancy. "Thirty-Six Teachers: Their Characteristics and
Outcomes for Black and White Pupils." American Educational
Research Journal 8 (Noverilber 1971): 635-48.

P. For the black students, interpersonally competent teacheh con-
tributed significantly to. improved reading ability.

Stanfprd, Gene, and Albert E. Roark. Human Interaction in Education.
.4, Boston': Allyn and Bad:m..1974.

R. Education is seen as occurring as a result of interaction with
other human beings. "Learning through Group Discussion," "Role
Playing in ttSe Classroom," and "simulations and Simulation

ames" are among the topics covered.
Stanford, Gene, and Barbara Dodds Stanford. Learning Discussion

Skills through Gaines. New York: Citation Vcess, 1969. .

J. Q. 'Designed primarily for secondary students in order to develop
effective' discusSion techniques. -

Stelzner, Herr-flan, ed. "Lariguage Acquisition." Today's Speech 21
(Winter 1973): 11-30. ,

K4. "The Relevance of Oral Development INClassrocOm
Teaching," "Speech Processes' in the ognitive Learning of Young
Children,Thfid "Competence and Performance in Language Develop-

ment." are among the articles ill this issue.
S Columbus:John W. Spontaneous Drama. A Language Art. C umbus:

Charles E. Merrill, 1973.
J. K. Focuses on drama as a means of fostering language growth.

Si.% aim, Eugene E. "B. F. Skinner and Carl R. Rogers on Behavior and
Education." July 1972. ED 098 087.
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G. Compares and contrasts Skinner and Rogers with respect to
their views on human behavior and education.

Taffel, Suzanne J., et al. "Reasoning and oPraise:_Their Effectg on
Academic Behavior." Journal of Educiitional Psychology 66 (June
1974): 291-95.

G. The authors suggest that verbalizing a reasoiN,as as effective or
more effective than praising second graders for task performance.

Tanner, Fran A. Creative Communication: Junior High Proiecis in
Acting Speaking -Oral Heading. Pocatello, Idaho: Clark Publishing
Co.. 1973.

J. Presents forty-nine detailed lesson plans in theareas of creative
dramatics, general speech, and oral interpretation.

"TeNher Training 'through the'Minicourse." Austin: Texas Informa-
tion Service, 1972. ED 083 127.

R. An information package designed to answer questions about
mtcroteaching Focuses on questioning techniqties, oral language
development, and the use of interaction analysis.

Thompson, James J. Buyond Words. Nonverbal Conimunication in the
Classroom. Nev YOrk: Citation Press, 1973.

D. Rxamines yarious facts of nonverbal behavior in the claspoom.
Includes a discussion of personal space, gestures, and tot-di and
their significance in classroom teaching.

Thoresen, Carl E., ed. Behavior Modification in Education. Severity-,
second yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part 1. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973.

G. Discusses the historical development of behavior modification.
Identifies and deals with behavior modification as it relates to
educatioin.

Tiedt, his M., ed. "Language Learning." Special issue of Elementary
-English 51 (April 1974): 475-54E1.

K. L. A variety of articles which focus on such topics as dialects,
listening and -language development, and oral, language perfor-
mance and reading instruction.

"Oral and Aural Lenguage." Special issue of. Elementary
English 5.1 (Nov./Dec. 1974): 1083-1162.

"A series of articles, such as "slack Communicative Styles," in
which the autho>dentif.y various communicative styles of black
students in the classroom. See also "A Psycholinguistic Study of the
Tehcher-Chilci Relationship." ,

it
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\
issueS.__ "Wogien and Girls." Special issue of Elementary English 50 1

(October 173): 1019-1101. .

M. Includes such articles as "Open Latter to Teachers of Girls,z' and
"Sugar and Spice or Snips and Snails?" ,

"Today's Changing Roles: An .4ipproach to Non-Sexist Teaching."
Teacher Resources with Curriculum Related Activities.1974. Avail-
able from Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education, 1156 15th St. S.
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

. .

.M. Provides a reSource guide which provides a model for dealing
with sex role stereotypes in'the classroom.

Todd, Karen R. Promoting Mental Health in the Chi's room:0
'Handbopk for Teachers. Argonne National Lab, Illinois, 1973. ED
084 209. ,

. .
G. Provides guides designe* d to help the teacher recogni e the need
for promoting mental health in The classroom.

Travers, Robert M. Wl, ed. Second Handbook of Research on Teaching.
'Chicago: Rand McNally and'Co., 1973..

R. An essential work. Included:are such topics as working with
students Who are "emotionally disturbed," "gifted," and "mentally
retarded." See also "The Lige of Direct Observation, to Study,.
teaching." Exceptional bibliographies are included throughout.

Trubewitz, Sidney! "The Listening Teacher." Chiltood--Eclucation.
-....,,

( ril/May 1975): 319-22. ,

f

C. Sum sts ways in which teachers can become better listeners.
Valentine: Car ed. "Newsletter." Subscription $2.00 per year.

Department of ch, Arizona State UniVersity, Tempe, Arizona.
R. A monthly newsle which identifies films, catalogs, books
ang othet materials which be of value to those concerned with
the Speech communicNip p o s in the classroom.

Talker, Ed. Handbook on Inquiry Te hing for Elementary School
Social Studies. Lincoln: Nebraska State epartment of Education,
1973. ED 085 307.

B. Written for use by elementary educators as a odel for teaching
methods as well as the' construction of social dies learning
activities. l

e Wallen, John L. "Appendix R: A Basic ,Communicatioti kill for
- ht roving Interpersonal Relationships." In A Compettncy-Bated,

NH-Centered SysteMS4Approach to Elementary redher Educa-
t ton. Final Report, Vol. 3, pp. 135-148. ED 026 323.
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Q. R. Contains exercises.de igned to develdp basic communication
skills for improvingainterper nal relationships of teachers.

Ward,' Ted, et al. tVorkshop T ining Kits. Vol. I. East Lansing:
Michigan State Univergity, 197

-G..DeScribes workshop training its to be used with severely
handicapped children. Ingluded ar selected bibliographical refer-
ences on behavior modification with low functioning children.,.

Weatherly, Michael, "Commercially A ilable Games for Speech
Communicatuin ,Courses." Spee6h Tea her 23 (November 1974):
312-19,

Q. Identifies appropriate games fdr nine yeas within the fiald of
speech communication.

Weaver; Richard L. "The Use of Exercises and Ganes." Speech Teacher
23 (November 1974): 302-11. . )
Q. Discusses three basic concerns in the utilizatl.n of exercistsand
games selection and preparation, implementatio , and evaluation.

Webb, Dwight. "Teacher Sensitivity: Affective Imp. ct on Students."
Marna! of Teacher Education 22 (Winter . 455-59.
G. 0 , aoi ity, problem-oriented students are
more dependent; upon a patient and understanding teacher for'a

-successful school experience' than are more able, problem -free
students.

Weis, David al. "Dogmatism and the Ndw Inner-City Teacher."
journal of the Student Personnel Association for Teacher, Education
1:1(September 1974f: 2-6.

G. Discusses an. inservice workshop designed to reduce teacher
anxiety 'and help the teacher become less dogmatic.

Westbury, Ian, and Arno A. Bellacls, eds. Research into Classroom
Processes: Recent. Developments and Next Steps. New York:
Teachers College 'Press, 1971.

F

R. A collection of articles which includes a focus on "affective
variables in the classroom," and "effectiveness of lecturing in the
dassroom."

'Wiemann, Mary 0., and John M. Wiemann. Nonverbal Communication
in the 'Elementhry'Classroan. A Review of Theory and Research

, with Exercises for Else in Grades K-k.SCAYERIC Theory into
Practice Series. Falls Church, Va.: Speech Communication Associa-

- tion, 1975.

J. Focuses on teaching nonverbal 'communication to K-8 students.

2a .6
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Willtartrederick. ed. Language and Poverty. Chicago: Markham
Publishing Co., 1970.

K. L. ociolugists, linguists, psychologists, and educators consider
the language of the "poverty child." Inclndect_are important articles
by Cazden, Baratz. and Labov.

Williams, Frederick, Jack R. Whitehead, and Leslie M. Miller. "Re-
lations between Language Attitudes and Teacher Expectancy."
American ,Educational Research Journal (Spring 1972): 263-78.

P. Suggests that teachers' expectations of children's performance in
subject matters are partially predictable upon the basis of language
attitudes.

Williams. Frederick, Jack Whitehead, and Jane Traupmann. "Teachers'.
EC aluations of Children's Speech." Speech Teacher 20 (November
I97-1): 247 -54.

L. P. TR esults suggest that teachers will-consistently evaluate
children's spe and that such evaluations follow along the lines of
the tvv. o global dimensions of confidence-eagerness,and ethnicity-
nonstandardness.

Wood. Barbara S. Children and CommCommunication: Verbal and Non-
erbal Language Development. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-, *P.MIL, 1976.

K. R. Th8 author considers verbal, 'nonverbal,
aspects qs the corrimunicativ!e d'rvelopmeial,of children. The prlin4ry,_
focus is on communication i,nstruction in the elementary classroom. .

Ina Barbara S., and Julia Curry. "Fveryday Talk and....4Chool Talk ot
the City Black Child. SpeeA Tedther 181Novemlier 1g691
L. This study ptpsentrAidence of the interaction between sociall,
class differences and stylistic 'iiriatiOTB of the speeCh situation.

-Z4titz, Miles. Education across Cultures Dubuque, Iowa:,K6ndalli
--tirra-t,1190. q

L Concerns the Ang o tic and the Spanish-American and
Indian student.

.

Zuckerman. David W.. and Robert P. Horn. The Guide to Sgnulation
,kurnch fqx EducabAni and:I:raining. Ckmbridg, Mass.: Information

ResourCes I' c., 1970. -g\C -. .

. Q. Lists iistsand discusses 04 games and simulations according to age
lev. el, supplementary m aerials, and the purposes of the activity. .

,,,
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A. Schools Selected for Anderson's Study

Western Region of the SCA

Alaska'
University of Alaska, College

Arizona ,

Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff

Califortda

California State ollege,tong Beach
Californiata College, Los Angeles

--Chico State liege, Chico
FresnoState ollege, Fresno
San Francis o StateCollege San Francisco
University f the Pacific, Stockroir
University of Southern_California, Los Angeks

Colorado

Colorado Mate College, Greeley
University of Colorado, Boulder

HaWaii

University of Hawaii, Honolulu

'Idaho

University of Idand, Moscow .,

New Mexico

New Mexico State University, University Park

3
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University of New Mexico, Albu uerque
Western (;Jew Mexico Universi . Silver City

Oregon

Eastern Oregon College, La Grande

Utah

University of Utah, Salt Lake City

Washington'

Central Washington State College, Ellensburg
Eastern Washington stte College, Cheney
Fort Wright College, Spokane
Seattle Pacific College, Seattle
University of Washington, Seattle
Western Washington State College,.Bellingham

Southern Region of the SCA

Alabama

Auburn University, Auburn
Samford University, Birmingham
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

Georgia

'University of Georgia, Athens
Valdosta State College, Valdosta

Kentucky

Western Kentucky University. Bowling Green

Mississippi

Delta State 'College, Cleveland

North Ciirolina

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
University of North Carolina, Greensboro

Tennessee

Austin Peay State University, Clarksville
East Tennessee State. University, Johnson City
Memphis State University, Memphis
Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro

".\\_ 1.2.3
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Texas

Abilene Christian College, Abilene
East Texas-State University, Commerce
Korth Texas.State University, Denton
Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches
Texas A and 1 University, Kingsville
Texas teclinological University, Lubbock
West Texas State University, Canyon

Virginia

Madison College, Harrisonburg
Radford College, Radford

Cent I Region of the SCA

Illinois

Chicago State College, Chicago
Illinois State University, Normal
Northeastern Illinois State College, Chicago
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb

_Northwestern 'Universi ty, Evanston
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,
Wheaton College, Wheaton

Indiana
Ball State University, Muncie
Butler University, Indianapolis
Indiana State University, Terre Haute
Indiana University, Bloomington
St. Mary's College, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame
Iowa

Cornell College, Mt. Vernon
DrE'llte University, Des Moines
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls
Michigan

-;
Calvin College, Grant Rapids.
Central Michigak University, Mount Pleasant
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo

issouri
Aindenwood College, St. Charles

130
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Nebraska
Chadron State College, Chadron
Kearney State College, Kearney
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
University of Nebraska, Omaha

North Dakotii
Dickinson State College, Dickinon
University of North Dakota, Grand Foiks

Ohio 1

Miami University, Oxford
University of Toledo, Toledo

Oklahoma.

Central State College, Edmond
Northeastern State College, Tahlequah
Northwestern State College, Alva
University of Oklahoma, Norman

South Dakota
Black Hills State College, Spearfish

Wisconsin ,.
Carroll CollegeWaukatha
University of Wisconsin, Madiso,n
Wisconsin State University, Eau Claire
Wisconsin State University, LaCrosse
WisconOn State University, Oshkosh
Wisconsin State University, River Falls

Eastern Region'bf the SCA

ConneOeut

e

VS

4.

Central Connecticut State College, New Britain
Southern Connecticut. State College, New Haven ..,,

. Delaware

_____L__Uniat.arsit-. ewark '

New York 4 '

/ °, e

Queens College, City University of New York, Flushing
Hofstra University, Hempstead '' . ..

NV 0

State University of, New York, Buffalo . .*
State University, of New York, Plattsburgh

. I

1
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Pennsylvania

Slippery-Rock State College, Slippery Rock

West V,trginia

°Shepherd Shepherdstown
Vest Virginia University, Morgantown

B. Schools Selected for Lynn's Study I,

Western Region of the SCA

Arizona

Arizona State University, Tempe (2 courses)
Califojnia-

.

talirornia State University, Long Beach (2, courses)
California State University, Los Angeles

Colorado

University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Denver, Denver i
Unil!,ersity of Northern Colorado, Creeley')"t
Idaho

IdahoState University. Pocatello

Nevada

University of Nevada, Reno

Orogon

OregoneCollege of Education, Monmouth

Utah 7.

Brigham Young University; Provo
University of Utah, Saltlake City

z
Wahhington

Central Washington State College, Ellensburg
0
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Eastern Washington State College, Cheney
Gonzaga University, Spokane
University of Washington, Seattle (3 courses)

Southern Region of the SCA

Alabama

Universityof Alabama, Tuscaloosa
University of South Al,bama, Mobile

Arkansas
Henderson State College, Arkadelphia
State College ocArkansas, Conway

Florida

Florida A 8oM
.University of

Georgia

Universit of Georgia, Athens

North C rolina
East .rolina University, Greenville
Univ rsity of North Carolina, Greensboro

Te nessee
niversity of Tennessee, Knoxville's

Texas
Our Lady of.the Lake College, San Antonio,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas

niversity, Tallaha,ss'e (2 courses)
lorida, Gainesville

Cential Region of the SCA

Illinois

Bradley Univ e eoria
Eastern Illinois pniversity, Charleston
Southern Illinois University, gdwardsville

Indiana

Butler University, Indianapolis
Indiana University, Bloomington (4 courses)
Purdue University, Wes! Lafayette

-13a
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kansas
Kansas State College, Pittsburg
University of Kansas, Lawrence (2, courses)
W_ichita State University, Wichita (2 courses)

Michigan

_Central Miphigan University, Mount Pleasant
Michigan State University, East Lansing
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo (2 courses)'

Minnesota

Bemidji!State College, Bemidji
Moorhead State College, Moorhead
St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud
University.of Minnesota, Duluth

Missouri

Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg (2 courses)
Drurycollege, Springfield

Nebraska

University of Nebraska at Omaha (2 courses)

Ohio

University of Dayton, Dayton
University of Toledo, Toledo

Oklahoma

Northwestern State College, Alva
Southwestern State College, Weatherford

South Dakota

South Dakota State University, Brookings

Wisconsin

University of WisconsinMilwaukee
University OLWiseonsinStout, Menomonie

a

Eastern Region of the SCA

Connecticut

Central Connecticut State College, New Britain
Western ConnecticutStata College, Danbury (3 courses)
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Delaware

University of Delaware, Newark

Maryland
University of Maryland, College Park (2 courses)

New Jersey -

Kean College of New Jersey, Union
Trenton State College, Trent'on

New York
Canisius college, Buffalo
Fordham University, New York City (2 courses)
Hofstra University, Hempstead
State University College; New Paltz
State University of New York, Buffalo
State University Collve of Arts and Sciences, Plattsburgh

Pennsylvania
.Edinboro State College, Edinboro
-.Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana
Kutztown State College, Kutztown .

Pennsylvania State-University, University Park (3 courses)
University of Scranton, Scranton
Temple University, Philadelphia
West Chester State,Colle

g
e, West Chester
ip

Rhode Island,

Rhode Island College, Providence
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